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LaRouche: Milosevic Murder
To Trigger East-West Conflict
by Jeffrey Steinberg

Lyndon LaRouche forcefully intervened on March 15 into til March 12—the day after the Serb leader was found dead
in his prison cell.the crises provoked by the sudden death of former Serbian

President and accused war criminal Slobodan Milosevic, who A senior U.S. intelligence official contacted by EIR put
the official responsibility for Milosevic’s death on Thewas found dead in his prison cell on March 11, the victim of

an alleged heart attack. Milosevic had been on trial at The Hague Tribunal, emphasizing that the harsh conditions of
imprisonment alone, certainly constituted a “death sen-Hague for the past four years, and had been complaining for

months that he was being poisoned. On March
8, less than 72 hours before his death, the for-
mer Yugoslav ruler had written a note to the
Russian Foreign Ministry, asking them to in-
tercede to win permission from the Balkan
War Crimes Tribunal to go to Russia for medi-
cal care.

In January, Tribunal officials had refused
a similar request, on the grounds that they
did not trust the Russian government to re-
turn Milosevic to The Hague after he had
received treatment from Russian medical spe-
cialists.

When officials at The Hague scrambled
to explain Milosevic’s death—the sixth such
mysterious death of an accused Serb war
criminal while in their custody—Russian
Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov issued an
angry public statement that he saw no reason
to trust the Tribunal’s account. Since the Tri-
bunal had refused to trust the Russian govern-
ment to secure Milosovic, he had no faith
that the Tribunal was telling the truth about Sgt. Mike Camacho

the Serb leader’s death (see Documentation). The European-centered Synarchist International, which is gunning for a showdown
The March 8 Milosevic letter was not with Russia, controls Vice President Dick Cheney, through the offices of Britain’s

Tony Blair.delivered to the Russian Foreign Ministry un-
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tence”—whether or not Milosevic’s medication had been Vice President Dick Cheney.
Now, through the contrived “Iran crisis,” and the Milo-tampered with. (By March 14, the Tribunal’s own forensic

specialists were spinning wild stories about Milosevic sevic murder, these Synarchist circles are out to finish off the
nation-state system itself, to unleash a post-Treaty of West-having smuggled medication into prison, in a scheme to

induce a heart condition to justify his transfer to a Rus- phalia world of global feudalism, headed by a private oligar-
chy of financiers and “title-holders” of the world’s strategicsian hospital.)
raw material wealth.

LaRouche warned that such utopian schemes are doomedLaRouche Weighs In
It was in this context that American statesman Lyndon to fail miserably, but they could trigger an out-of-control ep-

och of perpetual war, akin to the medieval Crusades and otherLaRouche on March 15 declared that Milosevic had been
murdered in order to create a grave crisis in relations between religious wars that threw Europe into a centuries-long Dark

Age.the United States and Western Europe on the one side, and
Russia and Asian powers on the other. Not only does the It is in this context that the Milosevic murder must be

understood. His death threatens to immediately inflame theMilosevic murder threaten to trigger a new Balkan crisis, it
comes at a moment when Russia is playing a pivotal strategic Balkan conflicts that have been manipulated by the British

and other European Synarchist factions for centuries. Thisrole in seeking a solution to the so-called “Iran affair.”
LaRouche was equally blunt in identifying the Synarch- month, negotiations under UN auspices are scheduled to take

place about the future status of Kosovo, the 90% Albanian-arist International as the author of the Milosevic murder. He
named the current generation of Synarchists as the descen- populated province of Serbia. Just days before Milosevic’s

death, a NATO-orchestrated government shakeup had occur-dants of the London- and Paris-centered financier oligarchs
who installed the Fascist and Nazi regimes in power in red in Kosovo, which resulted in a Kosovo Liberation Army

(KLA) military commander being installed as the newEurope during 1922-45. Today, this Synarchist International
controls the European Central Bank, with its network of Prime Minister.

The KLA was the British and NATO intelligence-con-subsidiary private central banks. It is their Maastricht System
that has all but destroyed the remnants of sovereign nation- nected detonator for the late-1990s phase of fighting in the

Balkans (see below). A turning point came in 1999, when U.S.states in continental Europe. Through the Blair government
in Great Britain, they virtually control the Office of U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright and British Foreign

Secretary Robin Cook promoted KLA chief
Hashim Thaci as Kosovo’s representative at
“peace” talks held at Rambouillet, France. The
young Thaci was leading an insurgency
against the Kosovo Albanians’ elected leader,
Ibrahim Rugova, and his NATO-backed as-
cendancy guaranteed the escalation of con-
frontation between his forces and the Milo-
sevic regime. Within a year of KLA
domination in Kosovo, the region had consoli-
dated its reputation as “the Colombia of Eu-
rope”—a crucial junction in the drugs-and-
weapons trade in Eurasia.

The latest leadership change in Kosovo
could set the stage for a new eruption of con-
flict, as Kosovars press for full independence,
as Serbian nationalism is inflamed by Milo-
sevic’s death. Tens of thousands of people
turned out for his funeral on March 18.

It was just such ethnic conflicts that Brit-
ain’s Club of the Isles apparat of King Edward
VII exploited to spark World War I. The paral-
lel to the current situation, in which the Syn-NATO

archist faction of today openly promotes a reli-“Mad Madeleine” Albright giving a press conference as Secretary of State, Dec.
gious and ethnic “Clash of Civilizations,” is15, 2000. Invoking H.G. Wells as her guru, she stoked the conflagration in the

Balkans during her term in office. stunnning.
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cert of European sovereign nation-
states, led by a unified Germany and a
post-Soviet Russia—that the Thatcher-
Mitterrand Synarchist forces orches-
trated the first Balkan crisis of 1989-91.
The breakup of Yugoslavia into warring
ethnic and religious enclaves, a mirror
of the Sarajevo events that sparked
World War I, killed, for the time being,
the prospects of a re-integrated, peace-
ful and prosperous Eurasian heartland.

From the Synarchist standpoint, the
collapse of the Soviet Union and
Warsaw Pact opened the prospect for
a full-scale assault on the nation-state
system—what today is promoted as
“globalization.” This was the dream of
H.G. Wells, whose “Open Conspiracy”French President François Mitterrand and British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
for one-world oligarchical rule is docu-joined forces to prevent the reunification of Germany. When that proved impossible, they

rammed the Maastricht Treaty down the throats of Europeans, to curb the power of the mented elsewhere in this Feature.
nation-state—especially the German one.

The Kosovo War
A second phase of the Synarchist

Balkan destabilization was launched in the late 1990s, andThe Lost Opportunity: 1989-99
LaRouche added a further dimension to his warnings was very much directed against President Bill Clinton’s

efforts to address the global financial crisis of 1997-98.about a Synarchist-orchestrated rift between the West and
Russia. Reflecting the impact of LaRouche’s January 1997 call for

the convening of a New Bretton Woods Conference to re-During 1989-99, the London-Paris Synarchist axis, along
with their assets inside official Washington, launched a suc- place the bankrupt dollar-based floating-exchange-rate sys-

tem through bankruptcy reorganization, President Clintoncession of Balkan crises, to sabotage the opportunities for a
new, post-Cold War era of East-West cooperation. and his Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin had launched a

series of international initiatives, aimed at establishing aThose Balkan crises/provocations coincided with the as-
sault by British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and French “new global financial architecture.” Following the Asian

currency eruptions of 1997, Clinton and Rubin had createdPresident François Mitterrand against a unified Germany (and
all of Europe), through the Maastricht Treaty abomination. the Group of 22, a working group of leading developed and

developing-sector governments, to craft a consensus for suchEurope, as the result of this Thatcher-Mitterrand scheme, has
been put through 15 years of Synarchist economic de- a new financial system. In September 1998, President Clin-

ton addressed the New York Council on Foreign Relations,construction under the European Central Bank.
Europe’s plunge into self-imposed economic and mone- and announced his intentions to establish a “new global

financial architecture,” to curb the powers of offshore finan-tary suicide must be counterposed to the proposal, first pre-
sented by LaRouche in October 1989, for a European Produc- cial speculators. Seated in the audience of that September

1998 event, Lazard Brothers Synarchist banker Felix Roha-tive Triangle, based on massive infrastructure development,
to integrate continental Western Europe, Central Europe, and tyn reacted violently to Clinton’s reassertion of government

control over credit and monetary policy, according to eyewit-the states of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. The
LaRouche proposal envisioned a high-speed rail corridor ness accounts.

The Clinton-Rubin effort triggered a Synarchist attacklinking Paris, Berlin, and Vienna, and with spiral develop-
ment corridors reaching into southern Europe and the Near upon the U.S. Presidency: Clintongate. As the President

became more and more preoccupied with the impeachmentEast, and through Warsaw, east to St. Petersburg and
Moscow. In the early 1990s, LaRouche expanded the Produc- fiasco, then reaching its culmination, he was simultaneously

confronted with a Synarchist-ordered insurgency fromtive Triangle proposal to incorporate all of Eurasia in an inte-
grated zone of high-tech agro-industrial development. within the administration and the Democratic Party. The two

most visible culprits were Vice President Al Gore and Sen.It was explictly to defeat the notion of the Productive
Triangle—particularly the idea of cooperation among a con- Joseph Lieberman (D-Conn.), who attempted to induce Pres-
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ident Clinton to resign from office, leaving Gore to serve
Documentationout the final two years as President.

Even though the Rohatyn-Gore-Lieberman treachery
was defeated—in no small measure due to Lyndon and Helga
LaRouche’s intervention to defend the Presidency—the final Lavrov, Russian Doctorsmonths of the Clinton Presidency were steered by Gore
and a team of self-professed “Wellsian Democrats,” led by Dispute Hague Tribunal
Secretary of State Madelene Albright and Richard Hol-
brooke.

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov answered questionsWhen a beleagured President Clinton reached out to
Russia’s Prime Minister Yevgeni Primakov, in early 1999, from the press on March 13:
in an effort to avert an East-West rift over the Kosovo crisis,
Vice President Gore personally sabotaged the scheduled Pri- Q: I would like to learn about the text of Slobodan Milose-

vic’s letter. Did he write about any attempts to poison him?makov-Clinton meeting in Washington. Gore placed a call
to Primakov—behind the back of the President, according Lavrov: Slobodan Milosevic’s letter arrived yesterday. It is

dated March 8, but arrived only yesterday. I do not know theto administration sources at the time—as the Russian Prime
Minister was airborne over the Atlantic, and told him that cause of the delay. The letter is not addressed to me person-

ally, but to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. It expresses con-the decision for NATO to bomb Yugoslavia (ostensibly to
stop ethnic cleansing in Kosovo) had been made, and that cern that, in his view, some of the treatment methods applied

to him by doctors of the International Tribunal for the FormerPrimakov risked being in the U.S. capital when the bombing
would start. Primakov ordered his plane to turn around and Yugoslavia were having a ruinous effect on his health. He

asked in this letter to again raise before the Tribunal the ques-go home. The last chance for a Russian-American war-
avoidance concert was dashed, and NATO bombing of Bel- tion of Russia’s readiness to accept Milosevic for treatment

in Russia.grade began days later.
As you know, he had made such a request before. In re-

sponse to it the Russian Federation gave the Tribunal 100%
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state guarantees that after taking the course of treatment, Mi-
losevic would return to The Hague. These guarantees were
examined at a special meeting of the Tribunal, which deemed
them insufficient. That is, in fact, they didn’t trust Russia.
This cannot but worry us. It cannot but alarm us that shortly
afterwards, Slobodon Milosevic died. A forensic autopsy is
now being carried out over there. We are in a situation where
they did not trust us, and also have the right not to believe and
not to trust those who are carrying out this autopsy. We asked
the Tribunal to let our doctors take part in the autopsy or, at
least, acquaint themselves with its results. Now a group of
our doctors is getting ready to urgently go to The Hague.

Doctors’ Report
The delegation of four Russian physicians met in The

Hague for several hours with doctors who had performed the
autopsy on the body of Slobodan Milosevic. Delegation head
Leo Bokeriya, head of the Bakulev Cardiovascular Surgery
Center, afterwards told Russian Channel 1 TV that he was
satisfied with the quality of the autopsy, which was docu-
mented with 12 hours of videotape, slides, and other physical
data, but dissatisfied with the care Milosevic had received
beforehand, and the refusal of Tribunal authorities to release
him for treatment in Moscow.

According to Itar-Tass, Bokeriya said, “Milosevic belonged
to the category of patients with a light coronary condition. He
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had only one vessel affected. It could have been cured.” The Dr. Bokeriya reiterated that the evident cause of death was
“the narrowing of the main blood vessel, which brought aboutnews agency further summarized Dr. Bokeriya’s opinion: “If

Milosevic had been taken to any specialized Russian hospital, an infarction,” or heart attack. Itar-Tass reported: “Dr. Boker-
iya admitted, however, that even this plain confirmation ofthe more so to such a hospital institution as ours, he would

have been subjected to coronographic examination, two stents the fact is tantamount to a slap in the face of the Tribunal for
war crimes in the former Yugoslavia.” The Russian physicianwould have been made, and he would have lived for many

long years to come. A person has died in our contemporary said, “We pressed them for three years to allow the man to
get genuine hospital treatment so that the doctors could issueepoch, when all the methods to treat him were available and

the proposals of our country and the reputation of our medi- a diagnosis for him, but nothing of the kind was ever done.”
cine were ignored. As a result, they did what they wanted
to do.”

Bokeriya added that his team had requested that the mate-
rials from the autopsy, including microscopic examinations, Explosive Legacy of
be provided to the Russian experts when the overall investiga-
tion has been completed. On the question of toxicology, Bok- The 1990s Balkan Wars
eriya said: “The ongoing analysis may take up to three
months, although I am almost 100% sure this was a sudden by Elke Fimmen
death, caused by Milosevic’s cardiopathology.” He said that
the evidence he had viewed directly did not support the theory

The death of Slobodan Milosevic occurred on the same dayof direct poisoning, but he added, “Unfortunately, it is an
absolutely banal fact that he died due to lack of medical treat- that Agim Ceku was elected Prime Minister of Kosovo. Ceku

having been the commander on the Kosovo-Albanian sidement. That’s all.”
In remarks made March 17 after his return to Moscow, during Madeleine Albright’s unnecessary Wellsian war

against Yugoslavia in 1999, the timing smacks of something
more than coincidence.

Trained in the Croatian military by U.S. advisors, for op-
erations at the end of Serbia’s war with Bosnia and Croatia in
1995, Ceku ended his service in Croatia as a brigadier-general
in February 1999, then moving to the Kosovo Liberation
Army. After commanding the KLA during the NATO war
against Yugoslavia in 1999, Ceku was in charge of its demili-
tarization. Since then he has commanded the Kosovo Protec-
tion Corps (KPC). Ceku’s job in 1999 was to reorganize the
KLA into a proper military structure, which then cooperated
closely with the NATO forces, providing intelligence for
bomb targetting, among other services.

Until the death of Milosevic, the Serbian government was
very reluctant to comment on Ceku’s new designation, but
this posture may now change. For some years, Serbia has
been accusing Ceku of committing genocide against Serbs in
Kosovo, during the 1990s fighting. There is no Hague indict-
ment against him, unlike his predecessor, Ramush Haradinaj.
The latter was released from The Hague, and is being allowed
to await his trial (slated for this Summer) as a free man in
Kosovo, a favor not granted to Serbs going on trial for
genocide.

Elements of Tension
Kosovo is thus, once again, a current crisis point in the

Balkans. But it is not the only one. A survey of the elements
NATO

of tension around the Balkans, existing even prior to the death
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said, regarding the

of Milosevic, reveals that the area is a basket of complicatedTribunal’s refusal to allow Milosevic to receive treatment at a
issues, left over from more than a decade of geopolitical wars,Russian hospital: “They didn’t trust Russia. This cannot but worry

us.” shifting alliances, and other political games.
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Each of these situations might be solved only through Yugoslavia is to go on trial for genocide and aggression
in a case brought by Bosnia-Hercegovina in 1992-93 at thehighly sensitive diplomacy, and, most of all, only under the

condition that real economic development is the pathway of International Court of Justice (not The Hague Tribunal deal-
ing with war crimes). Thirteen years later, the case is underthe future for all of those involved. At present, however, the

region is in shambles. Kosovo, the rest of Serbia, and Bosnia deliberation. It is a complicated case, involving international
law, which could potentially set a precedent regarding aggres-are the worst off economically.

After the fall of communism in 1989, this region should sion against countries (including Iraq). At its initiation, the
case was intended by the Bosnian government as a way tohave become one of the major area of development, defined

by its bridge-function to the Near East, and by the major stop the war against Bosnia-Hercegovina, which had declared
independence from Yugoslavia (today, Serbia-Montenegro);European waterway of the Danube—as the LaRouche move-

ment developed it in the 1990 Productive Triangle program. this independence had been recognized by NATO members,
but Bosnia-Hercegovina was still under under a weapons em-Towards the end of the 1999 phase of Balkans warfare, Lyn-

don LaRouche updated this approach in a major article on bargo and was officially not allowed to defend itself. Today,
the case is seen by the Bosnians as a negotiating chip towardthe principles of physical economy of a Marshall Plan for

the Balkans. the government in Belgrade, to agree to the above-mentioned
reorganization of Bosnia.Instead came the geopolitical wars of the 1990s—unnec-

essary for any purpose other than to wreck the prospects for, Greater Albania tendencies could be unleashed by an
adverse outcome of the Kosovo status talks. Macedonia, an-first, all-European cooperation after the fall of communism,

and, in the second phase, the Eurasian Triangle of Russia- other now independent former republic of Yugoslavia, has a
large Albanian minority. So does Bulgaria. And Albania itselfIndia-China, and its potential cooperation with the U.S.A. and

Europe for a new world economic architecture. Now, a new will react in one way or another. The potential remains for
conflicting, intractable nationalist agendas to be activatedgeopolitical game is being unleashed, again with major poten-

tial repercussions for world peace. here, as happened during the Balkan wars at the beginning of
the 20th Century.Kosovo status discussions have been going on for several

weeks, after the death of former President Ibrahim Rugova in
January. They are to determine, this year, whether Kosovo
will be independent from Serbia, or remain a province with a
high degree of autonomy, decentralization of administration,
and guaranteed minority rights. European governments have Hot Spots Flare in
generally favored the latter option, but this month at an EU
foreign ministers meeting in Salzburg, British Foreign Minis- Russia’s ‘Near Abroad’
ter Jack Straw commented provocatively to the effect, that
independence of Kosovo is bound to come. South Eastern by Rachel Douglas
European Stability Pact coordinator, Erhard Busek, criticized
Straw for damaging the diplomatic process.

In Russian parlance the Near Abroad comprises countries thatMontenegro’s independence referendum is scheduled
for May. A republic within former Yugoslavia, Montenegro were formerly part of the Soviet Union. The Balkans region

is not in the Near Abroad, but it, especially Serbia, is a tradi-still forms one state, together with Serbia. The vote is ex-
pected to be very close. If the separation were to happen, tional area of Russian interest—a factor that British and Vene-

tian geopoliticians played on to embroil Russia in BalkanSerbia would have no outlet to the Mediterranean Sea. If it
lost both Kosovo and Montenegro, Serbia would be reduced wars in the 19th Century and in 1912-14, on the eve of

World War I.to a landlocked rump of its former existence.
Reorganization of Bosnia-Hercegovina’s structure is Russian government officials, parliamentarians, and me-

dia are currently paying great attention to the situation in thealso to occur in 2006. Changes in this complicated construct
are desgined to dissolve the institutions of the Republika Near Abroad, where several of the region’s so-called frozen

conflicts have flared into hot spots. The Belarus PresidentialSrpska (Serb enclave) within Bosnia-Hercegovina, to create
a single integrated state, but with decentralization at the local election is on March 19, and Ukraine votes for Parliament

one week later, but those are not the only focal points. Herelevel. The Dayton Treaty of 1995 created three nominally
independent entities (Croatian, Bosnian, and Serbian), and are the current situations:

Belarus: Stepan Sukhorenko, head of the Belarusianthus a major impediment for economic reconstruction. The
Croatian and Bosnian units joined in a federation; finishing KGB, announced on March 16 that he had evidence of an

American-backed plot to overthrow President Alexander Lu-the reorganization of Bosnia-Hercegovina may be long over-
due, but, coming now, will add pressure to an already vola- kashenka’s regime during the Presidential election, through

“bombings and arson to sow chaos.” Sukhorenko showed atile situation.
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ulation of Transdniestria with a “humanitarian disaster.” As
of March 14, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said
that the measures remained in effect, as a result of which “the
social and economic situation in Transdniestria is deterio-
rating.”

Ukraine: Victor Yanukovych’s Regions of Ukraine party
is far ahead in all election polls, with President Victor Yush-
chenko’s Our Ukraine facing opposition also from several
former allies. But Regions of Ukraine will not win a clear
majority, and its vote will tend to be concentrated in eastern
Ukraine. As one Ukrainian analyst told EIR: “It’s set up for
ungovernability, with Ukraine’s fate then to be determined
by outside forces.”

Meanwhile Russian state TV on March 12 aired an edition
of its Special Correspondent program, which charged that the
Makarov-1 military garrison in the Kiev Region was being
used by U.S. special forces as a concentration camp for pris-
oners from various countries, and that this was arranged with
Yushchenko by U.S. Director of Central Intelligence Porter
Goss last Summer. On March 13, Ukrainian General Staff
Chief Sergei Kirichenko categorically denied the Russian
report.

EIRNS/Dan Sturman
Latvia: Police in Riga forcibly stopped a march to com-

Zbigniew Brzezinski, one of the principal architects of the memorate Latvian Waffen SS Legionaires’ Day, and also ar-geopolitical “arc of crisis” policy for surrounding Russia (or
rested anti-fascist counterdemonstrators, on March 16. Aformerly, the Soviet Union) with hostile powers, is shown here in
showdown over this commemoration takes place almost ev-Washington on March 16, 2006.
ery year on this date, but these police actions were played up
as a dramatic event, on Russian state TV. The Russian Foreign
Ministry denounced the march, saying that it ran counter tovideo of a man he said had been trained in the Republic of

Georgia, with American instructors present, to bomb schools. recent UN resolutions against inciting racism and xeno-
phobia.He also accused staff of the Georgian embassies in Lithuania

and Ukraine of being involved. This escalation came after Georgia: Organizations from the heavily Armenian eth-
nic Javakheti region in southern Georgia have petitioned Pres-ten days of arrests of opposition candidates and/or their staff

coordinators, for holding unauthorized demonstrations and ident Michael Saakashvili to be granted autonomy, according
to a March 10 Caucasus Press report monitored by RFE/RL.on other charges. The regime prepared the election in heavy-

handed fashion; equally heavy-handed are calls from Project Saakashvili is already battling to restore Tbilisi’s control over
South Ossetia and Abkhazia, which border the Russian Feder-Democracy circles for Lukashenka to be overthrown, as “Eu-

rope’s last dictator.” On March 16, a delegation of election ation.
Kosovo: The situation in this Balkans hot spot has impli-observers from the European Parliament was denied visas to

enter Belarus. cations for Russia’s Near Abroad. As talks continue on the
status of Kosovo within (or independent of) Serbia, RussianTransdniestria/Moldova: In a statement issued March 9,

the Russian Foreign Ministry charged Ukraine and Moldova officials, including President Vladimir Putin, have drawn a
parallel with potential developments in Near Abroad, likewith “blockading” the Transdniestria region of Moldova.

New customs regulations require all cargoes moving from Transdniestria in Moldova and the autonomous regions in
Georgia. Asked during his Jan. 31 press briefing, what wouldTransdniestria into Ukraine, mostly en route to Russia, to

have an official Moldovan customs stamp, for the stated pur- happen if Kosovo independence were recognized, Putin said,
“Principles have to be universal, otherwise they cannot in-pose of curbing smuggling. Transdniestria, a narrow strip of

territory along the left bank of the Dniestr River in Moldova, spire trust in the policy we are pursuing. . . . If someone be-
lieves that Kosovo can be granted full state independence,borders Ukraine. Its population is mostly Russian ethnic. Rus-

sian forces have patrolled the area since fighting there in the then why should we refuse the same to the Abkhazians or the
South Ossetians? . . . I don’t want to say that Russia willearly 1990s, and the local authorities do not answer to the

Moldovan government in Chisinau. The Foreign Ministry also immediately recognize Abkhazia or South Ossetia as
independent states, but such precedents exist in interna-statement, as well as a resolution passed the next day by the

Russian State Duma, accused Ukraine of threatening the pop- tional life.”
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This is a fact on which the Open Conspiracy must insist.”
‘ The Open Conspiracy’ But, Wells cautions, the Open Conspiracy might have to

make war in order to end war. He explains that the Open
Conspiracy’s commitment to world peace and ending war
does not mean an exclusion of soldiers, warriors, and militaryH.G. Wells Plots
means. Rather, the question is to whom might these warriorsThe World Empire be loyal. It may be necessary for the Open Conspiracy to use
“enlightened” warriors: “From the outset, the Open Conspir-by Michele Steinberg
acy will set its face against militarism . . . [but] the anticipa-
tory repudiation of military service . . . need not necessarily

This is reprinted from “Zbigniew Brzezinski and September involve a denial of the need of military action on behalf of the
world commonweal, for the suppression of national brigand-11th,” a Special Report issued in February 2002 by the

LaRouche in 2004 Presidential campaign committee. age, nor need it prevent the military training of members of
the Open Conspiracy. . . . Our loyalty to our current gov-
ernment, we would intimate, is subject to its sane and adultIn 1928, the leading British Round Table strategist, H.G.

Wells, wrote The Open Conspiracy: Blue Prints for a World behavior.”
• Control human population to a limit set by a “worldRevolution (New York: Doubleday, Doran and Company).

The Open Conspiracy is Wells’ Mein Kampf—a recipe for directorate” created by this elite. The means to be used for
this population control would be “science” (eugenics, steril-how to establish a world government that would, over time,

perhaps even over generations, recruit individuals and set ization, and birth control); and total economic control by the
world “directorate” of all credit generation, and of all distribu-up institutions to create a world “directorate” to run a “new

world order.” tion of economic staples needed for human survival (food,
water, and shelter).Wells does not stand in opposition to fascism or commu-

nism, he merely sees these forms as experiments or immature The Open Conspiracy “turns to biology for . . . the regula-
tion of quantity and a controlled distribution of human popula-expressions of the “new order” which will be replaced by his

vision of the new order. tion of the world.” And without this degree of control, the
human race is doomed. So instead of the General Welfare“The Open Conspiracy is not so much a socialism,” says

Wells, “as a more comprehensive scheme that has eaten and of the U.S. Constitution, Wells suggests a selective welfare
where the world directorate eliminates population growth inassimilated whatever was digestible of its socialist forebears.”

He even suggests that “young people” be incorporated into order to perfect the race. This is not just a material necessity,
explains Wells, but larger, for under the Open Conspiracythe Open Conspiracy through organizations like “the Italian

fasci.” “[man] will not be left with his soul tangled, haunted by mon-
strous and irrational fears and a prey to malicious impulse. . . .No, Wells has one essential enemy that the Open Conpi-

racy must destroy: that is, the sovereign nation-state. The goal He will feel better, will better, think better, see, taste, and hear
better than men do now. All these things are plainly possibleof its destruction is his life’s work.

As Wells put it, “This is my religion . . . . This book states for him. They pass out of his tormented desire now, they elude
and mock him, because chance, confusion, and squalor ruleas plainly and clearly as possible the essential ideas of my

life, the perspectives of my world. My other writings, with his life. All the gifts of destiny are overlaid and lost to him.
He must still suspect and fear.”hardly an exception, explore, try over, illuminate, comment

upon or flower out of the essential matter that I here attempt at • Eliminate forever the “illusion” that man is made in the
image of God, and as such, has a capacity for the Good. In-last to strip bare to its foundations and state unmistakably. . . .

Here are my directive aims and the criteria of all I do. . . . [It stead, Wells insists that man is an “imperfect animal”: jealous,
rageful, easy to anger, and “not to be trusted in the dark.”is] a scheme for all human requirements.”

Wells sets out the means to accomplish three ghastly “Man is a malicious animal,” says Wells, with a “common
disposition to be stupid, indolent, habitual and defensive.”goals, all in the name of ending war and poverty, to “save”

man from himself: In man, the creative impulses are weaker forces than “acute
destructive ones.” Human nature is destructive, he insists,• End the nation-state forever, replacing it with a world

government run by the “Atlantic” elite: “The Open Conspir- explaining:
“To make is a long and wearisome business, with manyacy rests upon a disrespect for nationality, and there is no

reason why it should tolerate noxious or obstructive govern- arrests and disappointments, but to break gives an instant
thrill. We all know something of the delight of the bang. Suchments because they hold their own in this or that patch of

human territory. It lies within the power of the Atlantic com- impulses must be controlled by the world directorate.”
Wells, at one point, attempts to boil down his new religionmunities to impose peace upon the world and secure unim-

peded movement and free speech from end to end of the earth. to six “basic essential requirements”:
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explains, there is less of a “tangle of traditions and loyalties
. . . of privileged classes and official patriots . . . than in the
old European communities.”

Additionally, Wells is nothing if not a global thinker, and,
in addition to the U.S., he sees Russia as a crucial target to be
assimilated by the Open Conspiracy. At one point, he chuck-
les that, despite the Soviet Union’s formal commitment to
the “proletariat,” the Open Conspiracy “may rule in Moscow
before . . . New York.”

He sees America as uniquely important in the Open Con-
spiracy because of its growing economic strength. For Wells,
the American System of economics, i.e., Hamiltonian eco-

H.G. Wells’
nomics, is the enemy of the Open Conspiracy, and the finan-philosophy was
cier faction is its ally.based on the

conviction that By 1928, Wells writes, “American industries no longer
“man is a malicious have any practical justification for protection, American fi-
animal,” “not to be nance would be happier without it,” but without the success
trusted in the

of the Open Conspirators, this protectionism will simply godark.”
Library of Congress on and on.

There is no question that the institutions created by Wil-
liam Yandell Elliott and Robert Strausz-Hupé conform pre-
cisely to Wells’ “blueprints” for ending the American System“1. The complete assertion, practical as well as theoreti-

cal, of the provisional nature of existing governments and of that he found so offensive to his new religion. He instructed
his current and future Co-Conspirators to further the “newour acquiescence in them;

“2. The resolve to minimise by all available means the religion.” He instructed:
“Through special ad hoc organizations, societies for theconflicts of these governments, their militant use of individu-

als and property and their interferences with the establishment promotion of Research, for Research Defence, for World
Indexing, for the translation of Scientific Papers, for theof a world economic system;

“3. The determination to replace private local or national Diffusion of New Knowledge, the surplus energies of a great
number of Open Conspirators can be directed to entirelyownership of at least credit, transport, and staple production

by a responsible world directorate serving the common ends creative ends and a new world organization” can be built up,
superseding, but incorporating, “such dear old institutions asof the race;

“4. The practical recognition of the necessity for world the Royal Society of London, the various European Acade-
mies of Science and the like, now overgrown andbiological controls, for example, of population and disease;

“5. The support of a minimum standard of individual free- inadequate. . . .”
More broadly, in writing The Open Conspiracy, Wells setdom and welfare in the world;

“6. The supreme duty of subordinating the personal life out to recruit a worldwide network of Open Conspirators,
who would operate, within their national settings, on behalfto the creation of a world directorate capable of these tasks

and to the general advancement of human knowledge, capac- of the global subversion of all nation-states, the “scientific”
depopulation of the darker-skinned races of the planet, and theity, and power.”

But the most telling of these “essentials” is the summa- establishment of One World oligarchical domination, under
Anglo-American leadership.tion, in which Wells insists on an attack on the human soul,

that quality that distinguishes human beings from beasts. He “The political work of the Open Conspiracy,” Wells
writes, “must be conducted upon two levels and by entirelyinsists that all Open Conspirators embrace “the admission

therewith that our immortality is conditional and lies in the different methods. Its main political idea, its political strategy,
is to weaken, efface, incorporate or supersede existingrace and not in our individual selves.”

Upon reading The Open Conspiracy, Bertrand Russell, governments. . . . Because a country or a district is inconve-
nient as a division and destined to ultimate absorption in somethe other leading British Round Table subversive, wrote to

Wells, “I do not know of anything with which I agree more more comprehensive and economical system of government,
that is no reason why its administration should not be broughtentirely.”
meanwhile into working co-operation with the development
of the Open Conspiracy.”An Unbroken Continuity

The major target of Wells’ Open Conspiracy is “the But, Wells cautions, no one should be excluded from the
Open Conspiracy, not for reasons of class, occupation, orUnited States and the States of Latin America,” where, Wells
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nationality. Instead, “[T]he Open Conspiracy must be hetero- been a Czechoslovak diplomat, needed to find a new line of
work. And Ben Carrington, who was one of the patron saintsgeneous in origin. Young men and women may be collected

into groups arranged upon lines not unlike those of the Bohe- of IIE, was at the University of Denver and he is the one who
brought my father out to Denver where my father and ourmian Sokols or the Italian Fasci. . . .”

By the time the first edition of Wells’ Open Conspiracy family thrived. . . .
About the time that IIE was founded, British author H.G.bible had appeared, institutions like the Rhodes Trust, the

Round Table, the British Fabian Society, the Royal Institute Wells wrote that history is a race between education and catas-
trophe. Helping people to value democratic principles of tol-of International Affairs, and its New York City adjunct, the

Council on Foreign Relations, were already engaged in the erance and openness is a good way to aid us all in winning
that race. . . .process of recruiting successive generations of agents, agents-

of-influence, and agents provocateurs, to the One World ban- In relatively closed societies, IIE programs provide a rare
chance to establish outside contact and explore wonderfullyner. Wells’ The Open Conspiracy gave focus to the effort,

stating bluntly the long-term objectives, and highlighting the dangerous ideas, such as freedom. In transitional countries
they provide a means of educating future leaders about thecritical importance of selecting and recruiting the best and

the brightest, albeit corrupted, minds—what Wells called the nuts and bolts of democratic institutions. And in every nation
they touch, they help open the door of opportunity to minorit-“serious minority.”

Three-quarters of a century later, Wells’ “Open Conspir- ies and women. . . .
It is also appropriate because the IIE is a champion of freeacy” is still trying to prevail.

expression, training journalists in many key countries. But
even more important, freedom of speech and expression are
fundamental to the principles and values that America pro-

Documentation motes around the world. The universal declaration on human
rights provides that everyone has the right to freedom of opin-
ion and to impart and receive ideas through the media. The
very importance of this right is what causes dictators to wantMadeleine Albright on to suppress it. For, to dictators, the truth is often inconvenient
and sometimes a mortal threat. And that’s why so often theyHer Debt to H.G. Wells
try to grab the truth and leash it like a dog, ration it like bread
or mold it like clay. Their goal is to create their own myths,

In 1998-99, President Clinton was faced with a Synarchist conceal their own blunders, direct resentments elsewhere and
instill in their people a dread of change.insurgency, including from inside his own Administration,

following his and Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin’s moves Consider, for example, Serbia. For years Slobodan Milo-
sevic, now an indicted war criminal, has fed his people liestowards a “new, global financial architecture.” In the same

time period, as Clinton was faced with an impeachment as- while repressing and terrorizing those who sought the truth.
Slavko Curuvija, a newspaper owner and critic of Milosevic,sault on the Presidency, the Albright/Holbrooke/Gore crowd

in the Administration staged the Kosovo War. At the time, was murdered this Spring after being harassed repeatedly by
Serb authorities. Other independent voices, such as the oppo-Secretary of State Madeleine Albright openly boasted of her

“Wellsian democracy” roots. sition newspaper, Glas Javnosti, have also been fined or tem-
porarily shut down. . . .In an Oct. 14, 1999 address to the Institute of Interna-

tional Education in New York City, Albright avowed her Around the world Americans may be proud that our diplo-
mats regularly stress the importance of free speech and a freefaithful debt to the doctrines of H.G. Wells. Prior to President

Franklin Roosevelt establishing diplomatic relations with press. Both publicly and privately we urge that the rights of
journalists and other reporters be respected. One place wherethe Soviet Union, the IIE was one of the most prominent

back channels between the Wall Street and State Department we’ve made a special effort is Kosovo. . . .
As we scan the horizon we see the ongoing problems ofcircles and Moscow. In the 1930s, the IIE formed the Emer-

gency Committee for Displaced German Scholars, through intolerance in the Balkans and the obstacles to a free press
created by organized crime in Russia. We see the clashes inwhich the entire Frankfurt School apparatus of social revo-

lutionaries and subversives was brought to the United States, Iran and China between those who favor greater openness and
those who fear it and the tendency in so many countries stilland placed in American universities and research centers.

Here are excerpts from Albright’s IIE speech. to censor ideas rather than debate them. We’re reminded daily
that the quest for free expression must confront many hurdles
and remains a long-distance race. But with H.G. Wells’ apho-. . . I am, indeed, a long time fan of the IIE for many job-

related reasons. But I also have a personal one. When my rism in mind, we must and will continue to educate, advocate,
and insist that global norms be respected. . . .family first came to America in 1948, my father, who had
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EIREconomics

A Relevant Chronology
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

March 14, 2006 petent forecasters and related policy-shapers today, must not
limit themselves to the merely apparent success of some fore-

An informed source told one of my associates, today, that casts; the focus must be primarily upon defining a competent
sort of relevant method for making and using forecasts, as Ithe accumulation of international financial storms associated

with the Iceland crisis of the world’s so-called “carry trade,” do here.
On that account: the relevant facts to be considered inmust be seen as a collapse of the Greenspan bubble,” and thus

viewed as a consequence of policies introduced in 1987 by light of the history of my forecasts, prior to and since 1987,
are as follows.now-retired U.S. Federal Reserve System Chairman Alan

Greenspan. That source’s observation is, of course, broadly
correct, and does not differ essentially from the assessment

1. My Original Forecastsof Greenspan’s role which I had publicized widely during the
recent decade.

Notably, during Spring of 1987 I warned of the high prob- My relevant development as a physical economist dates
from the 1948-1953 process of development of my originalability of an early October 1987 blow-out of the Wall Street

market, which then occurred exactly as I had repeatedly discoveries within the science of physical economy, discover-
ies which, subsequently, provided the basis for my first fore-warned. This October 1987 crisis erupted at the point Paul

Volcker’s term as Chairman of the Federal Reserve System cast based upon those discoveries, my 1956 forecast of the
1957 U.S. recession, and every long-range forecast which Iwas running out. Greenspan, the nominee to replace Volcker,

intervened, saying, in effect: “Hold everything. I have a solu- have made since that time. The most notable distinctions of
my method are:tion. Don’t do anything until I come in.” Greenspan’s “rem-

edy” was to flood the financial markets with Monopoly-style a) my rejection of the notion that economic value can be
located within a monetary system as such, andplay-money, called “financial derivatives.” It is the Green-

span “financial derivatives” bubble which I have described in b) my related condemnation of any reliance on linear anal-
ysis for attempted physical-economic forecasting.my presentation of the “Triple Curve” imagery (Figures 1 and

2); it is that bubble which is now reaching the bursting-point. I should explain this point. It is crucial that that be under-
stood with a view to understanding the remedies which existThus, Greenspan’s policy replaced an October 1987 re-

enactment of the 1929 stock-market crash, with a presently to be applied to this present set of breaking developments.
It is important to note, that the early roots of my originalthreatened hyperinflationary blow-out of the entire world’s

monetary-financial system. The informed source’s conclu- discoveries in this field can be located in my early adoles-
cence, in my categorical rejection of Euclidean geometry, assion was therefore correct.

Since my record as a successful long-range forecaster is lacking a physical basis; and, more than a decade later, my
1940s rejection of Norbert Wiener’s “information theory,” asunique among known forecasters of the recent forty-five

years, I am situated in a position of authority in which I can ignoring the role of creative discovery of physical principle
in generating the “non-linear” physical transformations asso-and must state, that it is not sufficient to acknowledge the

validity of an indicated source’s tracing of the present crisis ciated with scientific and technological progress in increasing
the productive powers of labor per capita and per square kilo-to the follies inhering in Greenspan’s policies. Seriously com-
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FIGURE 1
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meter of the total territory of a nation.
Although, at those times, I did not yet know the implica- fried Leibniz. In all cases, in recent decades, my view of the

work of these adopted predecessors has been the standpointtions of the actually anti-Euclidean method of Sphaerics (e.g.,
dynamis) as associated with the Pythagoreans and Plato, dur- of an anti-Euclidean, anti-Cartesian physical geometry, in

which universal physical principles are the form of actioning my experiences of the middle to late 1930s, and later, I
had already adopted what was in fact an echo of Sphaerics, which is reflected sense-perceptual experience of the universe

we inhabit.from Leibniz’s writings. My rejection, on principle, of any
notion of an abstract geometry premised upon aprioristic My matured view of those connections to the pre-Aristo-

telean, pre-Euclidean basis in Sphaerics, is expressed by mydefinitions, axioms, and postulates, has been the characteristic
feature of my intellectual life since that rejection first occur- recognizing Riemann’s development of the notion of hyper-

geometric functions as a “return” to the Platonic standpointred. These considerations from adolescence and early man-
hood have been the continuing foundation on which all of my of Sphaerics from a modern standpoint in physical-science

practice. Hence, since 1953, when I first adopted Riemann’sforecasting has been premised.
Therefore, my standpoint in a physical science of econ- work as the proper basis in mathematical precedents for my

own original discoveries in a science of physical economy,omy must be identified as that of an anti-Euclidean physical
geometry, as distinct from either a Euclidean/Cartesian, or I have identified my method as “the LaRouche-Riemann”

method, signifying my own original discoveries, made inde-so-called “non-Euclidean” option. It is a view of a universe
controlled by physical principles as the elementary form of pendently of knowledge of the relevant aspects of the work

of Riemann, but now situated mathematically within theaction, rather than idea of physical principles as merely used
as explanations of causes and effects inhering in an assumed framework established by Riemann.

From that standpoint just described, any fixed mode ofCartesian or similar domain.
Therefore, in retrospect, to understand those consistent production in a society is inherently entropic, and would be

ultimately disastrous if continued. It is only through the appli-features of my intellectual life since adolescence, which are
relevant to my economic forecasting practice over decades, cation of scientific and related technological and cultural

progress, to increase the power per capita and per squareone must look back from today, to the earliest premises of my
approach to a science of physical economy corresponding to kilometer, which is not merely the necessary basis for prog-

ress; it is indispensable as an offset to the destructive effects,the standpoint of Sphaerics, as that standpoint is identified
today with the Pythagoreans and Plato, and with the founding per capita and per square kilometer, effects of the attrition

caused by technological stagnation—e.g., by “zero techno-of modern experimental scientific method by Nicholas of
Cusa and such followers of Cusa as (explicitly) Luca Pacioli, logical growth.”

Money, while more or less indispensable for exchange, isLeonardo da Vinci, and Johannes Kepler, and such followers
of Kepler as Pierre de Fermat, Christiaan Huyghens, and Gott- merely a means of exchange, and not a standard for measuring
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the performance of the economy as a whole. Rather, the value on changes in progress within the framework of a new, de-
volving system, rather than the Bretton Woods system of theexpressed by money varies according to not only relative

physical values per capita and per square kilometer of the 1945-1968, pre-1971-1972 interval. The principled features
of the methods which I used during 1956-1961 remained theeconomy as a whole; a constant relative value of money so

measured in physical terms, rather than monetary terms, re- same; however, the subject so addressed since 1971-1972,
has occurred within a functionally different economic systemquires a rate of what is essentially scientific-discovery-driven

increases in the rate of physical productivity per capita and than that of the first two post-war decades.
per square kilometer.

Thus, lowering the relative physical standard of living,
2. The Perils of Forecastingor investing less in maintenance and improvements in basic

economic infrastructure, per capita and per square kilometer,
for the population and its territory as a whole, must tend to The common blunder of my putative rivals has been their

predilection for attempting to forecast in a way consistentproduce a collapse of the real economy per capita and per
square kilometer as a whole. On this account, all prevalent with a sterile, worse than merely Cartesian, mechanistic mode

of statistical forecasting. For the victims of that persuasion, itdirections of change in U.S. policy-practice since 1971 have
been a cumulative disaster for the economy as a whole. is implicitly assumed that an event will either occur at a certain

time, or it will not. Forecasts of that commonplace type are
inevitably wrong, and therefore always incompetent, evenMy Forecasting

My own practice as a forecaster has been focussed on the when, by coincidence, they are not apparently mistaken. The
commonplace forecast might, occasionally, appear to hit thecharacteristic features of the process of transition from the

principles of the President Franklin Roosevelt recovery, into mark in a timely way, but it does not locate the event within the
process which actually determined that momentary outcome,the disastrous, decades-long wave of decline toward a gen-

eral, global breakdown-crisis, a crisis which is to be dated and is therefore useless in practice.
Like living processes, all social processes are dynamic,from the 1971-1972 dissolution of the original Bretton Woods

monetary system, and the consequent shift to a floating- not mechanical-statistical in characteristics. That is to say,
that they conform, characteristically, to the Pythagorean no-exchange-rate, radically monetarist, and intrinsically self-

doomed global system of today. tion of dynamis, and its modern, Leibnizian reflection, as
Leibniz’s explicitly anti-Cartesian principle of dynamics.My first forecast based on the principle of the LaRouche-

Riemann method, was made during 1956, forecasting an ap- However, in dealing with economic forecasts, we are dealing
with the distinction of human from animal behavior. The hu-proximately February-March 1957 deep recession in the

U.S. economy. man mind is governed by its potential for discovery of effi-
cient universal physical principles, a power lacking in theAs I have reported previously in various locations, my first

long-range forecast was developed in 1958-1960, as follows. animal species. Hence: the Pythagorean legacy of dynamis, as
reflected by Leibniz’s introduction of dynamics as the crucialI warned that if the U.S. economy continued along a trajec-

tory consistent with the trends associated, typically, with the principle of modern science.
Within the functioning specific to human beings, the dy-characteristics of Arthur Burns’ influence during the 1954-

1960 interval, we must expect the probable entry of the U.S. namics are dominated by considerations lacking in the animal
kingdom, by the factor of the human “free will,” a “free will”economy into an ominous decline during approximately the

latter half of the 1960s, a decline leading toward, or even into a which is rooted, ontologically, in the fact that human behavior
includes both an accumulation of voluntaristic discoveriesgeneral collapse of the present international monetary system.

Both the 1956 and 1959-1960 forecasts were borne out in within society, and the voluntary powers of the individual
human mind.the way the principles of my forecasting were defined. These

were, therefore, forecasts made within the bounds of the prev- Thus, in attempting to forecast human events, we must
limit ourselves to oncoming points of crucial decisions to bealent system of the time.

Now, since 1972, the U.S. and world monetary-financial made, and the consequences of likely alternative decisions
made in response to those challenges. All statistical forecastsand economic systems have been dominated by overall trends

consistent with my view of 1968-1971, that a breakup of the are, therefore, intrinsically absurd scientifically.
Moreover, the human individual will is not “free” in theBretton Woods fixed-exchange-rate system, would set a trend

toward an increasingly pro-fascist model of world economy, sense of the anarchist’s outlook. We are free to succeed or to
fail, to make “free choices” which cause a worse future, or tounless a return to the legacy of the design of the original

Bretton Woods system were to prevent this outcome. Each choose discovered alternatives which will satisfy the scien-
tifically foreseeable requirements of success, even of survivalforecast I have made since 1971-1972 has been validated by

timely events. of that society. There is no absolutely “free choice,” no “free-
dom of opinion” in real history; there is only the opportunityThus, since 1971-1972, my forecasts have been premised
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to choose available options which lead to progress of the lation as a whole. To reduce the physical component corres-
ponding to payment for those costs, is to lower the physicalhuman condition, or to prefer choices which tend to greatly

injure, even eliminate societies which freely embrace such productivity of the nation per capita and per square kilometer.
In effect, the promotion of production at prices correspondingpreferences.

In every society which brought doom upon itself, preva- to meeting those general requirements of the economy as a
whole, is a way of absorbing the costs of maintaining thelent “popular opinion” was the relevant author of disaster; so,

sophistry akin to the quality of sophistry prevalent, as trend- standard of living and productivity of the nation as a whole.
In general, therefore, every net change in average policy-lines, in the U.S.A. during the four recent decades, ensures

the doom of the society which, like Pericles’ already self- trend in the U.S.A. since about 1968 has been a stupid one,
for which our nation is suffering greatly, as a nation, today.doomed Athens, clings to the propitiation of habituated stan-

dards of popular opinion. The indicated relationship between the level of develop-
ment of national basic economic infrastructure and per-capitaTherefore, as my own relatively unique success as a fore-

caster attests, competent forecasting, and therefore competent productive powers of labor in that nation, is expressed as
potential. In former times, an intelligent majority of the gov-policy-shaping, is that which is governed by the relevant sci-

entific comprehension of the lawful characteristics of the so- ernment of a U.S. Federal state, would seek to bring relevant
types of employers into the state, as a way of covering thecial process.
costs of bringing up the conditions of life and productivity of
the nation as a whole, through covering the costs of improve-Dynamics and Economy

One of the most commonplace follies in debating eco- ments in basic economic infrastructure.
Outsourcing based on “cheapest price” is no net benefitnomic policies today, is the assumption that cheaper direct

costs of production in Honduras mean it would be an advan- to the nation to which production has fled. The latter nation
has adopted a policy which will ruin its national potential astage to the U.S. economy to move such production from the

U.S.A. to Honduras. Thus, the commonplace foolishness of a whole over the ensuing period.
Progress of national economies, such as our own U.S.A.,the popular argument in favor of “outsourcing’ is, that, while

less is paid for the product itself, the cost of maintaining depends upon science-driven increase of the net productive
powers of labor per capita. This depends upon increasing thethe U.S. economy which had been part of the cost of U.S.

production, is not reduced. Most notable are the costs of basic general physical-capital-intensity of production per capita.
That requires emphasis on investment in scientific-technolog-economic infrastructure, which had been built into the earlier

production of the goods whose production was exported. The ical progress, which means the increase of the relative
“energy-flux-density,” both per capita and per square kilome-U.S. citizen may purchase the Honduras-produced articles at

a lower price than earlier, but the standard of living in the ter for the national economy as a whole. It requires increasing
emphasis on educational development for the entire popula-U.S.A. itself has been lowered by a greater amount than the

mere apparent saving in the cost of the relevant products. tion and its labor-force component, with the principal empha-
sis upon discoveries of universal physical principles andThus, any nation which accepts that fallacious assumption

that production must pursue the goal of “cheapest price” is forms of cultural activity and development which emphasizes
the expression in social behavior of those same creative pow-doomed by its own foolish support for that assumption.

The argument which follows from examining the causes ers of the individual mind associated with original discoveries
of universal physical principles.for that ironical sort of observed effect of so-called “outsourc-

ing,” is twofold. That the firm which exports its production A higher standard of living, by those criteria, defines a
successfully progressing economy. A contrary policy is char-in this way is under incompetent management, and the gov-

ernment which promotes such practice is also incompetent in acteristic of a nation ruining itself.
Potential, as so indicated, is the primary driver in the pol-its judgment of economics matters. The precedent for this

argument is Gottfried Leibniz’s famous exposure of the in- icy of a fortunate nation. Realization of that potential through
its application to production and other relevant forms of ex-competence of René Descartes and Descartes’ followers in

matters of physical science. This refers to the occasion on pression, is the proper standard for measuring national-
economic sanity.which Leibniz revived the fundamental concept of the physi-

cal science method of the ancient Pythagoreans and Plato, by
use of the term dynamics, in a way corresponding precisely

3. Greenspan’s Insanityto the role of the term dynamis as the fundamental principle
of physical science known to Plato et al.

The standard of living, including that of education, public Financial derivatives are the purported capitalization of
gambling debts. They have no more intrinsic value as finan-health, quality and quantity of power per capita and per square

kilometer, of a nation and its population is an intrinsic, undi- cial capital than i.o.u.’s issued to one another by gamblers in
a back-alley crap-shoot.vestable component of the potential productivity of the popu-
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of Greenspan’s folly. Ross Perot, trying
a copy-cat of my Presidential campaign
style, provided the margin which did in
Bush’s hope of winning re-election
against Presidential candidate Bill Clin-
ton. As James Carville said, “It’s the
economy, stupid!” The vast looting of
the former Comecon and Soviet Union,
and The Great Y2K information tech-
nology” bubble, carried the U.S. Fed-
eral Reserve and IMF system up to the
time of the August-September popping
of the “GKO” derivatives swindle.
Since the Spring of 2000, the presently
continuing downslide of the U.S. dollar
and soaring of the U.S. current-account
deficit, have been the masters of the field
of financial speculation.

Amid all this, reality has been
shown by my two successive portrayals
of what I named a “Triple Curve” im-
age of the presently ongoing, 1995-
2006 process of general plunge of the
world system toward a monetary-fi-

Alan Greenspan “traded off a mere Hoover-style collapse, for the glory of a crisis which nancial break-down crisis. The canni-would blow the financial world virtually out of existence.”
balistic policies directed against the
overall physical economies of Europe
and the Americas have produced an ac-

celerating decline in the physical productivity of these econ-The October 1987 stock-market crash was an event com-
parable to the 1929 Hoover crash. Within Andrew Mellon’s omies, but with soaring, hyperinflationary increases in the

amount of monetary aggregate and financial turnover. Insystem of that day, strict financial conservatism of those times
meant a collapse of the real economy of the U.S.A. by approxi- all of this, the creation of purely fictitious financial capital

through a cancerous proliferation of financial derivatives,mately one-half, which the Hoover Administration achieved
within approximately three years. The remedy would be to go has been the source of apparent liquidity used to provide

the apparent margin of fictitious financial profit by whichdirectly to the kinds of physical-economic recovery measures
which the administration of President Franklin Roosevelt had the actual collapse was being delayed.

The time had to come, that the interaction among soaringemployed. The Roosevelt remedy was available, but was po-
litically outlawed by the prevalent customs developed over rates of monetary-financial fictitious emissions, intersecting

accelerating rates of physical-economic collapse, would de-the 1971-1987 interval to date; a Hoover reflex was implicitly
required for purely political reasons. fine a phase of stretching of the inflationary balloon, at which

that balloon must explode at the first occasion of a relevantHence, Greenspan’s great crap-shoot economy of 1987-
2006. sort of pin-prick.

In effect, Greenspan will go on record as the greatestWhat Greenspan did, in effect, and he did that most persis-
tently, was to make financial-derivatives negotiable within financial swindler in all history to date. Perhaps he will

enjoy the fact that that might be considered by some as athe framework of both the U.S. Federal Reserve System and
the International Monetary Fund. In this, Greenspan was in peculiar kind of accomplishment. He traded off a mere

Hoover-style collapse, for the glory of a crisis which wouldfull complicity with Britain’s Margaret Thatcher and France’s
François Mitterrand, and that of a Japan which had negotiated blow the financial world virtually out of existence.

The more important conclusion to be considered, is that,special “Plaza Accord” arrangements with the U.S.A. during
the late 1980s time-frame. The Blair government of the U.K. whatever this says about Alan Greenspan, the really impor-

tant development is what it says about the collective mindhas continued the same lunatic approach to matters, minus
Thatcher’s purse and skirt. of the U.S. and other governments during the entire sweep

of 1987-2006 to date.President George H. W. Bush was the first lucky recipient
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ing, and, from 1971 on, sent the world careening along a
4. A More Important Conclusion course leading toward the virtual bankruptcy of the U.S.A.

today.
To a significant degree, this treasonous undermining ofThe ability to forecast effectively depends upon the fore-

caster’s ability to take two contrasting images into view. One the FDR legacy was fully conscious in the minds of figures
such as Britain’s Bertrand Russell, the man who, in concertimage is that of the process as it actually functions. The other

is the process as the relevant influentials of society believe with H.G. Wells, invented nuclear preventive warfare. To
a larger degree, the same effect was achieved through thethat the process should function. In effect, the dials and gauges

on the dashboard do not necessarily reflect the actual cause- effects of a new wave of Sophistry, echoing that of Pericles’
self-doomed Athens. The dupes did not have to know theeffect relations which the operator assumes to be determining.

Actually, the discrepancy between the “driver of the vehicle” reasons for the policies they either supported or merely
tolerated; they believed the dials and gauges on the dash-and the performance of the vehicle itself is more complicated;

some of the instruments do reflect the actual situation, but board.
The duty of the economic forecaster is to discover andothers do not.

Take the case of the way in which Pericles’ Athens de- understand such things. Who has designed the system which
links the machinery to the controlling dials and gauges faith-stroyed itself, by taking the plunge into what became the

Peloponnesian War. The faulty set of dials and gauges in this fully admired by the dupes behind the dashboard? It is not
necessary that the malicious figures exploiting this arrange-case was the influence of a form of Sophistry akin to that

which has prevailed, increasingly, in the U.S.A. (in particular) ment understand fully the destination implicit in their role
in controlling the dashboard; it is better that they do notsince the death of President Franklin Roosevelt, especially

under the influence of pernicious, frankly evil opinion-shap- know too much, more than is good for them to know. How-
ever, this is precisely what the competent forecaster musters such as the Congress for Cultural Freedom (CFF). The

latter’s Paris branch is notable among corrupting U.S. influ- search out.
Thus, although we can show that the ruin of the U.S. andences of the CCF in poisoning the morals of Europe.

Go back to the time of President Franklin Roosevelt’s world economies since 1971-1972 has been the result of a
clear and conscious intention among relevant controllingdeath. Then go back a step further, to the 1931 establishment

of the Basel, Switzerland Bank for International Settlements strata, this does not mean that the same degree of culpable
awareness can be attributed to the decadence of the 1945-(BIS), when the drive to put Adolf Hitler into power gathered

steam. Most of western and central Europe, led by Montagu 1971 interval. The intention to destroy the Franklin Roosevelt
legacy was clearly manifest under Truman from the time ofNorman’s Bank of England, was pushing for a fascist world

order and a war intended to destroy both the Soviet Union and FDR’s death. The intention to plunge the world into a plane-
tary new dark age down the line, existed with the circles ofGermany, once and for all. By the time Franklin Roosevelt

was inaugurated as President, in March 1933, Hitler had al- Russell, H.G. Wells, and their intimates. However, for most
of the controlling circles orchestrating the policy-shifts, theyready been given dictatorial powers through the Reichstag

Fire; fascism was already in power in Italy; the fascist bloc were acting as sophists, discovering their intentions, as if
impromptu, step by step along the way, more or less echoing,(the Synarchist bankers) were at the top in France, waiting

for Hitler to give them the Laval and Pétain governments thus, the manner in which the Peloponnesian War led Athens
to its doom.for which they dreamed; and, kindred evil thoughts about

an overthrow of the Franklin Roosevelt government were For me, as a physical economist, the pattern is clear. The
implicit intention is clear. However, this does not mean thatcirculating in U.S. financier circles. The U.S. economy had

already collapsed by half under President Hoover. Yet, al- the intended outcome was always clear among most of those
who participated in shaping the relevant policy-changes. Onlyready, at the point the U.S.A. entered World War II, the United

States had created the most powerful economic-development those rarer individuals who can see the broad evolution of this
process, as if from above, can forecast in the way which isprogram the world had ever known. By the time of FDR’s

death, a U.S.A. committed to FDR’s policy of a world free of required, if doom, like that threatening the world today, is to
be averted. We who adopt such chores as that, must look downempires seemed within reach.

From virtually the moment of FDR’s death, the Wall upon successive, qualitative changes in the course of passing
events, as I have done. Most of the time, the leaders in historyStreet and London crowd behind Vice-President Truman’s

affection for outgoing Prime Minister Winston Churchill, the were more acted upon than choosing their destinies. The rest
reflected largely unconscious motives for the critical impulsesfinancier crowd which had put Hitler into power in 1933,

was moving to overturn Roosevelt’s legacy. They could not which their actions expressed. The competent long-range
forecaster’s duty is to adduce those largely unconscious mo-succeed all at once; but, step by step, over two decades, they

succeeded in bringing down the FDR legacy in policy-shap- tives underlying the mechanisms of decision-shaping.
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It is in this domain that governments have intervened,
adding another conflict to the long list of already existing
ones with the EU Commission. When the leading Italian
energy supplier Enel tried to take over one of the leadingInternal Fissures Rend
French suppliers, Suez, the French government stepped in,
and soon after, the leading French supplier Gaz de FranceEU’s Maastricht System
announced its merger with Suez. In a similar case, Germa-
ny’s leading energy supplier RWE tried to take over Spain’sby Rainer Apel
leading supplier Endesa, but the Spanish government inter-
vened. The conflict between these big national energy suppli-

Beset by conflicts between national governments attempting ers and the Commission is now overlapped by conflicts
among the respective governments of Spain, Italy, France,to prevent economic collapse in the face of a deepening de-

pression, and a supranational bureaucracy committed to even and Germany, which threatens to lead to total paralysis of
policies in Europe.more deregulation and austerity, the European Union (EU) is

falling apart. Briefed on the latest developments on March
14, Lyndon LaRouche said that Europe is actually far more Assertion of National Sovereignty

The wildest situation at present is, indeed, the conflictvulnerable to a physical economic collapse than the United
States, because Europe is under the yoke of the Maastricht between the rather nationalistic government of Poland and the

EU Commission, triggered by a fierce fight that has eruptedTreaty which founded the EU—the straitjacket that blocks
any possibility of an economic policy turnaround in Europe. between the Polish Central Bank (and its hardline monetarist

governor, Leszek Balcerowicz) and the Polish government.Unless Maastricht is torn up, and replaced by a new, non-
monetarist arrangement among the nations of Europe, there The fight formally erupted over the question of the foreign

takeover of the two Polish banks Pecao and BPH by the Ital-is no solution for the continent.
What is needed is a new arrangement among sovereign ian-German group Unicredito/Hypovereinsbank, which the

Polish government does not want. This led to a clash with theEuropean governments, supporting industrial development in
the context of a New Bretton Woods financial system interna- European Commission, which denounced the Polish govern-

ment’s protectionism as a violation of free market principles,tionally. This requires a rejection of globalized free trade, and
a reassertion of protectionism—but from the standpoint of which include the right to takeovers. At the same time, it has

led to frictions among the governments of Italy, Germany,increasing the productive capacities and living standards of
both oneself and one’s neighbor. The Maastricht system, in and Poland, although each of these three governments has its

own conflicts with the European Commission.place since February 1992, and in full effect with the introduc-
tion of the single EU currency, the euro, in January 2002, On March 10, the European Central Bank provoked an-

other added clash with Poland, complaining about the Polishinterferes deeply with such sovereignty, because it imposes
budget ceilings which member countries cannot keep under government’s conduct toward the Polish National Bank, a

member bank of the ECB. The ECB insisted that the govern-present conditions of economic depression, and at the same
time bans the very national programs for economic recovery ment stick to Article 105 of the ECB statutes, which explicitly

demands that the national member central banks survey thethat would improve the situation in member countries.
The EU finance ministers, in particular the 12 ministers banking sector and guarantee that monetary stability is

maintained. The ECB letter came in reaction to legislation byof the Eurozone member governments that use the euro as
their single currency, have so far not developed any alterna- which the Polish government seeks to take away from the

Central Bank the bank surveillance right, proposing instead ative, but have tried the impossible quadrature of the circle:
keeping the Maastricht system intact, while at the same time new, independent surveillance body which would also survey

pension funds, insurance companies, and other financial mar-disobeying more and more of its rules. This disobedience has
increased over the recent period, and the EU Commission, ket institutions. During hearings early in March of the bank

surveillance commission, Central Bank Governor Leszekfaced with the total loss of its own authority, has desperately
tried to restore control, in a way that only fans the rebellion Balcerowicz disinvited Finance Minister Cezary Merch, ac-

cusing him of being too “partisan” in his views. Upon whichof the member states.
For example, the Commission has initiated a new, radical the government demanded that Balcerowicz be brought in

front of an investigation commission for “betraying” na-push for deregulation in the national energy sectors, particu-
larly in France and Germany. Operating along the same pro- tional interests.

A sound “economic protectionism reflex” can also be re-globalization paradigms as the Commission, however, the
leading energy firms in France, Germany, and Italy have in- ported from Hungary, where national elections will be held

on April 9. Former Prime Minister Viktor Orban, chairmancreased their own grabs for takeovers across Europe, intensi-
fying the trend toward globalization and cartelization. of the conservative opposition party Fidesz, told Germany’s
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any concrete recommendations concerning
nuclear power development that would be
valid for all of the European Union. Instead,
the Commission leaves it to individual mem-
ber states to build, or not build, new nuclear
power plants. This inaction on the part of the
Commission is due to the anti-nuclear orienta-
tion of the German elites, and because Ger-
many is the biggest single contributor to the
EU budget, with a share of above 20%, Ger-
many insists that the Greenbook remain
vague, on nuclear technology.

A similar constellation is there between
France and Germany. France has a nuclear
power share in its national supply of more than
70%, and it is committed to begin building a
new “third generation” pressurized water re-
actor in 2007; Germany still has a nuclear
power share of 30%, but is committed to exit

Bundesbildstelle from the technology completely, by the year
2021. Because of that, the Franco-GermanGermany’s Obrigheim nuclear plant. The government remains committed to

completely shutting down nuclear power by 2021—but cheerfully imports nuclear- statement on energy and technology, pub-
generated electricity from France. lished in Berlin on March 14, has a lot to say

about wind and other totally inadequate “alter-
nate” or “renewable” energy sources, but no

mention of nuclear power. The entire ten-page document hasFrankfurter Allgemeine daily of March 11, that a government
led by him, after the elections, would implement a “patriotic” just one sentence on thermonuclear fusion, stating vaguely

that the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactoreconomic policy: “We want to end the 15-year-long chapter
of unbridled capitalism. . . . It is time to finally bring solidarity (ITER) project (built as an international project in Cadarache,

France) “shall allow acquiring of decisive scientific knowhowinto Hungarian society.” The very high mortality rate among
citizens of working age in Hungary, has to do with the fact and technologies for the generation of a clean, safe and practi-

cally inexhaustible energy.”that many people have to have several jobs in order to feed
the family, not enough living space, and are suffering from The French elites seem to believe they can live with the

German “no” to atomic power, as long as Germany continueshypertension and heart disease. Orban said it is urgent to have
the state invest into new and decent jobs, whereas keeping a importing power from France’s nuclear plants. And in Ger-

many, the plan by Chancellor Angela Merkel (Christian Dem-balanced budget along Maastricht rules was less urgent.
If the other European heads of state and government ocrat) to discuss the “future of power development and sup-

ply” at a national energy summit in April, is undermined, asjoined Orban, it should be possible to replace Maastricht by
the aforementioned “new arrangement.” What Europeans her coalition partner in the government, the Social Demo-

cratic Party, insisted that nuclear power be excluded from theneed, is a European Union of sovereign nations.
What Europeans need in particular, are political leaders agenda of that summit. To date, the LaRouche movement’s

political arm in Germany, the Civil Rights Movement Solidar-whose minds are sovereign, which means that they are inde-
pendent from the restrictions posed by monetarist banking ity (BüSo) party, is the only political force that uncompromis-

ingly calls for nuclear power development.interests. This means they are capable of formulating eco-
nomic and research targets in tune with the advances in pion- That Europe as a whole cannot live with a Germany that

rejects nuclear technology, and that not even Germany caneering real-economy technologies, and willing to organize
long-term, low-interest credit lines for those projects. Most of live with that, is evident, as long as Germany continues to be

the largest national economy in Europe. The only positiveall, this would apply to nuclear power, maglev transportation
systems, and medical frontline projects such as protection aspect of Germany’s energy policy is that unlike other EU

member states, it insists that Russia be kept as a preferredagainst avian flu and other new pandemics.
partner for long-term energy cooperation, for crude oil and
natural gas supplies to Europe. Plans for an “Energy NATO,”The Vital Issue of Nuclear Power

Indicative of the lack of such leadership, is the new EU excluding Russia, which Poland proposes, have so far been
strongly opposed by Germany.Commission Greenbook on Energy, which avoids making
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Albert Wohlstetter’s Legacy

The Neo-Cons, Not Carter,
Killed Nuclear Energy
by Marjorie Mazel Hecht

The conventional wisdom in the nuclear community and in II and before the Soviets developed the bomb, as a prelude to
his plan for bullying nations into a one-world government.general is that President Jimmy Carter drove the nail in the

civilian nuclear coffin when he stopped the reprocessing of Russell, a raving Malthusian, opposed economic develop-
ment, especially in the Third World.nuclear fuel in 1976. But this is wrong. The dishonor does not

belong to Carter. The policy that ended nuclear reprocessing Admirer Jude Wanniski wrote of Wohlstetter in an obitu-
ary, “[I]t is no exaggeration, I think, to say that Wohlstetterwas first promoted under the Ford Presidency, in a 1975 policy

paper written under Ford’s chief of staff Dick Cheney. And was the most influential unknown man in the world for the
past half century, and easily in the top ten in importance oflong before the Ford Administration, the idea that civilian

nuclear power was bad, and that reprocessing should be all men.” “Albert’s decisions were not automatically made
official policy at the White House,” Wanniski wrote, “butstopped, was extensively argued by Albert Wohlstetter, one

of the most ghoulish, secretive, and influential of U.S. nuclear Albert’s genius and his following were such in the places
where it counted in the Establishment that if his views werestrategists, from the late 1950s to his death in 1997.

Wohlstetter was a University of Chicago mathematician- resisted for more than a few months, it was an oddity.” Wan-
niski also noted that “every editorial on America’s geopoliti-logician and a RAND consultant, who kept himself in the

shadows as he mentored some of the most public of today’s cal strategy that appeared in the Wall Street Journal during
the last 25 years was the product of Albert’s genius.”neo-cons—Paul Wolfowitz, Richard Perle, and Zalmay Khal-

ilzad, to name a few. In Wohlstetter’s circle of influence were Like Bertrand Russell, Wohlstetter saw the world in terms
of a bounded chessboard of U.S. and Soviet nuclear missiles,also Ahmed Chalabi (whom Wohlstetter championed), Sen.

Henry “Scoop” Jackson (D-Wash.), Sen. Robert Dole (R- where his clever gaming strategies would ensure that more of
“them” were killed than of “us.” His strategic policies wereKan.), and Margaret Thatcher. Wohlstetter himself was a fol-

lower of Bertrand Russell, not only in mathematics, but in madder than MAD (Mutually Assured Destruction), which
he found too juvenile in concept. Instead, he supported flexi-world outlook. The pseudo-peacenik Russell had called for a

preemptive strike against the Soviet Union, after World War bility—the preemptive strike, high-precision weaponry with
precision targetting, and “nimble” military units. This is pre-
cisely the thinking behind Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld’s revamping of the U.S. military, which was de-
signed by longtime Pentagon consultant Andrew Marshall,
another Wohlstetterite.

Wohlstetter rated his scenarios in terms of their death
tolls, with the aim of allowing America to come out with the
least damage. And, like Russell, while he loved playing with
nuclear weapons, Wohlstetter hated civilian nuclear energy:
He saw that it had the potential to allow unlimited population
growth, which was impermissible in his worldview.

Unlike other nuclear strategists and Dr. Strangeloves,
Wohlstetter writes relatively clearly, though tediously and
exhaustively logically, often using statistical arguments to
“prove” his points. He has no understanding of physical econ-

Albert Wohlstetter
omy or of development, just crude cost-benefit analyses. Hisin a university
view of human beings in all this is that of a grade-B cowboyphoto from the

1960s.
Courtesy of the University of Chicago

film—good guys versus bad guys, where everything possible
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Wohlstetter’s Weenies: Although Wohlstetter kept to the shadows, his protégés are very public. From left: Richard Perle, Paul Wolfowitz,
Zalmay Khalilzad, and Ahmed Chalabi.

must be done to keep control in the hands of his good guys: study that led the U.S. to abandon the use of plutonium fuel
for civilian power reactors.”the financial oligarchy or, as President Eisenhower labelled it,

the “military-industrial complex.” It is no surprise, therefore,
that his prize student, Paul Wolfowitz, wrote his doctoral Atoms for War

In the 1960s, when the civilian nuclear program was stilldissertation under Wohlstetter (published in 1972) arguing at
length that nuclear desalination for the Mideast was a very moving forward under the philosophy of Atoms for Peace,

launched by President Eisenhower in his famous 1953 speechbad idea—costly, unnecessary, and dangerous.
at the United Nations, Wohlstetter pushed his “atoms for war”
policy. While FDR Democrats and Republicans were elabo-A Delicate Balance of Insanity

Wohlstetter’s first acclaimed paper, published in 1958, rating visions of what the atom could do for peace in the
world, providing energy, desalinated water, and process heatwas “The Delicate Balance of Terror,” which reportedly so

enthralled Richard Perle, then a high school chum of
Wohlstetter’s daughter, that it got Perle started on his “Prince
of Darkness” career as a Wohlstetterite.

While Wohlstetter was working on Pentagon contracts,
calculating kill-ratios of missiles and chessboard missile
moves, he developed the argument that civilian nuclear power
was no good in itself, that it would only lead to the ability
to make nuclear bombs, and that nonproliferation had to be
enforced to make sure that bad guys didn’t get any nuclear
bombs. To put this policy across, he used his mathematical
skills to scare people, in classified briefings with military and
other government officials, and Congressmen, which trickled
down to the general public.

One of Wohlstetter’s last public articles, published on
April 4, 1995, by his longtime neo-con friend Robert Bartley,
editor of the Wall Street Journal, argued that the Non-Prolif-
eration Treaty was bad, because it makes it easier for nations
without nuclear weapons to gain access to them—using pluto-
nium produced in civilian nuclear reactors. He wrote: “It has
long been plain that plutonium for electric power has a large
negative value. The civilian benefits are a myth. The military
dangers are real and immediate.”

This is the essence of what Wohlstetter promoted in the
1960s and 1970s. He created the myth that civilian benefits The nuclear optimism that scared Wohlstetter: This illustration is
of nuclear energy “are a myth.” As the Wall Street Journal from a children’s book in the 1960s, describing the benefits of

nuclear energy.identified Wohlstetter in the 1995 op-ed, he “headed the 1975
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inequalities between rich and poor countries.” As to
why this was the case, Wohlstetter noted that energy
costs are just a small percentage of the gross national
product, and “cheap energy can help, but is not the
key to economic progress.”

Wohlstetter was particularly concerned that the
Middle East remain free of nuclear power plants to
desalt water, and to convey to his scientist audience
that poor countries would not be able to gain from
capital-intensive power reactors. As for breeder re-
actors, Wohlstetter’s view was only negative. In-
stead of seeing the benefit of a reactor that produced
more fuel than it consumed, he said that if breeder
reactors came into operation as the U.S. Atomic En-
ergy Commission expected by 2000, “there may be
a million bombs worth of civilian plutonium in the
world, doubling every ten years.”

Incessantly Negative
As negative as was this 1967 speech, it was short,

and at least mentioned that in the long-range future,
nuclear energy might have some benefit. In
Wohlstetter’s 1975 report, “Moving Toward Life in
a Nuclear Armed Crowd?” the message is inces-
santly negative—for 286 pages. This report was pre-
pared for the U.S. Arms Control and DisarmamentWohlstetter was even stranger than the “Dr. Strangelove”
Agency “to provide a clear definition of trends in thedepicted in the 1964 movie of that name. An early draft of the film
spread of nuclear technology, and a precise analysiswas titled “The Delicate Balance of Terror,” the same title as

Wohlstetter’s best-known unclassified work. Here, a still from the of the problems (political, military, and economic)
film. that these trends pose for policy.”

Wohlstetter and his coauthors presented a statis-
tical Mickey Mouse economic analysis of nuclear

energy, which was designed to prove that civilian nuclearfor industry, Wohlstetter marshalled his math to stop civil-
ian atoms. power is too costly, that reprocessing spent nuclear fuel is not

essential and a money loser, that breeder reactors are tooIn 1967, Wohlstetter was the invited luncheon speaker at
a Manhattan Project 25th anniversary event at the University dangerous even to be seriously considered, and that nuclear

energy retards development in the developing sector. In theseof Chicago. He told the assembled nuclear scientists that there
were no short-term civilian benefits to nuclear energy. The pages is everything the anti-nuclear environmentalists and

lawmakers could draw on to make sure that Wohlstetter gotscientists who created the bomb, he said, wanted to find com-
pensatory benefits for humankind for their wartime creation his anti-nuclear way. The overriding argument for Wohlstet-

ter was that civilian nuclear energy can only be meaningfullyof destruction. But, he said, “Some of these civilian uses have
a large war potential. . . . [T]here is a massive overlap between measured in bomb-production capacity.

The report particularly targetted the Less Developedthe technology of civilian nuclear energy and that of weapons
production. The good military atom therefore doesn’t dis- Countries (LDCs). “Investment in nuclear energy is a poor

choice among alternatives for the economic development forplace the bad military one. Expanding civilian use in general
makes it easier, quicker, and cheaper to get bombs. . . . An the LDCs,” the report stated. “It diverts capital from more

productive uses. . . . [I]nstead of speeding economic develop-essential trouble with nuclear plowshares, therefore, is that
they can be beaten into nuclear swords. . . .” ment and slowing the spread of military technology, as we

had hoped for decades, the subsidized transfer of nuclear tech-Wohlstetter noted that the nuclear energy forecast in 1967
envisioned that by 1980, nuclear would supply 25% of U.S. nology has slowed development and may speed the spread.”

For Wohlstetter et al., the benefits of nuclear energy wereelectricity, with large reactors at costs competitive with elec-
tricity from fossil fuels. And then this “genius” informed the “exaggerated” because of the emotions connected to the drop-

ping of the bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. “In fact,” thenuclear scientists: “Nonetheless it has been clear that such
important benefits fall short of ushering in the golden age. report stated, “if we could have detached ourselves” from

these emotions, “we might have more easily questioned thatThey will not abolish want and are unlikely to reduce the great
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In this same time period, 1975, the Ford Foundation
released a 450-page tome on nuclear energy, “NuclearThe Inside Job Against Power: Issues and Choices; Report of the Nuclear Energy
Policy Study Group,” purporting to be “fair” but arrivedNuclear Energy
at by a group of Establishment academics, many of whom
had the same Russellite credentials as Wohlstetter. As the

While Albert Wohlstetter’s nuclear report put a hold on overview to this report states, “We believe the conse-
nuclear development from the top down, other forces were quences of the proliferation of nuclear weapons are so
squeezing nuclear development from the bottom and mid- serious compared to the limited economic benefits of nu-
dle levels of policy-making. Such a squeeze required the clear energy that we would be prepared to recommend
right sort of bureaucrat and the right bureaucracy to carry stopping nuclear power in the United States if we thought
out the anti-nuclear thrust, and so the Ford Administration this would prevent further proliferation.” The overview
at the end of 1974, removed Dixy Lee Ray, the pro-nuclear went on to say, however, that such a course of action could
chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission; and Con- “increase the likelihood of proliferation, since the United
gress abolished the agency, and reorganized energy policy States would lose influence over the nature of nuclear
into a mishmash agency known as the Energy Research power development abroad.”
and Development Administration. The most striking aspect of the Ford Foundation study

(Dixy Lee Ray, who had been brought into the Atomic is that it has the same Mickey Mouse approach to econom-
Energy Commission by President Nixon in 1972, was a ics as Wohlstetter et al. There is no concept of physical
scientist and an FDR Democrat, who fought to expand economy or a “science driver.” Everything is measured in
nuclear and educate the public about every aspect of strict cost-benefit terms, without any idea of development.
nuclear technology. She went on to become governor of On the ground level in this period, was a growing
Washington state, and she continued to fight for nuclear swarm of environmentalist groups, hatched by the count-
energy expansion.) erculture and the campus turmoil during the Vietnam War

Under the Carter Administration, nuclear energy was period. These were the most visible of the anti-nuclear
squeezed again, into just another energy office in the new forces, in the media and on the street. But the policies
Department of Energy, headed by “energy czar” James they carried out came straight from the neo-con pen of
Schlesinger, a Wohlstetter colleague at RAND who was the shadowy Albert Wohlstetter and the lower-down Es-
then, and still is, anti-nuclear. The regulatory oversight for tablishment figures who conducted the Ford Foundation
nuclear energy was given to the newly created Nuclear study. The environmentalists and the so-called “left” were
Regulatory Commission. the legs, not the head of the anti-nuclear movement.

subsidizing civilian nuclear energy was the way to stop the all likelihood,” the report wishfully stated, “history will reveal
that once again the nuclear optimists have greatly overesti-spread of the military technology. Since civilian and miltary

nuclear energy programs overlap so extensively, a more plau- mated the future growth of nuclear power.” And another fa-
vorite theme: “Every time a new country obtains a nuclearsible course might have been to subsidize research and devel-

opment on the improvement of fossil fuels or of more exotic power reactor, it is moving significantly closer to a nuclear
weapon development capability, since the plutonium pro-non-nuclear alternatives such as solar electric or geothermal

power.” duced by all nuclear reactors can be made into nuclear
weapons.”Taking note of the nuclear optimism still in operation, the

Wohlstetter report listed the projections for civilian nuclear Like Wohlstetter’s tediously exhaustive strategic analy-
ses, this report reviewed every aspect of how every countryplants in the 1990s, and then offered suggestions of how such

growth could be derailed—exactly what occurred. “This large might be able to make bombs with their civilian nuclear reac-
tors, and what might be done to constrain this. The maingrowth is not inevitable,” the report stated. “It presumes the

carrying through of plans, negotiations, and constructions not constraints from the Wohlstetter point of view were simple:
stop nuclear technology, stop reprocessing, don’t even thinkyet committed and of varying degrees of firmness; some have

had setbacks. The growth, moreover, is open to influence, a about breeder reactors, load on the statistics equating power
plants with bombs, and don’t mention any new technologysubject for the elaboration of policy of supplier as well as

recipient governments.” development. His constraints worked. From this evil-minded
Russellite neo-con, who remained in the shadows, came theWohlstetter’s pessimism was unflagging. The report reit-

erated in every section how “nuclear power promises very anti-nuclear policies that have kept nuclear technology sup-
pressed for 30 or more years.limited economic benefits to less developed countries.” “In
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Business Briefs

Petroleum clared that government budget funds are in- in the same technology systems, such as
sufficient to build the 40 or so new nuclear high-temperature reactors, fast reactors, and

hydrogen-generating and other process heatreactors Russia needs in the next 20 years.If Iran Is Attacked,
Therefore, he said, Russia plans to build 60 applications. Both have long timetables toOil Price Would Soar nuclear plants abroad, expecting in particu- actually build anything, and little funding.
lar major “markets in Southeast Asia.” So- There has been ongoing, informal dis-

Rajab Safarov, the head of the Contempo- viet nuclear specialists had built 30 reactors cussion between top-level American and
rary Iranian Sudies Center in Moscow, said in other countries, and since the break-up of Russian nuclear scientists from the nations’
that international sanctions would not be a the Soviet Union, selling services abroad is laboratories and institutes, on restarting a
threat to Iran, because the country has been how Russia has financed, and kept alive, its joint nuclear technology development ef-
under U.S. sanctions for many years now, space program. fort. According to the Russian Embassy to
according to a March 13 release from Inter- Prime Minister Mikhail Fradkov, Secu- the United States, a delegation of U.S. nu-
fax, a Moscow press agency. But what about rity Council Secretary Igor Ivanov, and In- clear experts is leaving soon for Moscow.
the effects of a military attack? “The U.S., dustry and Energy Minister Viktor But without a bilateral civilian nuclear
jointly with Israel, could deal missile strikes Khristenko also attended the meeting. agreement, it is unclear that much of any-
on Iranian strategic facilities,” Safarov said. thing can be accomplished.
“But then Iran would respond by destroying
the Middle East oil and gas infrastructure,
blocking oil tankers’ exit from the Persian U.S.-Russia
Gulf, and stop oil and gas supplies to world Banking
markets. Should this happen, oil prices could Mikhailov Hits Failuretop $150 for a barrel, while $80-90 a barrel Iceland’s Systemis the limit for many economies. This would To Renew Nuclear Accord
cause the collapse of many economies and On Verge of Collapse
of the world economy as a whole.” Former Russian Atomic Energy Minister

Lyndon LaRouche had earlier asserted Viktor Mikhailov stated, in a March 10 RIA Nykredit, one of the biggest financial institu-
that an attack on Iran would light the fuse of Novosti interview, that the U.S. refusal to re- tions in Denmark, warned that the impend-
a bomb that could collapse the world finan- new nuclear energy cooperation agreements ing blowout of Icelandic banks would be too
cial-monetary system. with Russia has helped intensify the Bush big for Iceland to handle, the Danish daily

Jyllands-Posten reported on March 13, un-Administration’s conflict with Iran, and also
stalled the development of critical next-gen- der the headline “Warning Against the Ice-

landic Geyser Economy.”eration nuclear technologies.
Nuclear Industry The U.S.-Russia nuclear cooperation The article included a diagram showing

agreement was allowed to expire five years the almost exponential increase in the price
of Icelandic bank stocks, with a fivefold in-ago, after the United States passed the 2000Putin: Russia Will

Iran Non-ProliferatonAct. TheRussian gov- crease over the last two years, and the cap-Prioritize Engineering ernment fought with the White House tion: “Icelandic bank stocks rocket heav-
throughout the 1990s, refusing to pull Russia enward.”

Because of deregulation of the bankingRussian President Vladimir Putin an- out of the deal to complete Iran’s Bushehr
nuclear reactor, because Russia needed tonounced plans to gear up the Russian nuclear system, a financial bubble developed in Ice-

land over the last three years. Before that, theindustry, in a speech to a conference at the continue working in the nuclear sphere, in
order not to lose its nuclear technologyKremlin onMarch 14, just as the energymin- state owned most of the financial sector.

Jyllands-Posten reported that Icelandicisters of the G-8 industrialized nations were cadre, among other reasons.
There are now two parallel internationalbeginning their own meeting in Moscow. banks “have much more lending going out,

than deposits coming in, and for that reasonPutin emphasized that nuclear engineering efforts for nuclear technology development.
One, a Generation-4 program, is led by theis “a priority branch for the country, which have been borrowing many of the billions

that in recent years they used to finance theirmakes Russia a great power; the most ambi- United States, and includes a dozen nations,
but not Russia or “former Soviet” countries.tious projects and progressive technologies own purchases abroad.” They usually get the

money by issuing bonds, according to the pa-are linked with this [industrial] branch.” He The other, under the auspices of the Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), is thenoted that the nuclear industry is also seeing per, which cites Michael Sandfort, a senior

market analyst at Nykredit Markets, who ad-a revival in the United States and else- International Project on Innovative Nuclear
Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO), led bywhere—that nuclear power is “no longer a vises investors to get rid of that sort of paper:

“The risk of incurring losses on the invest-Cinderella,” or outcast. Russia, with 22 members, some of whom
overlap with the U.S.-led program.Sergei Kiriyenko, the head of Russian’s ment is too big.”

The three biggest of the roaring Iceland-state-run nuclear enterprise, Rosatom, de- Both programs have ongoing activities
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Briefly

BROAD EXPANSION of nuclear
power is now being sought by the

ing banks “are so big, that they hardly can be mortgage rates are rising, and home sales are Group of Eight industrialized nations
saved by the Icelandic state alone, and since sagging. “So many households have taken as the way to meet rising global en-
a major part of the investments are abroad, on so much mortgage debt that if prices ergy needs, according the the March
the state’s obligation to provide a safety net merely stop rising, they’re going to find 15 Financial Times. In its “Action
under the banks is not the same any more,” themselves under water. . . . The broad econ- Plan” to be published in July, the G-
according to Sandfort. omy has become so dependent on home- 8 states, “We believe that the devel-

equity credit that its withdrawal could come opment of nuclear energy would pro-
as a terrible shock.” mote global energy security.” The G-

Lyndon LaRouche commented, “This 8 energy ministers were meeting in
indicates that the Senate and House have noReal Estate Moscow.
time to waste on adopting the measures I’ve
proposed. There are those who propose that A BRITISH LOCUST fund wantsLeaking Housing Bubble we wait until after the election to deal with to grab up municipal housing in Ber-
these problems. That is irresponsible.”To Cause ‘Terrible Shock’ lin. The “investment” fund, Puma

Brandenburg Limited, wants to pour
up to 1 billion euros into the takeoverIn an article in the March 12 issue of The

Nation, entitled, “Leaking Bubble,” Doug of privatized municipal housing, pre-
Science & TechnologyHenwood writes: “The past several years dominantly in Berlin, fund managers

have seen the most extraordinary boom in announced March 14. Puma is a
daughter of Britain’s Shore Capitalthe U.S. housing market in history, rivaling Brazil Will Build

the dot.com stock market madness of the late Investment Bank.Seven Nuclear Plants1990s. In the third quarter of 2005, the aver-
age new house sold in the United States cost 123,000 KATRINA victims are be-

hind on their mortgage payments in4.9 times the average household’s yearly in- Brazilian Science and Technology Minister
Sergio Rezende announced on March 7 thatcome, up from 3.9 times in the late 1990s. Louisiana (24.6%) and Mississippi

(17.4%). Meanwhile, the Bush Ad-. . . Turnover of new and existing houses in Brazil has a plan to build seven nuclear
plants over the next 15 years, two of them inthe third quarter of last year was more than ministration’s Small Business Ad-

ministration approval rate for disaster16% of GDP, way above its long-term aver- the country’s most impoverished region, the
Northeast. Rezende was interviewed byage of 9 to 10%, and easily beating the levels loans is the lowest in 15 years.

reached in the housing frenzies of the 1970s BBC Brazil, while he was in London accom-
panying President Lula da Silva on a stateand ’80s.” RUSSIA wants to sell uranium to

India for two nuclear reactors, afterFamilies are buying homes on outrage- visit.
Rezende said he wants the governmentously risky terms: In 2005, 43% of first-time the United States turned down an In-

dian request, according to Indian For-home buyers “made no down payment at to approve the National Nuclear Energy Plan
by the end of July. Once that happens, con-all.” The housing bubble has metastasized eign Ministry spokesman Navtaj

Sarna. Russia has informed the Nu-into the entire U.S. economy, especially as structionof thealready-startedAngra3 facil-
ity would be completed, and then one newhomeowners borrow against the inflated in- clear Suppliers Group of plans to sup-

ply the Tarapur nuclear facility. Rus-crease in the value of their homes. Henwood nuclear plant would be started every two to
three years afterwards, for the following 15writes, “Americans have been using their sian Prime Minister Mikhail Fradkov

will discuss the deal in India thishouses as MasterCards, turning about $726 years. This will be polemical, he said, but
nuclear energy should stop being seen as thebillion of their home equity into (borrowed) month, and also discuss defense,

space research, trade, and tech-cash between 2001 and 2005. That’s a big “ugly duckling.” These plants can be built
near urban centers, unlike hydroelectricnumber, even by the standards of the U.S. nology.

economy; it’s equal to almost 40% of the plants, and costs will cheapen soon, due to
the worldwide renaissance in nuclear en-growth in personal spending.” Moreover, ELECTRICITY RATES in Mary-

land have skyrocketed seven years“Wall Street economists estimate that 40 to ergy, he argued.
The Science Minister also announced50% of the growth in GDP and employment after deregulation. Increases of up to

72% can be expected for this Sum-over the last several years has been driven that the formal inauguration ceremonies for
the start-up of Brazil’s uranium enrichmentby the housing boom.” mer, according to the state’s Public

Utilities Commission. After agreeingIn 2000, when the financial system was program on an industrial scale—pushed
back repeatedly as the international cam-threatened with the bursting of the dot.com to deregulation in 1999, Maryland

lawmakers now are scrambling tostock market boom, Federal Reserve Board paign on Iran escalated—should occur in
April, when President Lula can attend.Chairman Alan Greenspan intentionally fed soften the blow to the electorate be-

fore the next elections.the housing bubble, by lowering interest Small-scale production has already begun,
he said.rates to 1%, Henwood states. However,
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GROWING WHITE HOUSE INSANITY

LaRoucheDemocratsDrive
Institutional Resistance
by Jeffrey Steinberg

On March 14, the Los Angeles County Democratic Party cans in a state of abject poverty.
Other LYM branches are expected to launch similar initia-Central Committee voted to authorize the charter of the Frank-

lin Roosevelt Legacy Club. The initiators of the Club— tives, and the LaRouche Political Action Committee (LPAC)
has launched a nationwide drive to saturate the DemocraticQuincy O’Neal and Cody Jones—are elected members of the

Central Committee, and have been involved in leading the Party at the grass-roots level with copies of LaRouche’s draft
Democratic Party Platform, contacting hundreds of countyday-to-day organizing in California against the fascist poli-

cies of George Shultz’s leading operatives, Vice President chairs and other local Party and trade union activists, and
circulating tens of thousands of copies of the LaRouche docu-Dick Cheney and California Governor Arnold Schwarze-

negger. ment within the Party ranks.
Commenting on the initiative, and the extraordinarily pos-O’Neal and Jones are also leaders of the LaRouche Youth

Movement (LYM), the nationwide youth organization of itive response so far, LaRouche said, on March 18: “The effort
to date demonstrates that the Democratic Party does not haveAmerican statesman and former candidate for the Democratic

Party Presidential nomination, Lyndon LaRouche. a ‘LaRouche problem.’ They have a ‘George Soros and Felix
Rohatyn problem’ which they are going to have to deal with.“Over the course of the past several years, of waging

successive, successful proof-of-principle fights, we saw that Outside the Washington Beltway and Wall Street, where the
overwhelming majority of current and future Democraticif the Democratic Party were to succeed in defeating the

disastrous course of the Cheney-Bush Administration, we Party voters are to be found, there is tremendous receptivity
to the ideas that we are putting out, especially the need tomust bring the best of its traditions, that of Franklin Roose-

velt, to life within the Party. Thus, we created the Club as revive the Franklin Roosevelt legacy of concern for the ‘for-
gotten man and woman.’ What is the Democratic Party, if nota vehicle for that expression,” said Cody Jones, vice presi-

dent of the club. the mass of voters from the lower 80% income brackets, who
are suffering today in this outsourced, globalized, incredible“The chartering of this club,” said Harley Schlanger, the

Western U.S. spokesman for Lyndon LaRouche, “will invigo- shrinking U.S. economy; who hate the tyranny of the current
Bush-Cheney Administration; who see the fiasco that we haverate the debate over the essential changes in policy now, which

can assure a Democratic landslide in the 2006 mid-term elec- gotten ourselves into in Iraq; and who want a genuine, via-
ble alternative?tions.” According to O’Neal and Jones, the club plans to hold

a series of policy forums, to shape the Democratic Party’s “Synarchist bankers George Soros and Felix Rohatyn per-
sonify the penetration of that international financier factionagenda for the mid-term elections. These forums will focus on

discussion of the vital infrastructure projects, science-drivers, into the back rooms of the Democratic Party within the Wash-
ington Beltway, just as George Shultz personifies the pres-and other FDR-vectored policies that must be initiated imme-

diately, to avert an irreversible plunge of the U.S. physical ence of the same ‘economic hit-men’ inside the upper eche-
lons of the GOP. It is their globalized agenda that has broughteconomy into collapse, leaving the vast majority of Ameri-
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on the very crises that the Democratic Party is being called was announced, drawing together ten prestigious figures,
many of whom served in senior government posts under theupon to redress.”
last three Presidents. The group held a press conference at the
U.S. Institute for Peace, one of four think-tanks backing theA Growing Resistance

The fact that LaRouche and his collaborators have taken effort (the others are the Center for Strategic and International
Studies, the Center for the Study of the Presidency, and thethe lead, without hesitation and without let-up, for the past

four years, in going after Shultz and Cheney as the architects Baker Institute for Public Policy), at which a bipartisan group
of Senators and Representatives showed up to signal their fullof the disastrous Bush Administration policies, has clearly

borne fruit. A growing institutional upsurge against the worst support for the effort to look “with fresh eyes” at the Iraq
quagmire, and work on viable solutions. Among the Senatorsof the White House actions has reached a new threshold, as

new bipartisan and non-partisan initiatives have been comple- who attended were John Warner (R-Va.), the chairman of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, and Joseph Biden (D-mented by moves from within the permanent institutions of

government, to force a policy shift, if not an outright house- Del.), the ranking Democrat on the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee. All told, 35-40 Senators and Representatives, allcleaning.

The message being delivered to President Bush: Get rid of whom have visited Iraq since the March 2003 U.S. inva-
sion, have endorsed the project.of Dick Cheney and the entire neo-con gang, and bring a new

team of sane, experienced advisors in to lead the country The Iraq Study Group is co-chaired by James Baker III,
former Secretary of State, Secretary of the Treasury, andthrough the next two trying years—or face your own political

downfall. According to senior Republican Party sources, both White House Chief of Staff under Ronald Reagan and George
H.W. Bush; and retired Rep. Lee Hamilton (D-Ind.), formerthe Reaganite and “Bush 41” wings of the Party have signed

on to this message. And the view now shared by all the living chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, co-chair-
man of the 9/11 Commission, and the current head of theformer Presidents is that the White House is dysfunctional and

the United States cannot survive if that situation is allowed to Woodrow Wilson Center. Members of the Commission in-
clude former CIA Director Robert Gates; former New Yorkcontinue.

One factor driving the moves against the failures of the City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani; former senior advisor to Presi-
dent Clinton, Vernon Jordan; former Clinton White HouseBush-Cheney White House, is the growing recognition that

the American public has had it with the Oval Office bungling- Chief of Staff Leon Panetta; former Clinton Secretary of De-
fense William Perry; former U.S. Senators Charles Robb (D-and-worse. A poll by the non-partisan American Research

Group, released on March 15, showed that 48% of all eligible Va.) and Alan Simpson (R-Wyo.). A tenth member, yet to be
publicly named, will be a Republican, according to panelvoters endorse a Senate censure resolution against President

Bush for authorizing wiretaps on Americans inside the United members. According to CNN, it will be recently retired U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor.States without a court order. Seventy percent of registered

Democrats and even 29% of registered Republicans favored
the censure, evidencing the extent to which a large portion of Institutional Moves From Within

Sources close to the Bush Adminstration report that seniorBush and Cheney’s own Republican Party have abandoned
them. And 61% of Democrats and 18% of Republicans sup- foreign policy and national security professionals are doing

their part to force a policy shift from inside the government.port impeachment of the President.
The censure resolution was introduced into the U.S. Sen- In one such move that could represent a major setback for

Cheney and others who are pushing a near-term militaryate on March 13 by Sen. Russ Feingold (D-Wisc.). In his
speech motivating the motion, Feingold asserted that Con- showdown with Iran, the State Department confirmed on

March 17 that the U.S. Ambassador to Iraq, Zalmay Kha-gress will need to “consider a range of possible actions, in-
cluding investigations, independent commissions, legisla- lilzad, has been authorized to begin direct talks with the Ira-

nian government about Iraq. Khalilzad confirmed that talkstion, or even impeachment.” “The President authorized an
illegal program to spy on American citizens on American soil, could begin soon in Baghdad, between himself and an Iranian

emmisary, to be delegated by the country’s Supreme Nationaland then misled Congress and the public about the existence
and legality of that program. It is up to this body,” Feingold Security Council secretary, Ali Larijani. While both the U.S.

and Iranian governments said that the talks would be limiteddemanded, “to reaffirm the rule of law by condemning the
President’s actions. All of us in this body took an oath to to the subject of Iraq, Larijani has been one of they key Iranian

officials negotiating with Russia and Europe over Iran’s nu-support and defend the Constitution of the United States and
bear true allegiance to the same. Fulfilling that oath requires clear power program.

Any direct talks betweeen Washington and Tehran wouldus to speak clearly and forcefully when the President violates
the law. This resolution allows us to send a clear message that undercut the war party inside the Bush Administration. The

announcement about the proposed U.S.-Iranian talks camethe President’s conduct was wrong.”
On March 15, the same day the American Research Group just a day after LaRouche was interviewed on Iranian national

radio’s English language broadcast (see transcript on p. 32).poll figures were released, a non-partisan Iraq Study Group
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Congressional Closeup by Carl Osgood

House Passes Food health and well-being of their own citi- where we are,” he said, “but our effort
will be to look forward.” Aside fromLabelling Bill ‘With DeLay’ zens?” Waxman asked the House. He

also expressed doubt that the FDA isWhen Rep. Tom DeLay (R-Tex.) was the ten members who were announced
on March 15, the group will also havestill House Majority Leader, House even qualified to make decisions re-

garding interstate commerce, givenRepublicans routinely passed legisla- an advisory panel of retired senior mil-
itary officers, and four working groupstion with minimal committee action, that it is a scientific agency.

Even those who supported the billrestrictive rules for debate, and with focussing on the strategic environ-
ment in Iraq and the region, the mili-Democrats locked out of the process. expressed dismay at the process. Rep.

Jim Cooper (D-Tenn.) told the HouseOn March 8, they proved that, despite tary and security situation in Iraq, po-
litical development, and economicall the talk and debate about ethics and that he was “outraged that a bill like

this would come through the House oflobbying reform, in the aftermath of reconstruction. Neither Baker nor
Hamilton would offer an opinion onthe Jack Abramoff scandal, they can Representatives without a single hear-

ing.” The bill passed by a vote of 283still ride roughshod over every cour- just how dire the present situation in
Iraq is, however. Hamilton would onlytesy. The issue in this case, was a bill to 139, but not before amendments

providing state exceptions for cancer-to provide “uniformity” in food-safety say “we see a formidable challenge for
the country.”labelling by preempting state laws. causing substances, substances that

may cause birth defects, and mercuryThe bill is opposed by 39 state attor-
neys general, the National Association in fish were added.
of State Departments of Agriculture, Senate Begins FY 2007and numerous state officials, and con-
sumer and environmental groups, who Budget Resolution DebateStudy Group To Look atall warn that the bill would disrupt As the Senate began debate on the Fis-

cal 2007 budget resolution on Marchstates’ abilities to protect their citizens Iraq with ‘Fresh Eyes’
Growing concerns about Iraq have ledfrom unsafe foods. The measure how- 13, Budget Committee chairman Judd

Gregg (R-N.H.) announced that theever is strongly backed by the food- a bipartisan group of 30-40 Members
of Congress, all of whom have visitedprocessing industry, whose lobby, resolution follows the Bush Adminis-

tration’s budget blueprint fairlyHouse Democrats charged, wrote the Iraq multiple times, to ask an indepen-
dent group to make its own assessmentlegislation. The food industry justifies closely, including capping discretion-

ary spending at $873 billion, with onethe bill on the basis that the lack of of the situation there, after three years
of U.S. occupation. That group, co-uniformity of state labelling laws is a major exception: It does not include

reconciliation instructions for generat-burden on interstate commerce. chaired by former Secretary of State
James Baker III and former Rep. LeeRep. Henry Waxman (D-Calif.) ing the $65 billion in entitlement cuts

that the Bush Administration is callingripped that argument to shreds, charg- Hamilton (D-Ind.), will look at Iraq
with what Rep. Frank Wolf (R-Va.)ing that the bill’s proponents never had for. Gregg explained that the reason

for that is that he could find little sup-to make a case for it, because the GOP described as “fresh eyes.” Wolf said
that “the request for this really camenever had a hearing on the legislation. port in the Senate, including among

Republicans, for such cuts in an elec-“They have never shown there is any out of members of Congress from both
parties who have been to Iraq who feelburden on interstate commerce,” he tion year. He reported that the chair-

men of the relevant authorizing com-said, yet, “this bill is going to overturn ‘fresh eyes’ is a very good approach.”
As described by Baker, the pur-200 state laws that protect our food mittees all told him that there was at

least one Republican member of eachsupply.” The bill would require states pose of the Iraq Study Group is to
make “a bipartisan, forward-lookingto apply with the Food and Drug Ad- committee opposed to the cuts, mean-

ing that they could not be passed.ministration (FDA) for exceptions to assessment of the situation on the
ground in Iraq,” with the objective ofthe Federal law. “Why should states Gregg also complained that the war

supplemental spending, which, hebe required to go to a bureaucratic making “an honest assessment of
where we are, and how to move for-agency to have permission to do what said, has averaged about $90 billion a

year for the last four years, has becomethe Constitution of the United States ward.” Hamilton added that the group
will not be revisiting past debates onpermits them to do, which is to [pro- a “shadow budget” which essentially

has no controls on it at all, somethingvide] police powers for the safety and Iraq policy. “We have to understand
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which, he said, should be changed. sight of the relationship between provised explosive devices (IEDs)
that have proven so deadly in Iraq. Be-Democrats countered by launch- Washington lobbying firms and the

Congressional Republican leadership.ing an assault on the Bush Administra- fore the bill went to the House floor,
the Rules Committee turned back antion for running the total Federal Democrats expressed support for

the bill, but argued that it did not goindebtedness to record levels over the effort by the Republican Study Com-
mittee, led by Rep. Mike Pence (R-last five years. Sen. Kent Conrad (D- far enough. Senate Minority Leader

Harry Reid (D-Nev.) offered anN.D.), the ranking Democrat on the Ind.), to allow an amendment to offset
the entire package with spending re-Budget Committee, argued that under amendment that would have tightened

up the private-sector employment re-the budget proposal, the national debt ductions elsewhere in the budget.
Pence had also demanded that the hur-actually increases more than $600 bil- strictions already in the bill, and im-

pose criminal penalties on Memberslion a year for the next five years. To ricane relief be considered separately,
so that it could be more easily tar-address this debt increase, Conrad of- of Congress seeking to influence the

hiring decisions of lobbying firms. Itfered an amendment to re-institute the getted.
The focus of the debate on the bill“pay-as-you-go” rule, which would also included a provision to require

that conference committee meetingsrequire any measure that would in- in both the Appropriations Committee
and on the floor was not on fundingcrease the budget deficit to be offset be open to the public. The Reid amend-

ment was defeated on a 55-44 vote,by spending reductions elsewhere in levels in the bill, however, but rather
on port security. In a strong repudia-the budget to include tax cuts. Gregg partly because the gift ban in the

amendment includes meals, whereasdenounced the amendment as “a stalk- tion of the Bush Administration, the
committee voted 62-2 for an amend-ing horse for a tax increase,” and it was the ban in the Lott bill does not.

On the House side, Speaker Den-narrowly defeated on a 50-50 vote. ment sponsored by committee chair-
man Jerry Lewis (R-Calif.) that killsAmendments still to be considered nis Hastert (R-Ill.) announced, on

March 15, draft legislation that wouldinclude increasing spending for health the deal that would have allowed Du-
bai Ports World to take over operationsprograms, as well as striking a provi- tighten the rules on lobbying, includ-

ing imposing a responsibility on regis-sion allowing oil drilling in the Alaska at six U.S. ports. Democrats went even
further, supporting an amendment byNational Wildlife Refuge. tered lobbyists to themselves follow

the rules. The package also includes a Rep. Martin Sabo (D-Minn.) that
would have required notification ofsuspension, until Dec. 15, of all pri-

vately funded travel, until the House Congress of all such proposed take-
overs, and giving Congress the right toEthics Committee reports back withSenate Begins Debate suggestions on how to regulate such overturn Presidential approval of
such deals.On Ethics Reform travel.

The Senate began debate March 7 on While that amendment was re-
jected on a 35-30 vote, Democratsethics-reform legislation, which had

been reported out a week earlier by the have declared they will continue toHouse Takes UpRules and Administration Committee, make an issue of port security. On
March 15, Rep. Jerrold Nadler (D-chaired by Sen. Trent Lott (R-Miss.). War Supplemental

On March 15, the House began debateThe bill would create a point of order N.Y.), backed by House Minority
Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.), an-against any provision in a conference on the $91 billion Bush Administra-

tion supplemental appropriations re-report that was not in either version of nounced he would introduce legisla-
tion to require that 100% of shippingthe bill, and would prohibit the Senate quest for the wars in Iraq and Afghani-

stan, as well as additional money forfrom considering any conference re- containers sent to the United States be
scanned before they leave their port ofport until it had been publicly available Gulf Coast hurricane-recovery efforts.

Of the total, $67.6 billion goes to coverfor at least 24 hours. It also includes origin. He noted that of the 11 million
containers that come to the U.S. eacha number of lobby reform provisions, war costs, including $890 million for

armored humvees, which was $480including one aimed at the so-called year, only about 5% are actually in-
spected. The Democrats argue that the“K Street Project,” run by former million more than the Pentagon re-

quested, and nearly $2 billion to de-House Majority Leader Tom DeLay lack of security at U.S. ports is a large
gap that needs to be addressed.(R-Tex.), that would increase over- velop countermeasures against the im-
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LaRouche on Iran Radio: War
Against Iran Is British Policy

This is a transcript of a taped interview with Lyndon issue is, they want to have the problem. And therefore, they’re
using the nuclear negotiation as a pretext for an enlarged warLaRouche, conducted March 15, 2006, by Morteza Jabbari

of the Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB). IRIB in the entire region of Southwest Asia.
is the state-owned radio and TV broadcasting network. The
interview was translated into Farsi and broadcast. Q: According to the British Daily Telegraph, George W.

Bush is to decide on the possibility of a military confrontation
with Iran at the end of this year. What is your opinion aboutQ: In one of your previous interviews, you mentioned that

London is behind the idea of a possible strike on Iran. What this?
LaRouche: Well, it’s hard to say. It is not one of these thingsis the basis of your argument?

LaRouche: Well, first of all, the policy is a British policy, where you can predict exactly, it’s going to go one way or the
other. This is what we’re trying to stop. Our view is to givewhich certain people in the United States are connected to.

For example, take the case of Dick Cheney, the Vice Presi- Iran as much time to negotiate as they think necessary, be-
cause some of us understand what the issues are, and we don’tdent. The Vice President is very close to Liz Symons, to whom

he was introduced by his own wife, Lynne Cheney. And dur- want to create unnecessary complications for Iran internally,
otherwise, at this time. So, let the negotiations proceed: I’ming the period, for example, between the time he was head of

the Defense Department, under George Bush the First, and sure we’ll come up with something, if we are patient. And
that’ll put the issue off the table.the time that he became the Vice President—and the acting

president, practically—he negotiated certain contracts.
So, the Liberal Imperialist crowd in London, which is the Q: You talked about London’s involvement in this issue, but

Jack Straw has time and again talked about peaceful meansBlair-Jack Straw crowd, is actually the architect of this. But
the architecture runs largely through international financial and diplomacy, in dealing with Iran’s nuclear issue, and has

praised Iran’s previous government, and criticized its incum-channels, such as George Shultz, who is a former Secretary
of State, and who is the architect of the present Bush Adminis- bent President for their approach. You think he is not sincere?

LaRouche: I’m sure of it! After all, remember, you have intration: That is, the person who pulled it together to be elected.
So, this is the key point from which this comes. It’s an the history of Iran, you have things like the Sykes-Picot

Treaty, which was authored by the British as a part of a processAnglo-American operation, but the policy itself, which is the
British policy of the Arab Bureau, the so-called “anti-Islam of getting World War I going.

No, these fellows are not exactly honest. We know thempolicy,” is what the motivation is.
very well. In a case like this, one must deal with the facts,
without discussing sincerity.Q: Do you think that this Western hue and cry over Iran’s

peaceful use of nuclear energy is in line with the idea you
just mentioned? Q: Al Gore, in one of his recent speeches, said that America’s

political system moved toward decreasing the power of theLaRouche: Yes. This is a pretext. The nuclear issue is not
really the issue. And from Iran, you know that because you Congress and the judicial system, and increasing the power

of the Executive branch, that is, the President. Your commentsknow what the negotiations are, particularly involving the
Russians, involving also the Chinese interest in this, and the in this regard, please?

LaRouche: Oh, this is absolutely true. This is precise. Thisgeneral Asian view of this matter.
The nuclear issue is not the cause of the problem. The is a group, which is the same group which brought Hitler to
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power, among others, between 1922 and 1945; the same group
which is represented by the Federalist Society inside the
United States, which controls several Justices of the Supreme
Court, has this policy. The point is they believe they can only
go to a form of dictatorship, like that of the Hitler model or
some similar model, as the only way they can govern in this
period, and get their policies through. That is the policy of a
group associated with Cheney, and with others in the United
States and in London.

Q: How do you see the role of Cheney in this game? I mean,
this—let’s say—creating wars? Is he the main guy behind
the idea of, let’s say, neo-conservatism, or are there some
other people?
LaRouche: No, Cheney is essentially a thug. He’s an admin-
istrator—not very intelligent, but very thuggish. He’s a brute,
that is a person who tries to beat people into submission as an
administrator. He does not have the ideas himself. He was
brought into his present position, remember, earlier, during
the 1970s as part of the Nixon Administration’s leftovers.
He’s been in and out of politics ever since then. He is essen- Lyndon LaRouche: The policy of a strike on Iran “is a British
tially dominated by his wife, Lynne Cheney, who is the con- policy, which certain people in the United States are connected to.

For example . . . Dick Cheney.”troller, who actually “wears the pants in the family,” so to
speak.

But this Administration was created by George Shultz.
Now, you look at George Shultz, you’re looking at Halli- And this policy had been kicking around for a long time.

And with the collapse of the Soviet Union, the idea was weburton, you’re looking at Bechtel, you’re looking at those
kinds of international financier interests, which are very could go to the elimination of the nation-state, or the virtual

elimination of the nation-state, and have what’s called anclosely tied to the comparable interests in the British system,
or the international system centered in London. And that’s ultramontane system, a globalized system in which an inter-

national financial interest runs the entire world. Every nationwhere it comes from. Cheney is only an errand boy.
But, the reason he has not been dumped—remember, he’s in Asia is targetted: for example, India is targetted, China is

targetted, Russia’s targetted, all of the leading nations of Asiadown, about 15% popularity in the United States, right now—
the only reason he’s not dumped so far, even though there’s are, in particular, targetted for dissolution of their present

form of government. This is the program.an effort by various of us in the United States to dump him, the
reason is, is that he’s got powerful backing from international
financier interests, which are merely typified by George Q: How do you see the difference between Democrats and

Republicans, when it comes to Middle Eastern issues?Shultz.
For example, look at the question of the Netanyahu elec- LaRouche: Well, this—it’s not quite that way. Let’s take

the case of Bill Clinton. Now, Bill Clinton is Bill Clinton:tion in Israel. The word is that there’s an attempt to make
Netanyahu the virtual dictator of Israel, and therefore to use He’s very intelligent. He represents a group of people in the

United States, to which I generally turn out to be associatedIsrael as a weapon against its neighbors. Most factions in
Israel won’t do that. Netanyahu would do that. Netanyahu is with in the Democratic Party. But we also work with Republi-

cans, who are, shall we say, the sane Republicans who thinkvery close to Dick Cheney. But! The guy behind Netanyahu
is really George Shultz. So, there’s where the danger lies pretty much as we do on most issues, particularly on war and

peace. So, there is no simple U.S. policy on this question.there, and that’s typical of the situation.
There is something across party lines. Most Democrats would
tend to agree with us on getting out of this Middle East mess.Q: I mean, who are the think-tanks for, PNAC, Project for a

New American Century? Are they in Britain, or in the U.S.? Clinton is a leading spokesman for that. There are people in
the Senate, in particular, who are leading spokesmen for that.LaRouche: Both! You have a general policy—it’s called

globalization. The general policy, which has emerged increas- You have on the Republican—
ingly since Roosevelt died, has been first of all the conflict
with the Soviet Union, which was created precisely to prevent Q: I’m sorry, Mr. LaRouche. I’m sorry to interrupt you.

Some observers believe that American administrations,Roosevelt’s policies from being carried out, which was an
anti-colonialism policy. whether Republicans or Democrats, have the same objective
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dangerously close to succeeding. And that’s what the fact is.
Why not look in that direction? In looking at history,

that’s the way you look at things. That’s the way a competent
strategist looks at things, not many of these gossips, who keep
trying to find little secret things that may not exist.

Q: Why is George W. Bush insisting on pursuing the poli-
cies, which not only most Americans, but also the world, op-
poses?
LaRouche: Well, this is not just George Bush. George Bush
is not the most intelligent man that the United States has ever
put into public office! And I wouldn’t go too far in trying to
attribute intention to George. He runs with various policies.
He’s very limited intellectually, and he’s controlled by circles
of people around him, by and large. That’s the problem. So, I
wouldn’t put too much on his intentions.

www.fco.gov.uk/ What you have, the power in the world today, is the inter-
Baroness Liz Symons with Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice. national financier power, not political power as such. For
Symons is part of Tony Blair’s inner circle, as well as the contact example, the German government can’t even govern its ownpoint to Dick and Lynne Cheney.

country, because of Maastricht, because of the European club.
Italy’s somewhat the same; France, to a lesser degree, but
more or less the same.

So, governments around the world today are very weak,with regards to the Middle East, and just their approach dif-
fers. Do you agree? because they are led to be controlled by international financial

institutions which actually, effectively, control them. AndLaRouche: No, there is not. It’s more complicated. We’re a
nation which has many tendencies in it. Sometimes, certain this is the way, I think, you should look at it.
combinations are on top. The top domination tends to be the
financial community, the financial interest, which is some- Q: It is interesting that sometimes we see that George W.

Bush says something, especially in his interviews with thetimes the opponent of our government. And that’s what it is.
For example, in the last year, I was able to change U.S. media, and after a couple of days some other official in, for

example, the American State Department, says somethingpolicy, as an individual, going into 2005. In 2005, we put
up an excellent resistance to the worst of the Cheney-Bush quite the contrary to what George W. Bush has said. What is

the reason behind this contradiction?policies and we were successful. Beginning this year, we’ve
been a little less successful, and we’re always fighting to get LaRouche: Because it’s a complicated situation. George W.

Bush is not very intelligent. He does have certain sentimentalthis thing under control. But on the main questions, the gen-
eral American opinion is opposed to this war policy. reactions to things. And there’s a big conflict within the Ad-

ministration, now, on what the policy is. For example, most
of the crowd around George Bush does not want to go to war.Q: You have been skeptical about the 9/11 incident from the

very beginning. After you, people like Thierry Meyssan, von They would go to bluffing to get their way on an issue, but
they do not actually want to go to a new war.Bülow, and Chossudovsky, have been in line with your idea.

Do you have any new documents showing something about Dick Cheney, on the other hand, the people behind him,
want to go to a war! And they want to do anything possiblethe facts lying behind the 9/11 incident?

LaRouche: Well, I think some of your listeners who have to get to a war, right now. They are the ones trying to use
Netanyahu as the alternative for an attack on Iran, whereasever done some hunting of animals would understand this

better than most of our press people seem to understand it. most forces in the United States are against getting into that
kind of thing.What I said—before the inauguration of George Bush in Janu-

ary of 2001, I said, because of the financial crisis coming It’s that kind of situation. We have a complicated situation
inside our government. We do not have unanimity. We havedown, and the incompetence of a Bush Administration, we

must expect soon, that there will be an incident like Hermann fights constantly, on the interpretation of policy, on the inter-
pretation of words—it’s a daily fight, and there is no simpleGöring setting fire to the Reichstag—in the attempt to estab-

lish a Bush dictatorship. Now, that happened. That’s what consistency in the process.
9/11 was. Somebody of the international forces which are
controlled out of London and the U.S., these international Q: And, one last question, Mr. LaRouche: Considering hu-

man and financial costs of the strike option against Iran, doforces decided to pull an attempt to establish a dictatorship
in the United States. It did not succeed: But it came very you think the U.S. has the potential and ability to do that?
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And if it does so, what would the consequences be for the (IAEA) to the UN Security Council, as the United States,
Britain, and France are demanding. “We do not agree withregion and for the world?

LaRouche: Well, I think most people would agree with me, those who, it seems to us, in their actions are trying to exploit
the situation around Iran to solve political tasks in theirwho are specialists, that an attack on Iran, which is what’s

planned, of course, as an option by Cheney and Company, is dealings with the regime which is currently in Tehran. . . .
Iran does not refuse to work on these questions. . . . Asan aerial attack with the aid of sending in Special Forces for

special operations. Now, such an attack, if it were significant, for a strategy of action in the Security Council, where the
exhortations are, to refer the substance of the entire workin terms of its effect on Iran, would mean a consolidation of

the thing that the British have been pushing for, from the Arab on Iran, there is no such strategy.”
“Our Western partners understand that without the IAEA,Bureau, which is a return to the spirit of the Crusades, to treat

Islam throughout the world as the enemy, as a way of running this problem . . . can’t be solved,” he said. “But there is some
dichotomy observable among them. They are saying: Let usthe world. It’s like the Crusaders did during the Middle Ages;

as like was done between 1492-1648 in Europe: Religious start working in the Security Council as well as continuing to
work in the IAEA. It is not understandable to us, so far, howwarfare. That’s what they want to start.

But, the significance is, if they go to it, my estimate is that this can tactically be written into the very same strategy which
we have not yet discussed. Therefore, we will explicitly pro-the price of oil goes, first of all, goes to about $150 a barrel.

Similar kinds of problems erupt, general chaos. I don’t think ceed from the priority of agreeing upon a strategic line. . . .
We insist that the IAEA should professionally continue work-that the people who want this war, could win it, in any conven-

tional sense. They could, however, create Hell on Earth. And ing. But sometimes our Western partners suggest acting ac-
cording to the following logic: ‘Now that there is no clarity,I think anybody who understands this, wants to stop it, for

that common understanding of why we have to stop it. let us step up pressure and impose sanctions as quickly as
possible.’ ”

Lavrov emphasized that Russian policy is based on itsQ: Well, Mr. Lyndon LaRouche, [former] U.S. Presidential
candidate, and editor and columnist at Executive Intelligence national interests: “Exchanges are possible when there are

objective reciprocal interests. And when you exchange withReview, it’s always interesting talking with you. Thank you
very much for your time. your partners a thing that does you no harm. That is, you give

away something or agree with something that does not runLaRouche: Thank you! Good to be with you.
counter to your interests. And an escalation of the situation
around Iran does run counter to our interests in the most direct
way. This is quite near our region, our borders, and we con-Russia’s Lavrov: There sider any military action inadmissible. We’re having no ex-
changes on Iran. On Iran we’re exchanging views as to whatIs No ‘Deal’ Against Iran
to do next. We are working out a strategy which would not
permit exploding the situation, and which would not isolate

Russia and Iran continued negotiations on March 13-14 in the Iran, and would not drive it into a corner. For he who is driven
into a corner does not act quite rationally. And if the IAEAeffort to find a solution to the dispute over Iran’s nuclear

program. An Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman described ceases working in Iran, then we will have no possibility to
understand what is happening there. That’s exactly what wethe talks as successful, underlining that both sides agreed “on

the necessity to abstain from hasty decisions.” want to avoid. Simultaneously, we want Iran to cease taking
ill-considered steps in relations with the IAEA. This concernsRussian Foreign Minister

Sergei Lavrov, in a March 13 inter- . . . a resumption of the moratorium on all enrichment work
for the period of the clarification of the questions about theview with the Moscow daily Vre-

mya Novostei, was asked about a nuclear program. So here we have two absolutely self-valu-
able questions in this regard. And each of them affects ourreported effort of the Bush Admin-

istration to entice Russia to support national interests.”
The Foreign Minister was asked about a “set of chessmen”confrontation with Iran, by offering

it entry to the World Trade Organi- he had given President George Bush when he was in Washing-
ton, and whether that contained a “hint” that Bush shouldzation (WTO). Lavrov vigorously

denied this: “A deal—how would study his next moves, as in a game of chess. Lavrov answered
wrily that “there was no such hint. And even if we had wantedthat work? What kind of deal could

there possibly be? We join the WTO, then we let the Ameri- to do so, then that would not have been required; for George
Bush himself, speaking of how to act towards Iran, said thatcans bomb Iran—is that it? . . . You know, we will never

exchange what is rightfully ours for anything.” it was necessary to show caution and, before making the first
move, one ought to think out all the subsequent moves com-Lavrov insisted that there is no strategy to transfer the

Iran issue from the International Atomic Energy Agency pletely. But that’s also Russian policy a full 100 percent!”
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Cheney and Blair Intervene in Israeli
Elections To Promote Regional War
by Dean Andromidas

The transparent orchestration of the Israeli attack on the Pales- the affair as a political “Jericho effect,” and polls taken after
the assault showed Kadima scoring substantial gains, at thetinian prison in Jericho in the occupied West Bank March

14, leaves no doubt that the Bush Administration and the expense of the Labor Party. As Ha’aretz wrote: “Kadima’s
strategists could not have wished for a more successful opera-government of British Prime Minister Tony Blair are working

to bring to power in Israel a government that will be a full tion only a day before the pollsters began their work for the
weekend papers.”partner in an attack on Iran, Syria, and a resulting new regional

war. On the same day as the assault on the prison, Russian
Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov issued a warning, in an inter- ‘Return Territory and Kill Arabs’

In addition to the “Jericho effect” on the elections, foreignnationally circulated interview in the Russian daily Vremya
Novostei, of the danger of a wider war: “Maybe someone is funds are pouring into the country to back Kadima and the

right-wing parties. Foreign tycoons, including the shadowycounting on intervening in this situation, establishing order,
and destroying Hamas. But this would invite a very big war Geneva-based financier and shipping magnate Bruce Rappa-

port, and the American billionaire David Abraham, who is ain the Middle East,” Lavrov cautioned.
While the attack on the Jericho prison was clearly an at- member of the “Mega Group” which includes Edgar Bronf-

man and Michael Steinhardt, have poured hundreds of thou-tempt to influence the March 28 Israeli elections, there is a
larger, geostrategic objective that Blair and British Foreign sands, if not millions of dollars into the campaign to support

Kadima.Secretary Jack Straw are aiming for, with backing from the
Cheneyacs in Washington: a new Crusade against Islam, in- One Israeli political observer told EIR, “These same mil-

lionaires are backing all the right-wing candidates, includingcluding an attack on Iran, possibly triggered by an Israeli
“breakaway ally” scenario. the right wing of the Labor Party who have either gone to

Kadima, like Shimon Peres, or are undermining [Labor PartyCommenting on the Jericho attack, veteran Israeli peace
activist Uri Avneri declared, “This was an almost uncamou- Chairman] Amir Peretz, like [former Prime Minister Ehud]

Barak.”flaged campaign ploy by [acting Prime Minister] Olmert, pre-
pared in a cabal with the British and the Americans.” And the Whether the Israeli elections will be “completely safe and

without violence,” as former President Jimmy Carter declaredIsraeli daily Ha’aretz presented documentation that the raid
was organized over three weeks before the fact. Ehud Olmert the recent Palestinian elections to be, is doubtful, since the

essence of Kadima’s campaign is violence—that is, violenceis the candidate of the Kadima party. His advisor, attorney
Dov Weissglas, who had been the contact man of former against the Palestinians—which will, predictably, affect the

safety of Israeli voters. This is confirmed by the vile slogan,Prime Minister Ariel Sharon with U.S. Vice President Dick
Cheney, coordinated the operation with British and U.S. offi- “To return territory and kill Arabs,” which, according to

Ha’aretz, is a favorite expression of the so-called “ranch fo-cials. The prisoners were being held under an international
agreement which had been guaranteed by the United States rum” of Sharon’s advisors, who now serve as Olmert’s cam-

paign consultants. These include the above-mentionedand Great Britain. The decision by London to withdraw the
British monitors who were keeping watch over the prison, Cheney intermediary Dov Weissglas. It has become part of

the cynical game of Israeli election politics to heat up thewas the signal for the Israelis to move in, destroy the prison,
and capture six Palestinian prisoners. Ten minutes after the security situation in order to influence the outcome of elec-

tions. Since the announcement of the elections over threemonitors were withdrawn, the Israelis attacked.
The timing of the attack on the prison, just two weeks months ago, the government has stepped up violence against

the Palestinians, including targetted assassinations, mass ar-before the election, exposes as a sophistry, the claim by Jack
Straw that the decision to remove the monitors was based on rests, roadblocks, and sieges of Palestinian cities and towns.

The Gaza Strip has been turned into a virtual Warsaw Ghetto.concern for their “security.” The press is frankly describing
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All this is calculated to provoke revenge attacks by Palestin- power, it would be a replay of the failed Labor-Likud coalition
which Sharon organized in 2001. With Kadima at its head,ian militants.

This is the true nature of the unilateral disengagement such a coalition government could be dragged into a new war
by Cheney and Blair.policy of the Olmert government, a plan fully backed by

Cheney and and his synarchist controller George Shultz (see There are other coalitions that would lead to war even
sooner. The campaign of violence against Palestinians and“In Israeli Elections, It’s Shultz/Cheney vs. Sanity,” EIR

March 17, 2006). The creation of Kadima by Sharon (who hysteria about the “existential threat” of a nuclear Iran, being
pushed every day by Kadima and the Likud, is driving thenow lies comatose in an Israeli hospital), with the backing of

former Labor Party Chairman Shimon Peres, and, behind the electorate further to the right. The latest polls show Likud
gaining over the Labor Party, moving into second place. Al-scenes, Cheney and Shultz, was intended to perpetuate a “no

war, no peace” policy which has, for four decades, enabled ready Likud Chairman Netanyahu, the favorite of George
Shultz and the U.S. neo-cons, has sought out allies to formthe Israeli right wing to continue expanding the settlements.

It is a policy that has kept the entire Middle East embattled a government after the elections. Netanyahu has reportedly
contacted the ethnic Russian-Israeli Beiteinu and Shas par-since the end of World War II. As in the 1956 Suez Crisis,

when France and Great Britain conspired with Israel to attack ties. According to the latest polls, Likud could get up to 19
seats, and the latter two parties could get as many as 10 apiece,Egypt, today, Blair, Straw, Cheney, and Shultz are conspiring

with their Israeli agents to start a new regional war. which would give them 37 to 40 seats out of the 120-seat
Knesset, exceeding the 35-37 seats Kadima is expected toThe building of the West Bank “Berlin Wall” is part of

this policy. It serves the dual aim of lulling the Israeli popula- win. If the three parties agree to back Netanyahu as Prime
Minister, he could conceivably be chosen to form a gov-tion into a false sense of security, while signalling to the

Palestinians that there will never be a peace process, there ernment.
Beiteinu is led by the fascist Avigdor Lieberman, whowill never be a Palestinian state.

A senior British intelligence source told EIR: “The disen- was, at one time, in the Likud, and served as Netanyahu’s
bureau chief when the latter was Prime Minister. Liebermangagement and the Wall are part of the ‘Jordan is Palestine’

policy. It tells the Palestinians, ‘You have no hope. Emigrate formed his party as a stalking horse for Netanyahu in the
Russian community, which is predominantly right-wing. Anto Jordan; that is the Palestinian state.’ This year alone,

240,000 Palestinians have left the occupied territories. But it anti-Arab racist, his policy is to transfer the small areas in
Israel where Israeli Arabs live to the other side of the Westwill not work,” the source said. It will lead to further radical-

ization of the region and a new war, whereby Sharon’s “Jor- Bank wall.
These parties could ally with other right-wing parties,dan is Palestine” policy will be implemented.

The fraud that Kadima will “end the occupation” unilater- including the National Union-National Religious Party lead
by Rabbi Benny Elon, a leading member of the lunatic Templeally, by building its “separation wall,” has served to marshall

support from across the Israeli political establishment, which Mount Faithful, who want to destroy the mosques on Jerusa-
lem’s al-Haram al-Sharif/Temple Mount and rebuild thesupports either Kadima or the Likud, whose candidate is Ben-

jamin Netanyahu. “Third Temple” of Solomon. Elon was once the spiritual advi-
sor to Yigal Amir, the assassin of Yitzhak Rabin. Elon’s pro-
gram is to “transfer” all the Palestinians out of the West Bank.Coalitions for War and Peace

While the Israeli election campaign has been dominated Speaking to the Jerusalem Post, Elon expressed enthusi-
asm about the elections. He believes the polls are all wrong,by polls showing Kadima with a commanding lead, it is clear

that, with the help of Cheney and Blair, everything is being and that the right-wing parties will gain enough seats to form
a government. “Olmert will not be Prime Minister,” he pro-done to ensure that Labor Party Chairman Amir Peretz, who

has been campaigning on a program for peace and economic claimed.
It should not be forgotten that the Israeli right wing is stilldevelopment, gets nowhere near the leadership of the next

government. Under the leaderhip of Peretz, a coalition for enjoying the financial support of U.S.-based Christian Zionist
fundamentalists, who have poured millions of dollars into thepeace, as organized by slain Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin,

and embodied in the Oslo Accords, could come to power. settlements. In Israel, one well-financed right-wing group,
Moving Right, is conducting a nationwide campaign againstWhen Rabin became Prime Minister in 1992, he formed a

coalition for peace which included his own Labor Party, the the Kadima party, in order to ensure Netanayahu’s election.
Its leader, Yaakov Sternberg, also leads another right-wingpro-peace Meretz party, and the Shas party, whose base of

support are the Orthodox Sephardim. group, Mateh Ma’amatz, which has organized demonstra-
tions in the past against the Oslo Accords, and Sharon’s disen-The much-talked-about possibility of a post-election co-

alition between Kadima and Labor has been mainly aimed at gagement from Gaza. Sternberg believes that Kadima will
likely win the most seats, but the right wing could actually setundermining the leadership of Peretz, rather than representing

an actual possibility. Even if such a coalition did come into up a government with Netanyahu at its head.
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“From our perspective, the battle is measured by the re-
sults between blocs,” said Sternberg. “Kadima, Meretz, and Book Review
the Arabs are on one side. On the other side are all the oppo-
nents of the disengagement and the future disengagements:
the Likud, National Union-National Religious Party, Avigdor
Lieberman, Shas, and United Torah Judaism. If, in the 17th
Knesset, we manage to create, from all these groups, a bloc ‘Pax Americana’ Offers
of at least 61 MKs, we have won. In such a situation we have
a good chance of persuading the parties in the bloc to unite No Future for Iraq
around Netanyahu.”

According to Sternberg’s statistics, Kadima will get only
by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach15% of the votes in Jerusalem, and less than the polls are

giving him in Tel Aviv.
The group is sending activists door to door, and conduct-

ing a telephone campaign to get the Likud members who
Die Zukunft des Irak—Pax Americana?otherwise were not planning to vote, to vote for one of the
(The Future of Iraq—Pax Americana?)other right-wing parties, if not for the Likud. They are plan-
by Jürgen Hübschenning on contacting no fewer than 800,000 voters. Sternberg
Wiesbaden: Dr. Böttiger Verlags-GmbH, 2005figures that the polls now give Kadima, the left, and the Arab
640 pages, hardback, EUR 28.80parties, 67 mandates, while the right could get 53. Their aim

is to shift eight of those mandates to the right.
Either way, there could be some important surprises on

Israeli election day. But the issue of war or peace between If a book is worth anything at all, the first sentence should tell
a lot. In the case of Jüregen Hübschen’s book, this is indeedIsrael and its neighbors will, more than anything else, depend

on removing Cheney and the cabal behind him, from the the case. He opens with the clear announcement: “This is no
‘anti-America book,’ even though a superficial reading mightWhite House.
give that impression.” Key to understanding the articulate
analysis that the author gives of the most recent Iraq War, is,

 

 

indeed, his clear differentiation between the neo-conservative
clique running the war policy, and the real America.
Hübschen, who was military attaché at the German Embassy
in Baghdad during the Iran-Iraq War, and thus knows the
region like the back of his hand, is equally familiar with the
United States. “I myself lived in the U.S.A. for a year,” he
reports, “and as a soldier for forty years, have had the best
collaboration with American comrades and have become
friends with many Americans. It is precisely because I am a
friend of the U.S.A., and know that President George W. Bush
and his neo-conservatives are as little America as Saddam
Hussein was Iraq, that I have written this book.” It is his
identification with the real America, “which was admired and
envied in the world, and which is a friend of Germany,” that
he wishes to express, and to “support the real democrats,
patriots, and Atlanticists in America.” Here, he writes, “I see
myself also on the side of Lyndon H. LaRouche and his move-
ment, which however, I do not personally belong to.”

In his first section, “The Idea of the ‘Pax Americana,’ ”
the author catalogues the axioms of the ideology embraced
by the neo-cons: from their perverted idea of mission, con-
ceived as Bush’s “crusade against evil,” to their commitment
to unilateralism, whereby Condoleezza Rice considers Amer-
ica’s acting in its own interests to be necessarily in the inter-
ests of all.

He handles his specimens with ruthless irony. For exam-
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ple, in his depiction of the perverted notion of “freedom,” as guarantee of unfettered access to the Gulf for Iraq were, along-
side Kuwait’s demands for payment of back debt, whichexpressed in bizarre styles of clothing, the author recalls the

figure of the 80-year-old lady in a pink jogging suit and hair Iraq—rightfully and as agreed—had considered a gift, essen-
tial causes of the later attack of the Iraqi dictator against hisin curlers, at the supermarket. In this respect, he cites the

“most recent example” of the outfit donned by Vice President neighbor in the Gulf.”
Through a detailed, yet readable chronology, the authorCheney at the 60th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz;

in contrast to other honored guests dressed in dark suits and reviews the leading events between 1979 and March 2003,
when the last invasion began.hats, the American Vice President sported a parka with fur-

lined hood, a ski cap, and hiking boots. Hübschen notes this For Hübschen, there is no doubt that this latter was made
possible by the events of Sept. 11, 2001. This “was the triggeras not only an expression of unconventional dress, but “also

a sign of ignorance vis-à-vis people who think differently and and the moral justification in front of the international com-
munity,” he writes, “for the implementation of an Iraq strategyother, foreign cultures.”

Other characteristics of the which had already been developed in the beginning of the
1990s, mainly by Paul Wolfowitz and Dick Cheney.” Theneo-con ideology include princi-

ples which EIR readers will recog- concrete basis for the operation was found in the U.S. National
Security Strategy or “Bush Doctrine” of Sept. 17, 2002.nize as stemming from those of

Nazi jurist Carl Schmitt, though not Once the decision for war had been taken, it was a matter
of finding—or creating—the pretexts to justify it. Hübschenso identified in this book. Hübschen

singles out “black-and-white” reviews, one by one, the charges launched against Saddam
Hussein, from possession of weapons of mass destruction tothinking and the “friend-foe princi-

ple.” Hübschen is brutally frank in alleged support for international terrorism, and counterposes
the facts to the fiction.his presentation of the jingoistic

perversion of patriotism, recalling As to the true reasons for the war, Hübschen stresses the
strategic role of Iraq, due to its immense resources—“oil,the hoked-up story of the “heroine”

Jessica Lynch, as well as the plastic turkey that President water, and people”—as well as its geographical function as a
bridge to the Arabian peninsula and Far East, its propinquityBush presented to the troops in Iraq on Thanksgiving.

The neo-con ideology leads necessarily to the assertion to Central Asia and Turkey, on the route toward China. In the
author’s view, U.S. policy had historically been based on theof the hegemony of America, as “God’s chosen land,” exerted

through a worldwide military presence, propped up by “sa- “Twin Pillar Strategy,” with Iran and Saudi Arabia as the
pillars. After the 1979 Islamic Revolution in Iran, thistraps and favorites.”

The author provides a valuable rundown of the personali- changed dramatically, and the United States looked to Iraq.
Then, Saudi Arabia began to lose its privileged position, asties—and their curricula vitae—in the Bush camp: Cheney,

Richard Armitage, John Bolton, Eric Edelmann, Doug Feith, leading neo-cons, led by Richard Perle, targetted the Saudi
regime, and in April 2003, Rumsfeld announced the with-Michael Ledeen, Lewis Libby, Richard Perle, Karl Rove,

Donald Rumsfeld, et al. Most relevant to the present conjunc- drawal of troops from the country. This shift in the emphasis
given to Saudi Arabia, he believes, played an important roleture in Iraq, is his profile of Zalmay Khalilzad, now U.S.

Ambassador in Baghdad, whose devotion to exporting “de- in the push for war.
Through a detailed description of each of seven phases ofmocracy” has just led him to lay down the law to the newly

elected Iraqi leadership, that they must paste together a gov- the war, Hübschen takes the pulse of the Iraqi population,
showing how the worsening conditions of daily life and ongo-ernment according to his prescription, or be deprived of any

U.S. aid. ing wanton destruction, continued to fuel anti-American sen-
timent, as the resistance gained in strength and sophistication.
The author also presents the bungling errors of the occupyingOne Long War

The central thesis of Hübschen’s book is that Operation powers, who failed because they were doomed to fail: With
utterly no idea of what a postwar Iraq should look like, or how“Iraqi Freedom” actually dates back to the 1980-88 Iran-Iraq

conflict, and then to Operation “Desert Storm” in 1990-91: it should be governed, the U.S. strategy could lead only to
destruction of the country and growing instability for the en-Neither of those earlier wars was ended with a peace treaty.

“In UN Resolution 598 of July 20, 1987,” he writes, “a tire region. Hübschen’s judgment on the net result of the war
is annihilating, also considering its devastating effect on thepeace treaty between the two war parties [Iran and Iraq] was

called for, but the resolution was never implemented. This morale of the U.S. Armed Forces.
lack of a peace treaty, the undefined international borders
between Iraq and Kuwait, the unclarified question of war A Way Out

What is perhaps most remarkable in Hübschen’s treat-debts, the lack of a regulation for the development of the
Rumaila oil field in the border region, and the non-existing ment of the total failure of the “Pax Americana,” are his pro-
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Iraqi access to the Persian Gulf, and a solution of the Kurdish
question among affected states.

Hübschen proposes the establishment of a task force to
support the work of the Iraqi government. This would be
under UN leaderhip, and includes representatives from
NATO, the European Union, the Arab League, the Interna-
tional Court, and the Non-Aligned Movement. The task force
should suggest concrete actions to the Iraqi government, from
closing down Abu Ghraib prison, to removing checkpoints
and road blocks, to strictly separating the Iraqi government
from any installations of the occupying forces. The Iraqi gov-
ernment should work out treaty arrangements with all foreign
forces now in the country, toward an effective “exit strategy.”
This includes all matters related to the stationing and with-
drawal of troops, and the reorganization of Iraq’s own military
and security forces. Hübschen also insists that the contracts
made illegally under the occupation, as well as the privatiza-
tion measures, and confiscation of infrastructure, must be re-
viewed, reversed, and new agreements struck. Finally, the
author makes the crucial point, that no stabilization for Iraq
or the region is thinkable, unless a durable peace is struck
between Israel and the Palestinians. In this respect, he points
to the Road Map, or better, the “Abdallah Peace Plan,” named
after then-Crown Prince (now King) Abdallah of Saudi

EIRNS/Stuart Lewis Arabia.
Author Jürgen Hübschen addresses a briefing to EIR staff in Reviews of the book have appeared in several major Ger-
Leesburg, Virginia last year. “It is precisely because I am a friend man publications, most recently in Orient magazine, the mag-
of the U.S.A.,” he writes in his book, “and know that President

azine of the German Orient Institute, and in Die Bundeswehr,George W. Bush and his neo-conservatives are as little America as
the publication of the German Armed Forces. Both praisedSaddam Hussein was Iraq, that I have written this book.”
the book’s professionalism, and the author’s frank judgment
that the neo-cons’ Iraq strategy has turned out to be a dismal
failure. Both also appreciated the author’s keen insight intoposals for alternatives which could—even at this late hour—

save Iraq from total catastrophe. the inner workings of U.S. politics; as the Die Bundeswehr
review put it: “Several evaluations of political observers and aIn his final chapter, the author presents a “Code of Con-

duct” which should underlie an approach to finding solutions. deep look in the internal American debate on the Bush policy,
allow the reader even to participate in what goes on behindAmong these principles are, “Let the others be different,”

“Human dignity makes up the core of cooperation among the scenes.”
One discordant note rang out in a review appearing instates and peoples,” and “Every state has legitimate rights”—

all of which derive implicitly from the notion of national the pro-neo-con establishment daily, Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung, whose author, Wilfred von Bredow, ranted about thesovereignty and the inalienable rights of the human individ-

ual. “This ‘Code of Conduct,’ ” he writes, “must first of all be “monster pamphlet about the American evil deeds in Iraq.”
The reviewer seemed most upset by the principled distinctionaccepted by the U.S.A. In acknowledgement of this general

basis, the Bush Administration must give up its basic position drawn by Hübschen, between the American people and insti-
tutions, and the neo-con cabal. The mere mention of “im-and its claim to a ‘Pax Americana.’ ” This means withdrawing

from the scene, and allowing the United Nations to play the peachment” was the last straw.
Hübschen’s book is gaining increasing attention, and forcentral role. This is the “only and last chance to find a solution

in Iraq at all,” Hübschen writes. good reason: While U.S. domestic politics is bubbling with
talk of impeachment of Cheney and Bush, largely due to theThe basic premises for a “Road Map” for peace include:

“International guarantees for the sovereignty and territorial lies of the Administration about pre-war Iraq, and the utter
failure of their war, a new sinister threat is emerging on theintegrity of Iraq. Unlimited freedom of action for the political

leadership of Iraq.” In addition, concrete problems left over horizon: that of another neo-con adventure in the region, this
time targetting Iran. Hübschen’s book is the best guide anyfrom the past must be dealt with, among them, implementa-

tion of the truce between Iran and Iraq; clear delineation of political or military professional could desire, to learn the
lessons of Iraq—before it is too late.the Iraq-Kuwait border; agreements on contested oil fields,
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Bachelet Inaugural: ‘InChile,
ThereWill BeNoForgottenCitizens’
by Cynthia R. Rush

On March 11, Chilean President Michelle Bachelet was sworn 1982 Malvinas War against Argentina. A few years later,
Chile again became a beachhead, this time for Spanish finan-into office in the city of Valparaı́so before 1,000 invited

guests, and a jubilant crowd. Highly visible among the guests cial conglomerates—frontmen for the British—that gobbled
up strategically vital state-sector assets in a privatization of-were the leading figures in the informal Ibero-American

“Club of Presidents,” whose motion toward an economic al- fensive that left no part of Ibero-America untouched.
ternative to the International Monetary Fund’s free-market
austerity has greatly alarmed London and Wall Street bank- What Now?

Synarchist power-centers fret that all these “achieve-ers. Bachelet held warm bilateral discussions with Argenti-
na’s Néstor Kirchner, whom bankers see as the greatest threat ments” will now be lost. Democracy was purportedly restored

in Chile in 1990, with the election of the four-party Concerta-to their interests, and with Brazil’s Lula da Silva, Venezuela’s
Hugo Chávez and Bolivia’s Evo Morales. President Kirchner ción coalition which has ruled continuously since then. But

the Concertación governments have never dared to challengeand First Lady Cristina Fernández joined Bachelet at the head
table for the post-inauguration luncheon, and Bachelet will or change the “Chicago Boys” free-market model, or the polit-

ical structures left in place by the Pinochet dictatorship.make her first state visit to Argentina on March 21-22, where
she intends to formalize a “strategic alliance” with her Argen- What will Bachelet do? There are no guarantees that she

will break with “the model.” But her March 12 promise totine counterpart.
Synarchist financiers didn’t share the unprecedented cele- a Santiago crowd that “in Chile there will be no forgotten

citizens—that is my commitment,” set off alarm bells amongbratory mood that extended throughout the March 11-12
weekend, however. They were rather shaking with justifiable international bankers, because it echoed Franklin Delano

Roosevelt’s defense of the “forgotten man” of the Depres-nervousness. Bachelet’s resounding victory over right-wing
business magnate Sebastián Piñera last Jan. 15, has turned sion-wracked United States of the 1930s. Moreover, she

added, “the state must be at the service of those who sufferover their geopolitical and financial chessboard, and threatens
to loosen the iron grip they have maintained on Chile since the bitterness of defenselessness, and at the side of those who

wish to progress. . . . I know I represent the hopes of millions1973. On Sept. 11 of that year, in a coup backed by former
Secretary of State George Shultz and Henry Kissinger, Gen. of Chileans . . . those who desire an inclusive nation where

we protect those who have been left behind.”Augusto Pinochet overthrew President Salvador Allende, and
established the Hitlerian dictatorship that lasted for 17 years. The letter she penned in October of 2005 introducing the

Concertación’s 2006-2010 Program of Government, pro-After 1973, these powerful financial groups ran the show
in Chile. The University of Chicago’s fascist economists engi- vides insight into the quality of leadership she can bring to

Chile—and to the “Presidents’ Club” should she join it. Thisneered the destruction of the nation’s economy, and elimina-
tion of the social safety net once provided by the state, into is why the bankers are sweating so profusely.

“Politics entered my life by destroying what I lovedthe internationally acclaimed “Chilean economic miracle.”
The Nazi Operation Cóndor murder apparatus, and Pinochet’s most,” she wrote, a reference to the suffering her family en-

dured under the Pinochet regime. In 1974, her father, Airsecret police, the DINA, enforced the policy, kidnapping,
torturing, and “disappearing” anyone who resisted. Force General Alberto Bachelet Martı́nez, was tortured to

death on Pinochet’s orders because he had worked in thePinochet’s Labor Minister José Piñera successfully pri-
vatized the social security system in 1981, granting unfettered Allende government. She and her mother were arrested and

tortured at the notorious Villa Grimaldi detention center, runlooting rights to foreign banks and insurance companies,
while leaving Chilean citizens defenseless. Piñera then trav- by former Nazi SS officer Paul Schäfer. In 1975, they went

into exile, first to Australia and then to Germany, where Bach-elled around the world to foist this same scheme on many
other countries. George W. Bush promoted it in 2005 in his elet completed her medical studies.

But rather than vindictiveness or bitterness, Bachelet’sdrive to privatize the U.S. Social Security System.
The British counted on Pinochet’s Chile as an ally, in its letter reflects a moving quality of agapē—love of mankind—
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which is the complete antithesis of the anti-human premises of cooling out the long-standing territorial and border disputes
which British interests have historically instigated to keepof the Chilean “miracle.” She explained that, “Because I was

a victim of hate, I have dedicated my life to loosening its grip, these nations at each other’s throats, rather than working as
allies.turning it into understanding, tolerance and—why not say

it?—love.” Today, she continued, “We feel that divisions, Chile’s former President Ricardo Lagos was hardly an
opponent of free trade. But his surprise initiative to attendhate, and fear belong to the past; the past embraced by those

who want Chile to change, without changing themselves. Evo Morales’ January inauguration, and meet personally with
the new President in his La Paz home, reflects the shiftingThose who can’t imagine leaving their fights and egos behind

for the good of the country; those who make arrogance and situation. In return, Morales accepted an invitation to attend
Bachelet’s inauguration, a first for a Bolivian head of state.fear their only banner.”

The Concertación program was conceived “keeping in When Morales and Bachelet met in Santiago March 10, they
discussed the need to cooperate in dealing with common prob-mind the needs of those Chileans whose opinions aren’t heard

on the television or reported in the newspapers,” Bachelet lems, with an eye toward eventual restoration of diplomatic
relations, which were broken in 1978.wrote. Chile’s primary wealth, she wrote, “is her people.”

Therefore, “We need to take a giant step in social protection, The issue of Bolivia’s demand for access to the Pacific
Ocean, which it lost when Chile seized its territory during thewith better pensions, more generous unemployment insur-

ance, and higher standards of healthcare for all . . . because it British-orchestrated War of the Pacific (1879-1881), didn’t
come up during the meeting. But Bachelet and her Foreignis immoral that many Chileans don’t have the right to get sick

or get older without falling into poverty.” Noting that she does Minister Alejandro Foxley have indicated she is prepared to
address this politically sensitive issue, which has long been anot belong to “the traditional elite,” she said: “It is my job to

offer Chileans the opportunity for Chile to belong to everyone, source of hostility between the two nations.
President Bachelet has announced that her foreign policyand that we all be Chile. The key to the future isn’t in one

person’s hands, but in all our hands.” will focus on strengthening ties with her Southern Cone
neighbors, and working closely with the Common Market ofRestoring the social safety net that the Pinochet regime

so brutally eliminated is Bachelet’s top priority. Her most the South, Mercosur, of which Chile and Bolivia are associate
members, along with permanent members Brazil, Argentina,challenging commitment is to reform the private pension sys-

tem, which has left three million Chileans without a pension. Uruguay, and Paraguay. In an obvious reference to the neo-
con Cheney crowd’s characterizations of Hugo Chávez asKnowing that this means taking on the banks and financial

cartels that have controlled the system from the beginning, the greatest “destabilizing” threat to the region, Bachelet has
indicated she has no interest in “stereotypes” of other SouthArturo Martı́nez, Secretary General of the CUT labor federa-

tion, told Bachelet after her victory to “count on us. We American leaders, and prefers to address the common chal-
lenges they all face. Lagos had earlier also refuted the accusa-elected you. We’ll back you up.” Legislation on the reform is

expected to be sent to Congress before the end of this year. tion against Chávez.

‘Different Winds Are Blowing Today’
In remarks made right after Bachelet’s Jan. 15 victory

Documentationover Sebastián Piñera, statesman Lyndon LaRouche under-
scored the importance of Bachelet’s victory. She belongs to
the generation that was persecuted by Pinochet’s Hitlerian
regime, and witnessed the barbaric atrocities it committed, ‘This Is anHistoriche said. Thus, she has to fight against those interests that
destroyed so many lives and dismantled their nation. Moment’ for Chile

The shifting world economic and political landscape also
lends itself to change in Chile. The global financial system is

We publish below excerpts from the Oct. 18, 2005 letter writ-shattering, and, as many Ibero-American leaders have recog-
nized, the Cheney-Bush government in Washington is in deep ten by Michelle Bachelet Jeria as an introduction to the 2006-

2010 Program of Government of the four-party Concerta-political trouble. Governments are seeking alternatives to the
Synarchist banking cartels’ neoliberal dictates which have ción coalition.
destroyed their economies and immiserated their people for
two decades. I wasn’t brought up to take power, and have done nothing to

seek it. I don’t belong to the traditional elite. My name is notThe “Presidents’ Club” is debating how to free their na-
tions from the grip of these predatory private banking inter- among those families who founded Chile. I went to a public

school, and to the University of Chile. I studied medicineests, through physical integration and infrastructure develop-
ment projects. These regional projects could provide a way because I marvelled at the possibility of healing the sick, of
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dreams is what I want to empower. . . .
We need to take a giant step in social protection, with

better pensions, more generous unemployment insurance, andChilean President
Michelle Bachelet was higher standards of health care for all . . . because it is immoral
sworn into office in a that many Chileans don’t have the right to get sick or get
jubilant atmosphere. older without falling into poverty. It is immoral that so manyShe does not belong to

middle-class families live in the fear that some unforeseenthe traditional elite,
event will cause them to lose what they have earned throughand has vowed to

restore the social many years of work. . . .
safety net of the We need to ensure that our State offers more, and treats
common people, which people better. It cannot be the case that so many Chileans feelthe Hitlerian Pinochet

alone and defenseless. . . .regime so brutally
My job is nothing other than to offer Chileans the opportu-eliminated.

www.presidencia.cl nity for Chile to belong to everyone, and that we all be Chile.
The key to the future isn’t in one person’s hands, but in all
our hands. Among us all, we can achieve change and togethereliminating their pain, of erasing their anguish, and bringing

happiness back into the home of a sick child. see a better country. For me, it is a privilege to serve all
Chileans in this new and promising Spring.Like the majority of Chileans, nothing has been given to

me. Everything I know, I have learned by fighting, for the
love of my children, my profession, my country. From Bachelet’s speech given March 11 in Santiago:

Politics entered my life by destroying what I loved most.
Because I was a victim of hate, I have dedicated my life to I know that I represent the hopes of millions of Chilean men

and women, who see in me an opportunity to have a betterloosening its grip, turning it into understanding, tolerance,
and—why not say it?—love. country. . . .

I want to lead a government that connects deeply with theI have lived too close to Chile’s history not to recognize
an historic opportunity when I see it. And this, without doubt, transformations of Chilean society. A government close to its

citizens, which addresses the big issues of development, andis an historic opportunity. A moment that won’t be repeated
again in Chile. . . . at the same time, shows concern for the lives of its citizens. . . .

This is an historic moment. Look who is speaking to you.We know that development with justice and peace are not
empty words, but goals we can achieve. This depends only You elected me on Jan. 15. . . . What you have done has

focussed the eyes of the world on us. . . .on whether we work together.
Today, as never before, we feel that divisions, hate and I know I symbolize a coming together of Chileans. In the

past we suffered too much with the pain of so many men andfear belong to the past; the past embraced by those who want
Chile to change, without changing themselves. Those who women. How many beloved human beings cannot be with us

here tonight! But we are leaving that dramatically-dividedcan’t imagine leaving their fights and egos behind for the
good of the country; those who make arrogance and fear their Chile behind.

I said it yesterday from the balcony of La Moneda [Presi-only banner. . . .
My candidacy emerged spontaneously from the support dential palace—ed]. We cannot forget the pain. We cannot

minimize the memory of such sacrifice. But we have learnedof our citizens. It wasn’t the result of some negotiation or
backroom deal, or of a party agreement. This program reflects from that suffering, because today our eyes are on the past,

but also on the future. A country is emerging in which we canthe roots of my candidacy. Hundreds of people contributed to
it, through citizen dialogues and working groups. look at each other and recognize that we all belong to the

same Chile. . . .This is a program that was conceived, keeping in mind
the needs of those Chileans whose opinions aren’t heard on We don’t want individualism or indifference. . .We

want solidarity.”the television, or reported in newspapers; those who can’t hire
an expensive law firm, who don’t have relatives or influence

From a March 12 speech in Santiago:in the government, in Congress, trade unions, or corridors of
power. . . .

We are on the threshold of making this a developed country,I have been critized a lot because of my tendency to con-
sult, and include people. For the elites, listening is a sign of with greater justice and opportunity. The world is watching

us. . . . This little country today is preparing to take a giantweakness. I’m convinced, on the contrary, that it is there that
the power of what we are doing can be found. step in its history, of prosperity for all its sons. . . . The time

for all [Chileans] has arrived, in this my beloved country, aChile’s primary wealth is not its copper, fruit, or lumber,
but its people. That wealth of ingenuity, of willingness, of nation of, and by, its citizens. . . . Viva Chile!
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Pakistan’s Uncertain Future:
A Victim of Geopolitics
by Ramtanu Maitra

The spate of violence in Pakistan in recent months has deeply to convince the Americans of its commitment to eliminate al-
Qaeda militants who have been lodged inside Pakistan sinceundermined Islamabad’s authority over its people and has

posed questions in the minds of its well-wishers: Where the the Winter 2001 U.S. invasion of Afghanistan, and to capture
the alleged masterminds and financiers of the 9/11 terroristcountry is heading?

Pakistan has become a nation that has no clear objective attacks against the United States.
A section of the Pakistani establishment understands thatfor its people, and is driven exclusively by the geostrategic

goals of the powers-that-be. What makes the problem even it is well-nigh impossible to develop a consensus to eliminate
either al-Qaeda or the Taliban in order to serve the presentmore complex, are Islamabad’s simultaneous efforts to ac-

commodate geostrategic directives issued by the United U.S. interest; yet, it often turns its guns on the Pakistani people
to appease Washington, in hope of some abstract geostrategicStates and China, and at the same time, gingerly hold back the

growing power of homegrown and foreign militant Islamic gains. After the U.S. invasion of Iraq and Afghanistan, and
groups, who strongly resent the Pakistani au-
thorities’ kowtowing to the policies of the
United States, in particular.

On March 1, only two days before Presi-
dent Bush arrived in Pakistan on his 24-hour
(March 3-4) visit, Islamabad carried out a
massive military campaign that pitched thou-
sands of Pakistani security forces against lo-
cals residing in the area, as well as al-Qaeda
militants near the town of Miranshah in North
Waziristan (Figure 1). The Federally Admin-
istered Tribal Areas (FATA) along the Af-
ghanistan border (Figure 2) remain a spar-
ingly governed region in Pakistan where the
locals have harbored al-Qaeda and other for-
eign militants for years. The Miranshah en-
counter took at least 125 lives, mostly U.S.-
identified terrorists, but also 20 Pakistani sol-
diers and a Chechen commander linked to al-
Qaeda.

The battle of Miranshah came to an end
with the Pakistani troops in virtual control of
the town, but it is a real question as to when
Pakistani soldiers will be able to walk the
streets of Miranshah again, unarmed. The ha-
tred toward Islamabad of the “tribal agency”
locals was created by these U.S.-instigated
military operations, carried out by the Paki-
stani military at the expense of killing its
own people.

The incident was rightly acknowledged by
observers as yet another attempt by Islamabad
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Islamist groups such as the Hizbul Mujahideen and Lashkar-
e-Toiba. However, it would be fair to claim that these Islamist
groups were allowed to recruit, organize, train, and merge
different terrorist groups, only because a powerful section of
the Pakistani establishment wanted it that way.

In a recent interview, Pakistani President Pervez Mushar-
raf even admitted this little fact. The Kashmir dispute, he
contended, “has its fallout on people wanting to operate in
Kashmir, having nexus with the al-Qaeda or the Taliban or
the extremists who live in our society. So this becomes a
very, very dangerous nexus and combination. So therefore,
Kashmir dispute and Palestinian dispute, both are ripe for
resolution and we must resolve them.”

If Pakistan had only to “manage” the terrorists of various
ethnic groups and different aspirations, it would not be such
a difficult problem to handle. But when a nation loses direc-
tion and is left with only geostrategic goals as its future objec-
tives, things begin to fall apart. And, that is exactly what has
happened to Pakistan. It is somewhat reminiscent of the early
1970s, when Pakistan, which then consisted of two separate
wings—West and East Pakistan—divided by about 1,000
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miles of Indian territory, driven by a section of the establish-
ment, ignored realities that existed in East Pakistan. Genocide
committed by the Pakistani Army there was driven by the
establishment’s obsession to deny those realities and silenceits increasingly violent rhetoric against Iran in recent months,

the United States is now one of the most hated nations, among the population. However, Bengalis of then-East Pakistan, de-
spite opposition from Washington, took on the Pakistani es-a large section of Pakistanis. Anti-American militant Islamic

forces, which both al-Qaeda and the Taliban represent, are tablishment, and with a nudge from India across the border,
won their independence, and in 1971 established the nationconsidered by the majority of Pakistanis, and a large section

within the Pakistani military as well, as allies whom Washing- of Bangladesh. Islamabad was slapped on the face by reality.
But it did not take long for Islamabad to forget the pastton wants to eliminate, in order to control strategically impor-

tant Central Asia and Afghanistan. and indulge in new fantasies centered on Afghanistan. Having
helped the Americans to drive the Red Army from Afghani-On March 2, Islamabad, having bloodied its swords by

killing a large number of locals in North Waziristan, received stan in the late 1980s, Pakistan began to dream of extending
its western borders into Central Asia, developing Afghanistana severe setback. In Karachi, a suicide bomber rammed an

American diplomat’s car outside the Marriott Hotel, just as its satrapy in the process. However, once again, fresh reali-
ties emerged and were ignored by the Pakistani establishment.yards from the U.S. consulate, killing four people, including

a U.S. diplomat, and wounding 52 others. For years now, With the rise of the Taliban and al-Qaeda inside Afghanistan,
the United States, which had walked away in the 1980s leav-violent acts have been taking place, day in and day out, in

Pakistan, and there is hardly an area which might not blow up ing Afghanistan under Pakistan’s geostrategic control, began
to take a second look at the Afghan situation. The 9/11 attackson any given day. In the port city of Karachi, domestic and

foreign-born militants have built their dens and are training forced the realities into view.
extremists. Pakistani authorities make noise about it from
time to time, but the militants have continued to thrive there. Post-9/11 Smoke and Mirrors

Post-9/11 Pakistan under President Musharraf is mostly
smoke and mirrors. On one hand, Pakistan pretends to act asFallout From the Kashmir Dispute

Islamabad has now come to acknowledge what New Delhi the strongest ally of the United States in helping to eliminate
the Taliban and al-Qaeda. On the other, Pakistan, having beenhad claimed for years, and Washington has grudgingly admit-

ted only recently: that al-Qaeda and the Taliban have devel- the mentor and protector of the Taliban and al-Qaeda for at
least a decade, has no real intention to wholly antagonize theoped a working relationship with the anti-India Kashmiri ter-

rorists, who seek an independent Jammu and Kashmir, or at Islamic militants, whom the Americans label as “terrorists,”
but whom most Pakistanis consider to be “Islamic jihadis.”least an autonomous Islamic State of Jammu and Kashmir

within Pakistan. Reports indicate that such a working relation- For four years, the Pakistani establishment has carried out
this complex game of smoke and mirrors, but it is evidentship was developed through the help of some militant Pakistan
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now that the game has neither convinced the Americans, nor and seek power and influence through democratic means; it
is the jihadi groups that resort to violence. In reality, thissatisfied those who would like the Americans to leave.

U.S.-Pakistani relations further soured following the dis- shadow play is orchestrated through the Pakistani military.
The problem is that in Pakistan, often the shadows in thecovery that Pakistani metallurgical engineer A.Q. Khan was

running an international network, providing bits and pieces shadow play get out of control.
of nuclear-bomb-making ingredients to nations that were
keen on developing nuclear weapons. It so happened that a The Baloch Uprising

Beside the Taliban, al-Qaeda, and the local Islamic mili-number of nations listed in U.S. President Bush’s “axis of
evil” had been in contact with Khan. tants, the Musharraf government has been confronted with a

serious insurgency in Balochistan. Having antagonized theWashington is deeply suspicious of Pakistan, and Islam-
abad no longer has the capability to assuage those suspicions. Baloch tribes in southwestern Pakistan since the 1970s, Islam-

abad has very little political capital left in that province, andFor instance, during Bush’s March 4 meeting with Musharraf,
neither President had any constructive things to discuss. Be- is left with playing one tribe against the other. But it seems

that that game has now also reached an end point. For monthssides summarily turning down Musharraf’s request for a U.S.-
Pakistani nuclear deal, whereby the United States would pro- now, the Pakistani Army has been battling the Baloch tribes

in the moon-like terrain of Balochistan, and the tribes havevide technology and fuel, for Pakistan’s nuclear-power pro-
gram, the U.S. President made it clear that Washington wants remained unified against the much-maligned “Punjabi-domi-

nated” government in Islamabad.a full interrogation of A.Q. Khan, to find out more about
the nuclear program of America’s “enemy” nations, such as The Baloch insurgency worries Pakistani strategists for a

number of reasons. Besides the fact that Balochistan bordersNorth Korea and Iran. Khan is under house arrest, and Islam-
abad has so far kept him from being fully interrogated by both Afghanistan and Iran, the province has more than 90%

of Pakistan’s oil and gas fields. The Baloch insurgents areU.S. agencies.
The “Khan network” is yet another smoke-and-mirrors blowing up the gas pipelines and attacking the gas fields,

encouraging a brutal response from the Pakistani military.story which involves not only Pakistan, but the United States
as well. Khan had carried out his nuclear black-market opera- According to available reports, during 2005, Balochistan

experienced 187 bomb blasts, 275 rocket attacks, 8 attacks ontion in dozens of countries, with the help of a network which
was surely not invisible. Since it involved the manufacturing gas pipelines, 36 attacks on electricity-transmission lines, and

19 explosions on railway tracks. At least 182 civilians andof centrifuge cascades, developing drawings, etc., it could not
have altogether escaped international agencies’ attention. It 26 security personnel were killed. On Dec. 14, 2005, when

President Musharraf went to visit Kohlu, a small Baloch town,is inconceivable that neither international agencies, nor the
Pakistani military, were aware of this network. But no one is to announce a development package for the province, rockets

were hurled at him. Subsequently, an Army helicopter carry-willing to say why this operation, which began in the 1970s,
was allowed to continue for decades. ing Inspector-General of the Frontier Corps Maj.-Gen. Shu-

jaat Zamir Dar and his deputy, came under fire.Khan was working in 1975 with an engineering firm based
in Amsterdam and a subcontractor to the URENCO consor- This year, on Feb. 21, the locomotive of the Lahore-bound

Chiltan Express was derailed after insurgents blew up part oftium specializing in the manufacture of nuclear equipment.
He had begun to work on copying centrifuge drawings, send- the track, cutting off Balochistan’s rail link with the rest of

the country.ing them to Pakistan and setting up his international network.
There are dozens in the Netherlands who knew about this Balochistan is important to Islamabad for a number of

geostrategic reasons. Quetta, the provincial capital, and Cha-operation back then. It was an open secret.
In addition, honestly, nothing much happens in Pakistan man, a town near the Afghanistan borders, are the major

centers where many Taliban leaders have been sheltered, asat that level without the military having a foot in it. Pakistan’s
nuclear program, which is not open even to the country’s Afghan President Hamid Karzai recently pointed out. For

years, Pushtun refugees and Taliban militants have beenprime ministers, is controlled top-down by the Pakistani mili-
tary, and no one else. In a recent paper, “The Myth of an settled in Balochistan by the Pakistani authorities, instilling

fear in the mind of the Baloch tribes that Islamabad is relocat-Islamist Peril,” Frédéric Grare, a visiting scholar at the Carne-
gie Endowment for International Peace, based in Washington, ing Pushtuns and Punjabis there, to make them a minority

in their own province. This is perhaps the dominant reasonD.C., pointed out that “the Pakistani military is the main
source of insecurity on the subcontinent, making it necessary that the Baloch tribes have joined hands now to oppose the

Pakistani Army.to challenge the common perception and policy in the interna-
tional community that stability and security depend on not
pressuring military sovereigns such as Musharraf.” Grare The Gwadar Port Gambit

More importantly, in the southwest corner of the Balochi-went on to claim that the Islamic threat in Pakistan is a myth.
He said that Islamic parties participate in electoral politics stan coast, a stone’s throw from the Strait of Hormuz, Pakistan
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is building up the Gwadar port, with the help of China. This Beyond the port itself, New Delhi believes that one of
the major strategic objectives of China is to connect westernstrategic project began soon after 9/11, and China flew in its

Vice Premier, Wu Bangguo, to lay the foundation on March China with Central Asia by land routes—and there is no doubt
that Pakistan is working to help China in that area. In order22, 2002. Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao was on hand to inaugu-

rate the first phase of the project last March. The total cost is to optimize the potential of Balochistan, Pakistan has begun
working on the province’s infrastrucure, and has planned toestimated at $1.16 billion, of which the Chinese contribution

for the first phase was $198 million, and Pakistan’s, $50 mil- construct a network of roads linking Gwadar with Karachi,
Pasni, Ormara, and Turbat. This coastal highway will reachlion. China has reportedly invested another $200 million into

building a coastal highway that will connect the Gwadar port the Iranian border at Gupt. The whole network would be con-
nected to the Indus Highway, and through it to China. Therewith Pakistan’s premier port, Karachi, located at the mouth

of the River Indus in the east. The second phase, which will has also been an agreement concluded among Pakistan,
China, Kazakstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan, for develop-cost $526 million, will feature the construction of nine more

berths and terminals, and it is expected that China will finance ment of a railroad link between Central Asia and the Xinjiang
province of China, and the Arabian Sea Coast. A road fromthe second phase in its entirety.

During his recent visit to China, President Musharraf Gwadar to Saindak, which is under construction and runs
parallel to the Iran-Pakistan border, will be the shortest routemade clear that Pakistan wants to act as a transit facility,

giving China access to Central Asian markets and energy between Central Asia and the Arabian Sea. None of these
developments are eyed positively by the geostrategists ofsources. “We are interested in setting up a trade and energy

corridor for China,” he told China Daily in a March 2 in- New Delhi.
Iran has also been dragged into this blame game, withterview.

China plans to carry crude oil imports from Iran and Af- Pakistani officials claiming that the Iranian town of Mand is
a sanctuary for rebel activity. In addition, Iran had raisedrica, headed to northwest China’s Xinjiang byroad, through

Pakistan. Musharraf pointed out to China Daily that such a serious concerns, in 2001, over the transfer to U.S. forces of
three Pakistani bases in Balochistan at the start of the war inroute will be much shorter, compared to the one via the Straits

of Malacca. Afghanistan. Observers claim that an unstable Balochistan
may come in handy for Iran as a buffer state, in case the UnitedBut the Baloch uprising has raised questions about the

future efficacy of the Gwadar port and related planned infra- States chooses to attack Iran from Pakistan, to eliminate Teh-
ran’s nuclear capabilities.structure. On Feb. 15, three Chinese engineers were killed

some 700 kilometers southeast of Quetta. Several other Chi- By the same token, Washington, and particularly the geo-
strategists in the United States, are concerned that the Gwadarnese engineers had been killed or kidnapped in Pakistan in

2004. port would not only allow Beijing to ensure its presence in
the Persian Gulf, but would also help China in enhancing itsAlthough it is not clear who was behind these killings,

the matter has definitely caught Beijing’s attention. Follow- energy security, by offering a transit terminal for oil imports
from the Gulf region. At present, the bulk of oil imported bying the Feb. 15 killing, Chinese President Hu Jintao ordered

the Foreign Ministry “to put pressure on the local govern- China has to pass through the Strait of Malacca, a route that
is quite long and increases the risk factor in abnormal times,ment to capture the murderers, ensure the safety of the

Chinese there, and properly handle the aftermath,” whatever due to American presence in the region.
that might be.

Islamabad has blamed both New Delhi and Tehran for the A New Enemy
The U.S. invasion of Afghanistan and the arm-twistingBaloch insurgency. During the recent visit of Afghan Presi-

dent Karzai to Islamabad, Pakistan reportedly provided evi- by Washington to force Pakistan to cooperate in the war on
terrorism, has created for Pakistan a new enemy: Afghanistan.dence to him of involvement by the Indian foreign intelligence

agency Research and Analysis Wing, with Balochistan and It is widely acknowledged that Islamabad does not like the
presence of the United States, NATO, or the American puppetthe Tribal Areas. The Pakistan Tribune claimed on Feb. 21

that Pakistan gave President Karzai details of Indian activities in Kabul, President Hamid Karzai. What Pakistan wants in
order to satiate its geostrategic illusions, is to bring the Talibanagainst Pakistan being conducted through their consulates

in Afghanistan. to power in Kabul—or other Afghans who would not indulge
in forming a “Greater Pakhtoonistan” and would remain un-While such accusations are routine, whether true or not,

there is little doubt that India is deeply concerned about the der Islamabad’s control. However, this conflicts with what
Washington wants, at least for now.development of the Gwadar port. New Delhi worries that

Chinese participation in the project is bound to shift the strate- Kabul, as well as Washington, had long been aware of
what Islamabad’s long-term strategy was toward Afghani-gic balance in the region against India, and perceives it as a

clear bid by the Chinese to gain a firm footing in the northwest- stan. From time to time, the two allies, Kabul and Islamabad,
engaged in the war against terrorism on behalf of Washington,ern part of the Indian Ocean.
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accusing each other and venting their frustations. Now, how- were, Musharraf sees no real geostrategic advantage in fol-
lowing the U.S. diktat.ever, the feud has come out in the open.

In February, when President Karzai went to Islamabad,
he was carrying, with Washington’s approval, a list of Taliban Islamabad-Beijing Alliance

At the same time, Pakistan makes no bones about its close-militants who were residing openly in Pakistan’s garrison
town of Quetta in Balochistan, under the protection of the ness to China. That relationship remains at the official Islam-

abad-Beijing level, and there is very little contact between thePakistani Army, since the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan. The
presence of Taliban leaders there had been known for years. Islamic Pakistan and China. In fact, a number of Chinese

Muslim secessionists from Xinjiang province live in Pakistan,President Karzai’s Foreign Minister, Abdullah Abdullah,
said in early March that there was concern in Kabul that Islam- where they are plotting against Beijing. Although there are a

number of areas where Islamabad and Beijing work closelyabad was not following up on the list.
That got President Musharraf’s goat. In an interview with with each other, the Pakistani President also makes it a point

to dash off to Beijing whenever he gets into difficulties withCNN on March 6, he said that the list that Afghan officials
gave to Pakistan, with supposed details about Taliban mili- Washington. This is more of a sideshow, to keep the Ameri-

cans slightly off-balance.tants in Pakistan—including the fugitive leader, Mullah
Omar—was “nonsense.” There was “a very, very deliberate During his recent visit to China, President Musharraf,

while talking to the governor of Sichuan province, Secretaryattempt to malign Pakistan by some [Afghan] agents and Pres-
ident Karzai is totally oblivious of what is happening in his of the Communist Party Zhang Xue Zhong, and other provin-

cial leaders, said on Feb. 23: “We have a resolve to takeown country,” Musharraf declared.
Within 24 hours, U.S. CENTCOM chief Gen. John Abi- forward broad-based relations between Pakistan and China

and take our bilateral economic interaction to new heights inzaid was in Islamabad, urging President Musharraf to lower
his voice. But, as in so many areas of the world, Washington the future.”

Over the years, Pakistan’s defense ties with China havedepends, in Pakistan, on people whom it does not trust. It is
conceivable that Washington understands that Afghan policy grown. China has been the most steadfast supplier of military

hardware to Pakistan. It has signed 13 agreements and mem-is not wholly under the control of Islamabad, and even if it
oranda of understanding on broad areas, including energy,
trade, defense, energy, and communications. Joint produc-
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tion of JF-17 Thunder fighters and probable sales of high-
tech F-10 aircraft, exhibited by China during Musharraf’s
China visit, will pave the way for firmer cooperation in
the military arena, which forms the foundation of Sino-
Pak relations.

China has assisted Pakistan with its entire nuclear pro-
gram—military and civilian—and is now setting up the
Chashma II, a second 300 MW nuclear reactor, where the
major components for the reactor, the first uranium core, and
three reloads will be supplied by China. The 300 MW nuclear
reactors at Chashma were built with Chinese assistance, de-
spite the de facto international supply embargo. Earlier, heavy
water for the Karachi Nuclear Power Plant (KANUPP) and
technical assistance in uranium enrichment were provided
by China.

Pakistan, like India, is seeking observer status in the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), and expects help
from China. A full membership in the SCO could raise its
economic link to China to a higher plane. Meanwhile, Paki-
stan is supporting China’s entry into the South Asian Associa-
tion of Regional Countries (SAARC), which consists of Paki-
stan, India, Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka, and
Maldives. This is seen by observers as Islamabad’s attempt
to restructure the regional balance of power—another geo-
strategic move, rather than anything real in South Asia, which
is being increasingly dominated by the growing economic
and military power of India.
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Helga Zepp-LaRouche

Hope forGermany’s Future Lies in
Defeating the ‘Clash of Civilizations’
Mrs. Zepp-LaRouche, chairwoman of the Civil Rights Move- wrote: “Denk ich an Deutschland in der Nacht, dann bin ich

um den Schlaf gebracht.” [“I think of Germany at night, andment Solidarity (BüSo) in Germany, gave this speech to EIR’s
seminar in Berlin on March 2. It has been translated from then I’m robbed of my sleep.”]

Our political elites are terribly fond of consensus, and inGerman, and subheads added.
The seminar was titled “The Iran Crisis: The Danger of the current Great Coalition, they are proving, once again, how

terribly democratic and consensus-oriented they are—whicha Global Assymetric War Must Be Stopped.” Other presenta-
tions, including the keynote by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., ap- leads one straight to wonder whether the leadership that we

now have in Germany is in any position to make the requisitepeared in EIR on March 10 and March 17.
changes. That is the selfsame question raised by Lyndon
LaRouche at the outset of his new platform for the DemocraticI am honored to have the opportunity to speak on an issue that

concerns not only Iran, and the Iran crisis, but rather how the Party, the Prolegomena to such a platform. At a given histori-
cal moment, is there a political leadership able and willing toWest and Islam will, together, get through the 21st Century.

I shall now discuss this, from the standpoint of Germany’s sit- correct glaringly obvious flaws, able and willing to avoid
catastrophe? Or must society stumble down some foreor-uation.

I think I should start rather as Colonel Hübschen1 did. He dained path, straight over the cliff to disaster? The economic
problems facing this country are enormous. The official un-said one should take a map, and stick a pin into the place

where Germany lies, attach a 2,000-kilometer-long thread, employment rate is 5 million. The Econometrics Institute at
Halle, part of the German Institute for Economy, believes thatand use it to draw a circle, to see how the crisis in the Near

and Middle East will affect or involve Germany. Not, how- the true figure is twice that—10 million! And this, without
even taking into account what Lyndon LaRouche pointedever, that we should look at this from a two-dimensional

standpoint, but rather that we take into account the complex- out this morning: the collapse that looms before us, whether
owing to the disappearance of the yen carry trade, to the blow-ity, and the way events worldwide are interrelated.

May I urge your patience, as we shall first seem to digress ing-up of the U.S. real-estate bubble or to some other impon-
derable in the financial system. The real problem is that nofrom the theme of Iran. But one must take into account the

entire picture, how everything ties in to everything else. And one in Berlin has a fallback option for what to do when the
financial blowout actually occurs.that means examining which way German economic policy

will go; because should Germany’s economy expand, should Everyone muddles along in a business-as-usual mode, as
though the only problem were wobbly share prices here andGermany deal with the critical issue of mass unemployment,

to my mind, there will be no grounds whatsoever for a clash there. The fact remains that we are now at a point very compa-
rable to the financial collapse of the G.D.R. [the East Germanwith Islamic or any other groups. But should Germany plunge

into economic crisis any deeper than it has already, whether communist state—ed.] in November 1989, save for the small
detail that this time, the collapse is worldwide.we can live together in peace, even within Germany’s own

borders, will be moot. So again, I urge your patience, as I In official documents that concern the reunification of
Germany, our government acknowledged in 1997 that al-shall now turn to economic matters.
though it had long been clear that the Comecon was faltering,
and that the G.D.R. was about to crumble, in November, noOrigins of Germany’s Leadership Crisis

When I set out to think about Germany today, I recall one had come up with a contingency plan, should the Wall
come down and Germany be reunified. Apart, of course, fromHeinrich Heine’s words—Heine, the 150th anniversary of

whose death we have just celebrated, or rather, mourned. He Lyndon LaRouche, who, as early as 1983, had declared that
should the U.S.S.R. cleave to the Ogarkov strategy, that state
would collapse within five years.1. Jürgen Hübschen, who spoke earlier at the seminar, is an independent

LaRouche is doubtless the sole Western politician whoConsultant for Peace-Keeping and Security Policy. He is a retired colonel,
and former military attaché at the German Embassy in Baghdad. foresaw, with any degree of precision, or even foresaw at all,
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the collapse of the U.S.S.R.. On Oct.
12, 1988, at the Kempinski Hotel
here in Berlin, he gave a historic
press conference, in which he an-
nounced that the G.D.R. and Come-
con were about to dissolve, and put
forward a proposal for the reunifica-
tion of Germany, with Berlin as its
capital. At that very moment, many
in the SPD [Social Democratic
Party] and elsewhere blared that re-
unification was the “Lie of the Cen-
tury.” So what LaRouche had to say
there, was not exactly “consensual.”

And to make a long story short,
what happened? Our then-Chancel-
lor Helmut Kohl made a tiny step to-

EIRNS/Wolfgang Lillgeward sovereignty on Nov. 28, with
Helga Zepp-LaRouche addresses the Berlin seminar: “The question is whether we can placehis ten-point program for a confeder-
a vision squarely onto the agenda for the 21st Century, as civilized human beings.”ation of both German states, which

certainly would not qualify as a pro-
posal for reunification; but was a step
forward, since it was from a sovereign standpoint, and had ity and high productivity of the labor force were positive

factors for those investments. The moment the euro arrived,not been cleared with NATO, or even with the FDP [Free
Democratic Party, his coalition partner]. this currency security vanished—and the more backward

countries like Greece, Portugal, Spain, Ireland, and so forth,Events moved on apace. On Nov. 30, the head of Deutsche
Bank, Alfred Herrhausen, was murdered, the only banker who were delighted, because international investors flitted over

to those low-wage countries, where the national insurancehad ever entertained a vision for the development of the East
bloc, or to be precise, Poland. Mitterrand wrote Kohl a black- system was cheap too. Those countries were caught up in

a short-lived boom, which swiftly turned out to be a bubble,mail note, stating that France would agree to reunification,
only on condition that Germany relinquish the D-mark and like the Spanish real-estate bubble.

This led to the referenda on the European Constitutionalagree to a European currency union. Upon which Kohl
(doubtless the sole issue on which Herr Kohl and I have ever Treaty, where France and Holland, by then well-acquainted

with the negative impact of the euro, voted “No,” and theseen eye to eye), said that a currency union without political
union would not be feasible. Margaret Thatcher thereupon political unity that might have come into existence, evapo-

rated.launched her “Fourth Reich” campaign. As for Mitterrand’s
blackmail, his advisor Jacques Attali, in a recently published We have now reached the end of the rope. Although Ger-

many may indeed, for the third time running, be the world’swork entitled Mitterrand, claims that Mitterrand actually
threatened war against Germany, a new Triple Entente. Now, biggest export nation, with a favorable balance of payments

in excess of 160 billion euros, it’s of scant use to us, since thiswhether such a war could have gotten off the ground, is debat-
able, but certainly the blackmail pressure on Kohl was gigan- has no impact on the collapsed domestic market.

Nor has it helped France. France is the second major vic-tic. That is what Kohl referred to, when he described the EU
Summit on Dec. 8-9, 1989 at Strasburg as his “darkest hour.” tim of the EU currency union; over the past decade, it has

fallen into a huge export crisis. From a relatively favorableKohl caved in, and finally agreed, against his own conscience
and will, to throw over the D-mark as the price for reunifi- balance of payments, it now has a huge deficit. The domestic

market is swamped with cheap imports; France’s economy iscation.
The years went by, the euro was introduced, and it be- shredding; Italy is being dragged down as well, and so on and

so forth.came clear, what should have been clear from the outset—
namely that there was an incredible economic imbalance, In brief: The euro is a flop, and therefore, back to the

question I posed at the outset. Does Germany have a politicalbecause the currency security which had till then existed in
the D-mark area alone, the D-mark being a hard currency, leadership that can right these glaring errors, or not? In

France, the explosion in the so-called “suburbs” involvesand international investors having been wont to invest in
Germany, despite its high wages and high national insurance many more than the unemployed sons of North African immi-

grants, nor is it a “Muslim” issue as such. In Holland, whencosts, because its currency was solid, and because the stabil-
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the filmmaker van Gogh was murdered, the country nearly cause of the economic crisis). The neo-conservatives did not
go away and hibernate during Clinton’s eight-year term asburst into flame. The question of where we go next, is the

same as asking what strategic policy orientations our own President, though. In 1996, Richard Perle, for example,
harshly condemned the peace plan promoted by Clinton atnations will take.

If my husband and others in America succeed in getting Oslo, and proposed the radical, so-called “Clean Break,”2 al-
legedly to guarantee Israel’s security.Dick Cheney out (and we shall hear more about the U.S.

situation this afternoon), and assuming that we suceed in pull- The real purpose behind the Clean Break scheme, was not
to ensure peace between Israel and Palestine, but to effecting together a cross-party coalition of Democrats and moder-

ate Republicans to adopt a fresh economic policy, then here regime change in every state hostile to Israel, throughout the
region. A mere two days later, the Clean Break was endorsedin Germany, we can sweep aside the failed euro-model, return

to sovereignty in currency matters, and issue credit to employ by Netanyahu, then Israeli Prime Minister, as official policy.
In so doing, Israel endorsed a policy of regime change inthe entire labor force, productively. Those are the premises.

And there are two alternatives before Germany. Syria, Iraq, Iran—her opponents in the region.
On Jan. 3, 2001, Lyndon LaRouche held a webcast in

Washington, and warned that the Adminstration of Bush, Jr.Geopolitics of the ‘Iran Crisis’
Now to the Iran crisis proper. Again this morning, we would be faced with overwhelming, uncontrollable financial

difficulties, and that, on that account, there existed a very realhave heard that the crisis has little or nothing to do with
that nation’s nuclear program, and rather more to do with risk that someone would touch off a new Reichstag Fire, in

order to ram through the policy of dictatorship and empire.the founding of an empire, to which end political events are
being orchestrated. Let us recall that following the events LaRouche said this three weeks before Bush, Jr. was inaugu-

rated, and only nine months before Sept. 11, 2001.of Sept. 11, 2001, there was a great hue and cry about
Saddam Hussein as the quintessence of evil and so on, about We know what happened on the latter date. The following

day, Dick Cheney held a press conference, and—without ad-weapons of mass destruction, etc. And what remains, is a
handful of dust. ducing the slightest proof—pointed the finger at Saddam Hus-

sein. This led directly to war, first against Afghanistan andOr again, how the background to the First World War
was presented at the Versailles Treaty, where Germany was then against Iraq. The Reichstag Fire had taken place. James

Woolsey, formerly head of the CIA, said that the agenda wasstigmatized as the sole culprit. In the meantime, since Ver-
sailles, historians have scrutinized the 30-year run-up to that a Hundred Years’ War against terrorism. The idea of total

war, permanent warfare.war, and the historical truth now appears in all its complexity.
My plea to you, is to let that ability to deal with complexity
carry over to current events. A Manipulated Clash of Civilizations

Now let us look at another factor—cultural manipulation.Now, where does the present policy actually come from?
When, in 1989-91, the U.S.S.R. dissolved, the occasion arose In 1993, Samuel Huntington first spoke of a “Clash of Civili-

zations” in Foreign Affairs. In 1996, he wrote a book, Theto place East-West relations onto an entirely new footing. The
“Enemy” was gone, and a new peaceful order could have been Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order.

Read it! And you will see that Mr. Huntington is quite aston-established. But at that very moment the neo-conservatives
in the first Bush Administration (Cheney, Rumsfeld, Perle, ishingly unaware, indeed ignorant of our own culture, West-

ern, Christian culture, just as he hasn’t the faintest idea ofWolfowitz) popped up with their so-called New American
Century doctrine. Confucianism, Islam, or Hinduism. It’s a barefaced scenario

for how to manipulate a crisis. Recall now, how Kissinger inWhat they wanted, in 1990, was that the United States,
which had so great a tradition behind her as a republic, become 1974, wrote in NSM 200, that the United States must move

to prevent “excess” population growth in the Third World;an empire. At the time, the proposal seemed so radical that
the more temperate in the first Bush Administration, those his thesis being that there are too many people, because raw

materials should be in U.S. hands, and that accordingly, birtharound Scowcroft and Eagleburger, said, “Whoa Boy! Things
just do not work that way!” But the neo-conservatives none- control must be imposed to keep down the numbers! That is

also the meaning of Zbigniew Brzezinski’s Great Game—theless pulled off the first Gulf War. You will recall how, at
the time, the U.S. Ambassador [to Iraq] had told Saddam i.e., war for raw materials in Central Asia, or again, the Arc

of Crisis theories pushed by Bernard Lewis.Hussein that the business with Kuwait was an inter-Arab af-
fair, and that Iraq could do what it pleased. And Saddam Just this past September, the Danish newspaper Jyllands-

Posten published the now notorious cartoons. We haveHussein was fool enough to fall into the trap.
Nevertheless, forces within the United States then moved

to head off an out-and-out imperial policy. Clinton won the 2. “A Clean Break: A New Strategy for Securing the Realm,” issued for
Presidential elections (as James Carville said, “It’s the econ- incoming Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu by the Institute for Advanced

Strategic and Political Studies in Jerusalem.omy, stupid”—and George Bush, Sr. did lose, precisely be-
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looked into this. Jyllands-Posten had asked 22 former ambas- that, to someone in the Middle East, might be blasphemy, but
to a Westerner, might not be, but are considered as “freedomsadors to the Arab world, whether they thought such cartoons

could be published. All 22 said, “Out of the question! Sheer of the press.” It’s a chessboard, and it’s easy to see how such
conflicts can be driven to escalate.provocation! Their culture is totally different. Hands off!”

Arabists too were asked for their opinion, as were experts in
Islam. But they went ahead and published anyway, and for a Cusa’s Vision of a Dialogue of Cultures

What’s the counterpole to this? What can we do, to shiftmonth or so the crisis smouldered away in the background,
until finally it exploded. everything in another direction?

We must give up our pragmatism. Although it may notAs it happens, we discovered that Jyllands-Posten has
founded a think-tank, called CEPOS, and who do you think seem that obvious, we are faced with a systemic financial

breakdown, whereby the “globalized” system is as likely tosits on its Board? None other than the neo-cons’ mentor,
George Shultz, éminence grise, in person. Richard Pipes too go bust as the G.D.R. and then U.S.S.R. did between 1989

and 1991.is closely tied to that think-tank.
Clearly, this is conscious manipulation. Then you had a The question is whether we can place a vision squarely

onto the agenda for the 21st Century, as civilized human be-couple of hundred fundamentalists burning down Danish and
other Scandinavian embassies, isolated incidents perhaps, but ings. That same question that was posed in the Federalist

Papers by Alexander Hamilton, and by others who foundedone should think back to how the British Empire operated in
the region, how France operated, and how the two divided up the Republic of the United States: Can mankind adopt an

order, a civilized order, whereby we can govern ourselves andthe region into zones of influence, with the Sykes-Picot
Treaty. How easy, then, to charge up a few fundamentalists, live together in peace? I am an optimist and believe that we

can. The vision that we need for this century is the interlockingand talk them into running into a brick wall!
One could call this Inverse Diplomacy. Diplomacy dis- of the whole Eurasian continent, now that the Iron Curtain is

gone, and there is no reason not to pick up where develop-covers what the sensitive areas are, and avoids them, seeking
out other avenues and solutions. The Clash of Civilizations ments just before World War I left off.

We should build the Trans-Siberian Railway, the Berlin-faction weasles out the sensitive areas, and hammers on them,
until they get an explosion: sensitive areas, such as a portrayal Baghdad Railway. Over the next quarter to half century, inte-

grate the whole of Eurasia as one economy, and create a peace-
ful order that will allow us to overcome long-festering con-
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flicts—thanks to joint economic interest, and expressing
common goals for mankind.

To that end, we have put forward the proposal for a Eur-
asian Land-Bridge, with the idea of integrating all Eurasia’s
infrastructure; but the idea is not restricted to Eurasia. Eurasia
may be the focus for the momentum, but this must sweep over
the Bering Strait to the Americas, and via Egypt to Africa.

Finally, let me turn to the cultural factors in Eurasian
integration. This morning, doubts were expressed as to
whether there do exist universal principles. The question was
whether such principles do not constantly undergo change.
To which I would say that if there exist no universal princi-
ples, then there is no basis for dialogue among cultures.

In 1453, as Nicholas of Cusa wrote De pace fidei (On the
Peace of Faith), Sultan Mohammed II had overrun Constanti-
nople, and there erupted something very like a war of civiliza-
tions. News got out to the Western world on the fall of Con-
stantinople—rape, murder, blasphemous deeds—and the
world was on the verge of a clash of civilizations.

Nicholas of Cusa, a humanist, responded by stating that a
way must be sought to prevent the outbreak of out-and-out
religious warfare. And he wrote a magnificent Socratic dia-
logue, in which 17 sages of the various religions and nations
come before God, before the Divine Word, the divinum
verbum, and say, “We are killing each other in Thy Name.
We each of us say ‘I represent Thee, Oh God.’ Surely it cannot
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be Thy will, that we thus wage war upon one another? We This is the way forward out of the present crisis. We must
all rediscover the high points of our own cultures, becausecrave Thy aid.”

And God replies, “You are come as representatives of there will be a dialogue of cultures only if we actually have a
culture. If we be “culture-less,” part of a so-called globalizedyour religions and cultures, in religion, and in philosophy.

And as philosophers, you must know that there is but one uniform “culture,” there will be no basis for dialogue. If we
do intend to bring to life the best in our own traditions, thetruth. To which they replied, “As philosophers, we agree, but

Thou must help us. We kill in Thy Name, and what is to be Classical tradition, and discuss it on that basis with one an-
other, the One and the Many, and the Many within the One isdone?” And God replies, “You have taken the words of the

Prophets for Truth. You have taken the traditions, for God’s absolutely possible. I believe that this cultural dimension must
be introduced, urgently, into the debate.message.” To which the sages reply, “Yes, but. How shall we

now return to our peoples, and to those who have spilt so
much blood on account of their belief, and tell them, ‘Take a
new religion’? Never will they consent.” To which God re-

Mohammad el-Sayed Selimplies, “Where have I spoken of a new religion? I have spoken
of but one true religion, over and above all interpretations.
There is but one God, over and above the idea of religion.
And that there can be but one God, surely you will agree.” To
which the Sages reply, “That we can see. And we shall now DancingwithWolves:
turn back to our peoples, and report this Truth.”

After the events of Sept. 11, 2001, as a new clash of civili- But IranWill BeNext
zations loomed, what was uppermost in my mind was whether
it can really be so, that all religions concern one and the same

Prof. Mohammad el-Sayed Selim is Professor of Politicalidea. I looked at the early Vedic writings, and what appears,
is precisely that there is but one truth, understood differently Science at Cairo University. He submitted this written speech

to the March 2 EIR seminar in Berlin. Subheads have beenby different souls. The same idea existed. That, to my mind,
is what is essential for there to be dialogue. What makes added. See last week’s EIR for further seminar discussion

of the issues raised here, notably that of the Nuclear Non-dialogue between cultures feasible, is that there are indeed
universal principles, uniting the whole of mankind. And once Proliferation Treaty (NPT).
one has found those universal ideas, one can rejoice in their
multiplicity. It is a marvellous thing that there exist so many Reading the history of the Middle East during the last century,

shows that the Arabs have committed two major strategiccultures, because they all rest upon a single underlying univer-
sal principle. and fateful errors of judgment. These judgments have been

shaping the course of events in the region since the end of theAnd if one reviews real history, universal history, one
sees how these universal ideas course through the centuries. First World War. Both errors of judgment were rooted in

the inability to distinguish between short-term and long-termEuropean civilization is a product of Ancient Greece, and the
Greeks themselves looked to the Egyptians. Plato lived on gains and losses. Major strategic decisions were based only

on short-term expectation of gains, which turned out to bein the Arab and other Islamic philosophers—al-Farabi, al-
Kindi, Ibn Sina. The achivements of the Abbasid dynasty, of long-term net losses.

The first major error was the decision of Sherif Husseinthe Baghdad Caliph Harun al-Rashid, al-Mansur, al-Mamun,
who had, in essence, saved science for European culture after in 1915 to ally with Britain and France against the Ottoman

Empire, hoping that he would become the head of a new Arabthe Roman Empire had collapsed. Harun al-Rashid sent emis-
saries to Greece, Spain, and Egypt, and had them collect kingdom in the Arab East and Hijaz. What he got was the

Sykes-Picot Agreement and the Balfour Declaration, the par-knowledge, showering the finders with gold, so much did
he value knowledge. On which basis sprang up the Islamic tition of the Arab East, and most importantly, the rift in Arab-

Turkish relations which has been indelibly imprinted for gen-Renaissance. And it was through the contacts between Harun
al-Rashid and Charlemagne, that we in Europe rediscovered erations.

The second main strategic error was committed when theour roots in Ancient Greece.
A true dialogue of cultures is not something for the present Arabs sided with the Reagan Administration in its quest to

defeat the Soviets in Afghanistan. The Arabs were out to joinalone, but rather something that must reappear from one gen-
eration, from one century, to the next, and thanks to such the United States in defeating the communists, to capitalize

on the expected gains from Reagan. The Arabs sent fightersideas, we see ourselves as human beings. Just as Leibniz wrote
that the fact that the Emperor of China had discovered the (Mujahideen who turned into terrorists later on), and the

Americans armed and trained them. What resulted was thesame geometrical figures as he, proves that we are all a part
of the same human race. Soviet defeat and collapse, the emergence of the United States
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as the sole superpower, and the Muslim world itself becoming
the new target, as articulated in the Clash of Civilizations
argument. The Arabs and the developing countries had been
somehow protected by the superpower competition. Now,
with such competition over, there was no need to give any
concessions, or to show any sign of friendship, as [former
Malaysian Prime Minister] Mahathir bin Mohammad, the
wise man of Asia, has repeatedly said. Furthermore, the sole
superpower left the Mujahideen armed to the teeth, to fight
among themselves to the bitter end. The former Minister of
Interior of Pakistan, Mr. Moun Uddin Haider, once said that
1.5 million Muslims were killed in the Afghan War to get
one result, that is, that the United States became the only
superpower in the world.

The Sept. 11 attacks were mysteriously orchestrated by
the neo-conservative Administration in Washington as a
cover for the implementation of the already drafted plans to
dominate the Middle East. Still that lesson was not learnt, as
the Bush Administration began to proceed with its plans after
Sept. 11, 2001 to invade, occupy, and eventually control some
key states in the Middle East under the pretext of fighting
terrorism. This time it was Iran which tried to capitalize on
these plans, to get rid of some its neighboring rivals, the Tali-
ban in Afghanistan and the Saddam Hussein regime in Iraq.
One Iranian spokesman was quite sincere when he put it

EIRNS/Wolfgang Lillge
bluntly that, without Iran’s support, the United States would

Professor Selim of Cairo University addresses an EIR conferencenot have been able to occupy Afghanistan and Iraq. Iran in Berlin last Summer.
played with the wolf, hoping that the wolf would turn a blind
eye on her. But the wolf never turns a blind eye on prey. As
soon as Wolfowitz put his grip on Afghanistan and Iraq, Iran
had to be next. Iran had to pay the price for playing with the Whereas the Arabian Gulf proposal targets Iran only, the Mid-

dle East would include Iran and Israel. But the name of thewolf. Once again, history repeated itself.
game now is to reinforce Israel’s nuclear monopoly in the
Middle East, a point to which we will return later.Nuclear Program Is Pretext To Attack Iran

But history is also repeating itself again today. The politi- The neo-conservatives have already taken a strategic deci-
sion to end the regime of the Iranian Islamic Republic, andcal environment in the region today, is reminiscent of the

environment there in the period prior to the invasion of Iraq. the question now is, how the scenario will unfold. In January
2005, I took part in a conference sponsored by a leading re-Just as the question of Iraqi weapons of mass destruction was

given the utmost priority, and presented as a major threat that search center located in the Arabian Gulf region. An Ameri-
can participant, who is very close to the neo-conservatives inshould be immediately dealt with, and as the question of the

linkage between Iraqi weapons of mass destruction and terror- Washington, delivered a blunt message to the Arab audience:
“America will attack Iran, and we want to know, what are youism was presented as an immediate threat, the Iranian nuclear

question is now being presented in the same context. The going to do in this case?” Although the neo-conservatives are
trapped in the Iraqi and Afghani quagmires, they base theirneo-conservatives are also spreading words of fear in Gulf

Cooperation Council (GCC) countries, saying that the Iranian calculations on their estimations of the likely responses of
other powers, especially Russia and China, the Iranian capa-nuclear program is an existential threat to them. Although

Iran has been building the Bushehr nuclear plant for the last bilities in the regional strategic environment, their presence
in the immediate neighboring environment of Iran, and the15 years, suddenly it has became a major threat to the ecosys-

tem in the Gulf. expected gains from ending the Iranian Islamic regime. This
leads to the conclusion that an attack on Iran of some sort isThey are also exerting maximum pressure on Arab coun-

tries to join ranks with them against Iran. Suddenly, a new most likely to occur in 2006. The ongoing negotiations are
diplomatic steps to prepare the theater for what is to come.idea was circulated among the GCC countries, that is, to estab-

lish an “Arabian Gulf nuclear free zone,” thereby bypassing They are a prelude to the war, not an alternative to it. One must
remember that the issue is not the Iranian nuclear program, butthe notion of the “Middle East” as a nuclear free zone.
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the Iranian Islamic regime, which represents the last challenge clear program is for military use, its potential quest to develop
nuclear warheads could be understood in the light of Israel’sto the long-term American hegemony in the Middle East.

Once this challenge were dealt with, all the other chips, such possession of such weapons. When one party develops nu-
clear capabilities, this becomes a license for others to do like-as Syria, Hezbollah, and Hamas, would fall into place.
wise. In fact, that is what the Western theory of nuclear deter-
rence bluntly says. When the U.S.A. declared its nuclearWar Throughout the Region Will Result

The scenario for an attack on Iran will certainly be differ- capability in 1945, the Soviet Union did likewise in 1949; and
when China developed its nuclear capability in 1965, Indiaent from the Iraqi one. Most likely, as was documented by

EIR’s reports, mini-nukes could be used to frighten the Irani- followed suit in 1974; and when India exploded a device in
1998, Pakistan followed. Western nuclear deterrence theoryans into quick surrender. But other scenarios could also be

thought of. tells us, it is the nuclear balance of terror that deters aggres-
sion, rather than nuclear monopoly. When the U.S.A. monop-But in all cases, the road to Tehran will carry a major cost.

Iran is likely to turn the entire region into a battleground by olized nuclear weapons, it used them against Japan, but it
never thought of using them against the Soviet Union, once itvirtue of its long-range missile capabilities, and mostly loyal

Shi’ite communities in the Arabian Gulf region. Furthermore, had developed the same weapons in 1949. One can understand
the Indo-Pakistani recent rapprochement in light of the bal-Arab countries have so far withstood American pressures to

rally against Iran. The last GCC summit held in Abu Dhabi ance of terror in South Asia, and the Israeli determination to
subjugate the Arabs, partly in the light of its nuclear mo-called for establishing a nuclear free zone in the Middle East,

although the neo-conservatives were exercising pressures to nopoly.
Peace can only be maintained if there is a balanced corre-restrict the call to the Gulf region. The resolution of the GCC

was almost a slap in the face to the neo-conservatives. This lation of forces among the parties. Engaging Israel in the
present nuclear debate in the region would create a majormay be an indication that the Arabs are beginning to learn

the lessons of history, and drawing lessons from their past momentum for solving the Iranian question. Once all the par-
ties shoulder equal responsibilities regarding the NPT regime,miscalculations.

No one in the Arab world believes the rhetoric of Iran, the motives to go nuclear will certainly disappear. I am not
sure if this line of thinking will be heard by the wolves inrespecting its international obligations under the NPT. Israel

and North Korea today are nuclear powers. They are both Washington. This question is dominating the region, and rein-
forcing the nuclear monopoly of their ally in the region, in-outside the NPT regime. Nevertheless, the neo-conservatives

are exercising continuous pressure on North Korea to de- stead of equal commitments. Iran should learn from lessons
of the past. Dancing with the wolves has not saved it. It wasnuclearize, but there has been no word said about Israel. The

argument that Israel is not an NPT party has been blown by recently revealed that before the invasion of Iraq, the Iraqi
government offered Iran an alliance, but Iran ignored the of-North Korea’s withdrawal from the NPT. The fact that North

Korea is outside that regime has not saved her from American fer. It should also learn from its past diplomatic miscalcula-
tions. Negotiating with the European Troika outside the IAEAencroachments, but the same argument is used to justify leav-

ing Israel outside any controls. In fact, we believe that if the was a major error, as it created new commitments for Iran
outside those under the NPT, and enabled the Troika to claimAmerican scenario against Iran were to succeed, the next step

would be a new drive to legitimize an Israeli nuclear monop- that Iran had violated its agreements with it, not the NPT.
It should also prepare for the worst. Not only Iran, but theoly in the Middle East by declaring Israel, India, and possibly

Pakistan, as legitimate nuclear powers under the NPT regime; entire region.
Finally, I would like to pay tribute to Lyndon LaRouchethat is, they would join the NPT, but as nuclear powers.

The Arabs have also seen Security Council resolutions for his strong interest in a just peace in the Middle East. He
and his able staff have been launching a campaign to expelissued under Chapter Seven of the UN Charter being ignored,

because they touch upon Israel’s nuclear monopoly in the the wolves into the wild.
region. I am here referring to Article 14 of Security Council
Resolution 687, issued in 1991 on ceasefire terms with Iraq.
That Article stipulated that the elimination of Iraq’s weapons WEEKLY INTERNET
of mass destruction would be a prelude to declaring the Mid- AUDIO TALK SHOW
dle East as an area free from weapons of mass destruction.
However, no single action was taken to enforce that Article. The LaRouche Show

This conference should bring to the attention of the world,
EVERY SATURDAYSecurity Council Resolution 687 on the Middle East as an

area free of weapons of mass destruction. This resolution is 3:00-4:00 p.m. Eastern Time
the key to resolving the present crisis, if the “real” issue is http://www.larouchepub.com/radio
Iran’s nuclear capabilities. Although Iran denies that its nu-
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cause of justice and peace in the world. This Among the Uribe coalition forces that
Jordanian King Speaks is especially important today when particu- swept the elections was the Alas Equipo Co-

lombia group, which maintained its bloc oflar attention must be given to teachingAgainst Attack on Iran
respect for God, for religions and their sym- five congressional seats. Max Londono, the

president of the Lyndon LaRouche Associa-bols, and for holy sites and places of wor-Jordan’s King Abdallah II warned on March
ship. Religious leaders have a responsibility tion, ran for Senate on the Alas slate, and15 that “a strike against Iran would cause
to work for reconciliation through genuine was credited with some 380 votes. Thethe whole region to explode. The threat to
dialogue and acts of human solidarity.” LaRouche Association has announced thatregional security and stability will be grave

The Pope’s clear statement comes amid its campaign will continue into the Presiden-if force is utilized to resolve this problem.”
a faction fight in the Vatican between the tial elections, with the slogan, “A Train andHe continued, “Dialogue, patience and di-
“ecumenical” and the “Crusader” factions. Nuclear Energy in Search of a Candidate.”plomacy are the only solution.”
Cardinal Renato Martino, following a meet-The King deplored the March 14 Israeli
ing of the three largest Muslim organiza-attack on the Jericho prison, calling it “a
tions in Italy, declared to the press that hethreat to the future of the peace process and Coverage of LaRouchewould be in favor of teaching the Koran,to security in the region. It is an unfortu-
if enough pupils in a school demanded it.nate escalation.” In Russia, Egypt
Within hours from his statements, the PressAbdallah II also addressed the Hamas
Office of the Vatican issued a release sayingissue, with some veiled warnings. He said The March 6 article by Lyndon LaRouche,
that Martino represented only his personalHamas, which won the recent Palestinian “Strictly Speaking, There Is No ‘Iran
opinion. The next day, Martino gave an in-legislative elections for the first time and is Crisis’ ” (EIR, March 17) was posted on
terview in which he declared that this is notnow forming a government, should “deal March 14 on the Russian site CMNews.ru
only his personal view, but that it corres-with internal and reigonal realities,” and and at INSI.org.ua (the Independent Strate-
ponds to the Pope’s own, as indicated bythat the international community should gic Studies Institute, based in Ukraine). A
decisions taken in recent years in Germany“respect the Palestinians’ will, to give Feb. 25 LaRouche PAC release, “Collapse
and supported by both Christian churches.Hamas a chance.” He said time was running of Carry Trade Will Blow Out the System”
On that occasion, then-Cardinal Ratzingerout for negotiations, adding, “If we are go- is circulating on Russian blogs and forums,
was personally involved to guarantee theing to keep throwing the ball to each other’s after being posted on the above two sites the
success of the operation.court . . . the reality of the situation is that previous week. That release will also appear

as a feature in the March issue of Valyutnywe will find, two years from now, that we
have no homeland to talk about.” This may Spekulyant (Currency Dealer) magazine,

which will be appearing the week ofbe a reference to the danger that the Israeli Uribe’s Supporters Sweep
government will expel the Palestinians to March 20.

Meanwhile, an interview with EIR Edi-Jordan. Elections in Colombia
He reiterated his offer to host an inter- torial Board member Murel Mirak-Weis-

sbach was published in al-Gumhuriya, afaith conference in Amman, for all Iraqi fac- Congressional elections held on March 12
in Colombia, produced a sweep by the six-tions. leading Egyptian paper, on March 16, as

well as in several other Arabic newspapersparty coalition of political forces backing
President Alvaro Uribe’s re-election bid. The interview was conducted by syndicated

columnist El-Sayed Hani, during Mirak-Presidential elections will be held in May,Pope Calls for Dialogue
and Uribe is now considered a shoo-in for a Weissbach’s visit to Cairo in February. The

journalist was particulary interested in whoOf ‘Religions of the Book’ second four-year term. The Colombian Con-
stitution was amended recently to allow for was behind the “Mohammad cartoons” in

the Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten, theReceiving a delegation of the American second-term Presidencies.
Despite abstention rates as high as 60%,Jewish Committee on March 16, Pope Bene- role of George Shultz, and the threat

against Iran.dict XVI delivered a short speech in support in large part due to the narco-terrorist
FARC’s pre-election terror campaign andof the dialogue among Christianity, Islam, In addition, a book has been published

in Cairo, with the speech delivered at Cairoand Judaism—the three “religions of the widespread assassination threats against
candidates around the country, Uribe’s sup-Book.” University during a previous visit by Mirak-

Weissbach—on perspectives for changing“Judaism, Christianity, and Islam,” the porters will be taking 65 of 102 seats in the
Senate, and 90 of the 166 in the lower House,Pope said, “believe in the one God, Creator U.S. policy toward Southwest Asia—along

with a speech by Prof. Mohammad el-Sayedof heaven and earth. It follows, therefore, knocking the Liberal Party, dominated by
the pro-drug former Presidents Alfonso Ló-that all three monotheistic religions are Selim of the University of Cairo (see arti-

cle, p. 53).called to cooperate with one another for pez Michelsen and César Gaviria, out of
their long-held majority in the Congress.the common good of humanity, serving the
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